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University Store Co.
By the time you read this ad we will have 
supplied the three thousand plus students 
with their initial supplies
We will be ready to supply you with
Children’s, youths’ and adults’
T Shirts - Sweat Shirts
Nylon Sweaters and Wool Jackets
Shop early for those attractive and durable articles of clothing 
for the children
For adult gifts we have
Beverage Glasses 
Musical Cigarette Boxes
Coasters
Knickknacks
Drop in at the old stand when on campus
Looking Ahead
1 <1
No matter what the future holds, 
a good banking connection 
will always be helpful.
We can’t predict future conditions, 
but here at The Merrill Trust Company 
you’ll always find banking services 
to keep you abreasfof the times.
Pay by Check
Save time, steps and money. 
Keep your cash in your pen 
. . . not in your pocket.
Pay your bills by mail.
When you pay by check, 
you know where the money goes. 
Checks give you accurate records 
and legal receipts.
Come in and open 
your checking account today
f\IT
p
"SERVING EASTERN MAINE"
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation • Member Federal Reserve System
Bangor • Belfast • Bucksport • Calais • Dexter • Dover-Foxcroft • Eastport ■ Jonesport • Machias • Milo • Old Town • Orono • Searsport
The
Maine
Chair
A splendid reproduction of the early New England straight arm chair, sturdily constructed of selected hardwood.
This beautiful chair is finished in satin black with the University of Maine Seal and the stripings in gold. 
The Seal is actually screened into the finish of the chair and is not a transfer.
This distinctive piece of furniture will be an asset to any living room, study or office Many of these chairs 
have already been sold to alumni, both young and old.
Each chair is packed in a heavy carton—shipping weight 30 pounds. Price: $24.50 F.O B. Gardner, Mass.
(Unless otherwise instituted, chairs will be shipped Railway Express, charges collect)
ALUMNI OFFICE
44 Library
Orono, Maine
Enclosed please find my check in the amount of $
(Please add 2% Maine Sales Tax for shipments to Maine points.)
Kindly ship me Maine Chairs at $24.50 each.
Name
Address
T)Y now more then twenty companies and foundations have 
established programs by which their employees’ contributions 
to their colleges are matched dollar for dollar.
Each program is predicated on three assumptions:
• that the employee benefits continuously by a college ex­
perience paid for only in part, recognizes the fact, and wants 
to help make this same experience available to others;
• that the company also benefits continuously by the quality 
of experience of its college-graduate employees and wants, 
therefore, to share in making this experience available to 
others;
• that the college must continue—in the face of new and in­
creasing demands—to offer the college experience, and must 
have the support of both types of beneficiaries to do so.
If these assumptions are correct, matching programs can be powerful 
factors in the support of American colleges and universities. Yet such 
programs can only be successful if college alumni recognize their 
growing obligations and act upon them.
There are many things alumni can do to help their colleges. But the 
first and easiest thing is to give regularly and substantially to the 
college gift fund.
GENERAL ® ELECTRIC
A Campus-Wide Welcome Awaits You
56th Homecoming Saturday, Nov. 3Friday, Nov. 2
Great Game
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2
p.m.
SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 3
a.m.
p.m.
I
6:30
8:00
8:00
8:15
We sincerely hope you will be able to join the old gang on campus for this 56th 
Alumni Homecoming. This is the big football weekend that you won’t want to miss. 
Send those reservations NOW! See you Nov. 2.
Reservations Necessary for Alumni Homecoming Luncheon 
and Maine Masque Productions
Rally and Bonfire (Memorial Gymnasium)
“M” Club Meeting (Memorial Union) 
Alumni Open House (Memorial Union)
Maine Masque presents “Bernardine" (Little Theatre)
Francis S. “Nick” McGuire ’31 
Chairman, Homecoming Committee
Great Time
9:00 
10:00 
11:45
1:30
4:00
4:00
8:15
Field Hockey (Women's Athletic Field)
Colleges Coffees (Memorial Union)
Annual Homecoming Luncheon (Memorial Gymnasium) 
Football—Colby vs. Maine (Alumni Field) 
After-the-Game Get-Together (Memorial Gymnasium) 
Fraternity Reunions (Fraternity Houses)
Maine Masque presents “Bernardine” (Little Theatre)
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Und er the
Bear’s Paw
The topics most often chosen by speak­ers from the University these days all center about the tremendous challenge 
which lies before us in the next decade. 
The enrollment of students on the elemen­
tary and secondary levels all over the 
nation is rising, and the State of Maine 
is educating more and more children each 
year. The young population continues to 
grow numerically and with approximately 
18% of our college age students in the 
State of Maine entering institutions of ad­
vanced learning, applications for admission 
to the University of Maine have increased 
by leaps and bounds. Some of the phrase­
ology coined from this national and state 
trend is “The Impending Tidal Wave of Stu­
dents,” “Numerous Students, A Chore or 
Challenge,” and “Our Greatest Challenge.”
The administration officials at the Uni­
versity of Maine must combine their energy 
and ability to meet the pressing problem of 
presenting the need convincingly and direct­
ing the rapid expansion of our University 
to insure the opportunity for advanced edu­
cation to all academically qualified Maine 
boys and girls at a cost within their reach.
While much attention is being put into 
the planning, from careful statistical studies, 
for the 1956-1966 decade, let us look at the 
building expansion of the past decade to see 
the real job that was done by University 
officials to meet the tremendous surge of 
students who were of the post W.W. II era.
Since 1946 the following major buildings 
have been constructed on campus. Chad- 
bourne Hall (women’s dormitory), Plant 
Science Building, Animal Pathology Build­
ing, Library, East Annex (temporary), 
Boardman Hall (engineering building), Hart 
Hall, Corbett Hall, and Dunn Hall (men’s 
dormitories), Memorial Union, and in Sep­
tember Stodder Hall (new women’s dormi­
tory) was opened.
Currently two wings are being added to 
Aubert Hall.
It should be noted that the Libraiy and 
Memorial Union were made possible 
through alumni gifts and stand as a symbol 
of the loyalty and generosity of the 30.000 
alumni who preceded the Class of 1960.
Enrollment this fall will be about 3,700 
approximately 200 more than in 1955 but 
considerably less than the nearly 5,000 stu­
dents who matriculated to the Orono and 
Brunswick campuses m the late '40’s.
The coming decade poses a great chal­
lenge for University leaders But this re­
view of the progress and accomplishments 
achieved during the 1946-1956 decade in­
dicates that we can face the challenging 
decade ahead with full confidence and pride 
in the University of Maine administration 
and staff.
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FRONT ROW (left to right): Judith W Daniels (Donald H 
’22, Helene Douglas ’25), South Portland. Laurel A Hoyt (David 
W ’23, Elsie Perry ’23), South Portland, Joan B. Kelso (Elmer G 
’27), Winslow, Virginia M. Spear (Willard W. ’24), South Port­
land, Carol A. Robinson (Richard S. ’33), Cape Elizabeth, Gail
A. Mallett (Howard P ’35), Lee; Paula J Smith (Harry A York 
T5, deceased, grandfather), Mars Hill, Enid A. Kelley (Arthur J. 
’28), Marblehead, Mass, Sallie I. Sinclair (Alice Webster '29), 
Pittsfield.
SECOND ROW: Elaine Higgins (Ruby Bryant Higgins ’52), 
Mount Desert, Carol A. Iverson (Andrew P. ’34) Falmouth, 
Patricia L. Flynt (Horton ’31, Roy H ’04, deceased, grandfather), 
Falmouth, Sally E. Curtis (Louis E ’23, Marie Hodgdon ’23), 
Topsham, Winnifred A Mosher (Charles H ’34), Benton Station, 
Peggy A Chatto (Lawrence A. ’34), Orono, Pamelia L Brockway 
(Philip J ’31, Muriel Freeman ’32) Orono
THIRD ROW Martha G. Butler (Paul G ’32, Katherine Whit­
comb ’31, Beecher Whitcomb ’96, deceased, grandfather, Rena 
Dunn Whitcomb ’98, grandmother), Bangor, Mary L Hurley 
(Harold W '17), Boothbay; Sally-Jeane Vose (Arthur B. Farris 
’43, stepfather), Belfast, Patricia E McGuire (Francis S ’31), 
Orono; Harriett L Whitcomb (Seth A. ’26), Readfield, Ann A. 
Richardson (Ralph N. ’27), Lee, M Deborah Arnold (Cedric L. 
’32), Swampscott, Mass
FOURTH ROW: Adelaide Howard (Elwin T ’31), Rumford, 
Pauline G. Small (Orlando W. ’27), Farmington, Mary S. Davis 
(Thomas J. T9), Veazie, Barbara J York (George O ’25), Old 
Town; Gail R. Carter (Ray H ’24), Washburn, Gail Masterman 
(Rescoe C. ’32), Glens Falls, N. Y., Sandra J Crowe (James H. 
’32), Ellsworth, Donna M. Tilton (Malcolm L ’36), Jefferson
FIFTH ROW. Lawrence P. Cogswell, Jr (Lawrence P ’27), 
Hartford, Conn , W Clement Pinto (Dolores Mutty ’24), Old 
Town; Norma L. Harmon (Norman H ’35). Limerick. Catherine
B. Ayer (Hazen H. ’24), Cynthia E Ayer (Hazen H ’24), Win­
chester, Mass, Judith C. Stevens (Edward J. Jr ’32), Portland; 
Nancy M. Winter (George H. Jr. ’30), Bucksport, Ann L Hastings 
(Robert D. ’23), Bethel.
SIXTH ROW: David L. Roberts (Lewis P. ’30), Dover-Foxcroft, 
L. Samuel Gray (Lyman S ’29, Louise Grindle ’30), Dover- 
Foxcroft; Robert D. Eastman II (Robert D ’27, deceased), Frye­
burg, James A. Osgood (Earl P ’24), Fryeburg, L Richard Lloyd 
(Llewellyn F. ’30), Hollywood, Md ; Herbert P. Dean (John R. 
’36, Carleton TO, grandfather), Carmel; Frederic H Stickney 
(Charles E. TO), Portland.
SEVENTH ROW: Peter T. Allen (Roy P ’02, grandfather), 
Ellsworth; Douglas S. MacLean (Donald N. ’25), Rockville 
Centre, N Y. Donald R. Clifford (Robert L ’33). Dexter. Paul 
W Bridge (Carroll J. ’25), Guilford, Robert C. Webber (Mary 
Levine ’28), Gardiner, Arthur C Conro (Wray ’28), Attleboro, 
Mass, Robert H Bragg (Alvah H. ’95, deceased, grandfather), 
Fairfield
EIGHTH ROW Richard W Jack (Ronald A. ’46. Walter ’93. 
deceased, grandfather), Quincy, Mass., William P Hamblett 
(William P ’31). Windham. N H , John V Ashton (Vincent H 
’33. Thurley Tucker ’32). Norway, Kenneth F Blanchard (Rich­
ard F ’31), Cumberland Center, Beecher D Whitcomb (Karl B. 
26 Beecher Whitcomb ’96. deceased, grandfather. Rena Dunn 
Whitcomb ’98. grandmother), Augusta, Richard A. Dudley (Ken­
neth R ’29), Veazie, Richard H Gray (Ruth Kimball ’37. Gay 
E '12, grandfather), Kennebunk
NINTH ROW. Forrest Meader. Jr (Forrest W. ’28). Brooklyn. 
N Y., Bentley H Brown (Clare H. ’27), Staten Island. N Y, 
John M Murphy (William J ’32, Marjorie Moulton ’33), South 
Portland. Warren L Dudley. Jr (Elizabeth Davis ’33), Winthrop, 
Bruce A Maxwell (Sidney A ’27), North Edgecomb, Thomas F. 
Beaulieu (Austin L. ’32), Orono, Douglas D. Covell (Arthur E 
’24), Waterville, Lee D. Warren (Eugene D ’28), Augusta
BACK ROW Arad L. Philpott (Lawrence A ’38), Mount 
Vernon. Seth R Jackson (Seth P ’32, Ruth Smith ’34), Orono, 
Jonathan R Luce (C Richard’33), Farmington, John J McCarthy 
(John J. ’33). Queens. N Y, Robert K. Barton (Lawrence P. 
22), Waterville, William C Stiles (Willis L. ’31, Mary Carter ’31), 
Portland. Ernest S Ridlon, Jr. (Ernest S ’25), Cape Porpoise.
NOT IN PICTURE- Richard J Brockway (Philip J ’31, Muriel 
Freeman ’32). Orono; John H Burnham (Harry J ’32), Saco, 
Edith A. Cheney (Leon A ’28), Augusta, Stephen R Collins 
(Charles S. 25). Auburnham, Mass. Gustavus N Currie, Jr. 
(Gustavus N 36), Presque Isle, David R Downing (John P. 
25). Bangor, Alden H. Gordon (Louise Huse ’29), Farmington 
Falls John F. Hayes (Lester B. Howard ’06, grandfather), Brewer; 
Alexis E Knight (Winfield W. ’25), Rockport, John R. Linnell 
(Frank W 29), West Auburn, Mary F. McNamara (Joseph B, 
27). Gardiner; Larry A Mills (Clyde B. ’36), Bangor. Harrison 
L Moyer, Jr. (Harrison L 30, Byron F. Porter ’97, grandfather), 
Medford, N J, Ernest A Norton (Burton R ’51), Machias, 
Barbara L. Parks (Robert D. ’29), Concord, Mass.; Gary W. 
Percival (Ernest L ’33), Brownville; James E Perry (Kathleen 
Gallison ’25), Bangor, Bruce H Plummer (Henry A. ’30) Hamp­
den, Richard A Redman (Edward S '13), Bangor, William J. 
Shirley (Noyes D ’29. Dorothy Embick ’30), Norway, Nancy L. 
Small (Donald H ’29), Barre, Vt.; Virginia M Spear (Willard 
W. 24), South Portland. James V. Steenstra (Edward F ’34, de­
ceased), Bar Harbor.
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89th College Year
A total of 3620 students em oiled at the 
University during the annual registration 
period. Late registrations and the Two Year 
Agriculture group who will register in Oc­
tober are expected to bring the fall en­
rollment to about 3700
An enrollment of just under 3700 would 
represent an increase of 200 over last year 
when 3497 registered in the fall. The 1955 
enrollment was 400 larger than 1954 which, 
in turn, was 100 larger than 1953.
As of the end of the regular registiation 
period 2811 men and 809 women were en­
rolled. Included in these figures were 951 
veterans, 182 of which were freshmen. Last 
year veterans numbered 846.
Breakdown on the total enrollment is: 
graduate students, 93 men, 14 women—107, 
fifth year students, six men, no women—6, 
seniors, 511 men, 143 women—654; juniors, 
620 men, 151 women—771, sophomores, 
755 men, 188 women—943; freshmen 806 
men, 249 women—1055, special students, 
20 men, 16 women—36; three-year nurses, 
no men, 48 women—48.
The annual freshman week began Sept. 13 
when more than 1,000 newcomers descended 
upon the campus for their orientation and 
registration period. The upperclassmen regis­
tered on Sept. 17 and 18, depending upon 
whether the first letter of the last name was 
in the A-M or N-Z group. Classes for all 
began Sept. 19, and the 89th college year 
was under way.
Trustee President
Raymond H. Fogler ’15, assistant secretary 
of the Navy, is the new president of the Uni­
versity’s Board of Trustees. He succeeded 
Edward A. Whitney of Augusta, who recent­
ly resigned his membership on the board. 
Mr. Fogler is one of two alumni nominated 
trustees.
Samuel W. Collins T9, Caribou, has been 
elected vice president of the board to succeed 
Mr. Fogler in that position.
Donald P. Corbett ’34, Waterville, has 
been named by Governor Edmund Muskie 
to the board to fill a vacancy created by the 
resignation of Raymond W. Davis ’ll of 
Guilford Mr. Davis served three complete 
seven-year terms on the board. Another 
appointment to the board is expected in the 
near future to fill the vacancy caused by Mr. 
Whitney’s resignation.
Mr. Fogler has had a distinguished busi­
ness career which included being president at 
different times of both the W. T. Grant Co. 
and Montgomery Ward Company. He has
Alumni Appointments
At its June meeting, the Alumni 
Council made the following appoint­
ments :
Albert Smaha ’45, a three-year ap­
pointment as alumni representative on 
the Athletic Board;
Donald Griffee ’42, a three -year ap­
pointment as alumni representative on 
the sponsoring board of the Student 
Religious Association;
Samuel Calderwood ’33, a four-year 
appointment as a stockholder in the 
University Store Company.
long been one of the University’s most loyal 
alumni Among the many services he has 
rendered the University and its alumni are 
current president of the University of Maine 
Foundation, past president and long-time 
member of the Alumni Council, and General 
Chairman of the Memorial Union Fund 
Drive. He was named to the board in Febru­
ary 1955.
Mr Collins is serving his second seven-year 
term on the board. He is a widely-known 
businessman and banker in Aroostook Coun­
ty and serves that county in the State Legisla­
ture He has long been an active leader in 
Aroostook and state civic and church work 
as well as being an active and loyal alumnus 
of the University.
Mr. Corbett is a widely-known dairy and 
poultry farmer and a leader in agricultural 
circles in the state. He was named an 
Outstanding Farmer for 1956 at Farm and 
Home Week last spring. Active in the 
Northern Kennebec Alumni Association, Mr.
Raymond H. Fogler ’15
Corbett served several terms as alumni repre­
sentative on the Athletic Board.
Other members currently serving on the 
Board of Trustees are George D. Bearce ’ll, 
Bucksport, Jessie L. Fraser ’31, Bangor, 
Warren G. Hill, commissioner of education, 
e.\ officio, Frank W. Hussey ’25, Presque 
Isle, Beatrice (Johnson) Little ’24, Bar Har­
bor, Fred J. Nutter ’50H, Corinna, and 
Frank P. Preti T7, Portland.
Women’s Dorm Named
The new dormitory for women which 
opened with the fall semester has been 
named in honor of the late Mrs. Anne E. 
Stodder of Bangor.
Mrs Stodder had a keen interest in com­
munity and state welfare. Her will provided 
bequests for 22 educational, religious, and 
welfare organizations. She also made it 
possible for many students to attend the 
University, and a bequest for $50,000 estab­
lishing a scholarship fund perpetuates her 
concern for deserving and capable young 
people.
In addition, she created a trust of $200,000. 
At its termination the assets are to be paid 
to the University for the establishment of the 
“Anne E. Stodder Fund,” the income from 
which will be used for general purposes.
The new building which faces College 
Avenue has been officially named by the 
Board of Trustees Anne E. Stodder Hall. 
It houses 170 women students and provides 
cafeteria dining facilities for 350.
Summer Commencement
“In the multiplying complexities of mod­
ern life there is a single factor which is 
common to all aspirations—spiritual, moral, 
scientific, or religious. That single common 
factor is education,” the Commencement 
speaker said.
He was Dr. James S. Coles, president of 
Bowdoin College, and he delivered his 
speech at the University’s 107th Commence­
ment, August 17. Bachelor’s degrees were 
awarded to 47 students and the master’s 
degree to 69 advanced students. The Uni­
versity awarded two honorary degrees, the 
doctor of laws to Dr. Coles and the doctor 
of science to Harold B. Clifford. Dr. Coles 
was recognized for “notable achievements as 
teacher, research scholar, and college presi­
dent.” Mr. Clifford was cited “for forty 
years of devoted and able service to the 
youth of Maine as teacher, principal, and 
superintendent of schools.”
After tracing the development of educa­
tion through the ages, President Coles said,
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Dr. Clarence C. Little ’32H, director and founder of the Roscoe B. Jackson 
Memorial Laboratory and president of the University from 1922 to 1925, Beatrice 
(Johnson) Little ’24, University trustee, Mrs. Harold Boardman, and Dr. Harold 
Boardman ’95, president emeritus of the University and a member of the Jacksoil 
Laboratory board of trustees, are shown at the annual meeting of the laboratory 
held in August.
“The ideal product of our great educational 
system today should be the protagonist of 
objectivity, the defender of the truth. Stu­
dents should learn that critical perception by 
which they can reject propaganda for what 
it is and leave in stark nakedness those 
statements or ideas born of prejudice and 
ignorance.”
The speaker told the graduates, their rela­
tives, and friends that the educational ex­
perience is justified only to the extent that 
the wisdom thereby obtained can be made to 
serve man’s God and his fellow men
Prayer was offered by Rev. William B 
McGinnis, director of the Maine Christian 
Association
The 107th Commencement marked the 
end of the summer session which brought 
1242 students to the campus from three 
foreign countries, 32 states, and two terri­
tories Dean Mark R. Shibles. director of 
the summer session, said this year's enroll­
ment was the largest since the “bulge years” 
of 1949 and 1950.
Dr. C. C. Little Retires
Dr. Clarence C Little, president of the 
University from 1922-25, retired September 
30 as director of an institution he founded 
in 1929—the Roscoe B Jackson Memorial 
Laboratory in Bar Harbor
The 27th annual meeting of the research 
institution, held August 24-26, was high­
lighted by the retirement of Dr. Little and 
the announcement that Dr. Earl Green, pro­
fessor of zoology at Ohio State University, 
would succeed him as director
Jackson Laboratory owes its inception, 
inspiration and its development to Dr. Little. 
His greatest contribution to medical progress 
has been the development of standardized 
inbred strains of mice whose important uses 
facilitate research into such diseases of man 
as cancer, muscular dystrophy, heart dis­
ease, and arthritis.
Dr. Little conducted his first inbreeding 
experiments when he was a junior at Har­
vard College in 1909. In 1910 he received 
his B.A degree with Phi Beta Kappa hon­
ors, his MS. in 1912 at the Harvard School 
of Applied Science, and in 1914 the degree 
of Doctor of Science.
He later served as secretary of the Cor­
poration of Harvard University, as assistant 
dean, acting university marshal, and a mem­
ber of the Board of Overseers In 1917-18 
he was an associate in comparative pathol­
ogy at the Harvard Medical School
Dr Little has been equally well-known as 
an educator At the age of 34 he was made 
president of the University of Maine and 
in 1925 he became president of the Univer­
sity of Michigan, the youngest university 
president of his time
In 1929, the American Society for the 
Control of Cancer (now the American Can­
cer Society) appointed Dr Little its man­
aging director, a post which he occupied for 
16 years He has been the director of the 
Jackson Laboratory ever since it opened 
its doors in 1929 and has continued scien­
tific activity while executing administrative 
responsibilities.
New Faces, New Titles
Among the numerous appointments and 
promotions announced during the summer 
were a number of interest to alumni.
Major appointments included those of Dr. 
John Hankins as head of the English de­
partment, Edmund Styrna as track and cross 
country coach, James A. Harmon ’40 as 
associate director of admissions
Dr. Hankins has been a member of the 
English department at the University of 
Kansas for 26 years. He has been a full pro­
fessor since 1942. He succeeds Dr. A Mor­
ton Turner who retired last spring after 
serving the University for 34 years.
Dr Hankins received the B.A. and M A. 
degrees from the University of South Caro­
lina and the Ph D. from Yale University. 
He taught at South Carolina and Indiana 
State Teachers College before going to 
Kansas. He held a Sterling Research Fellow­
ship at Yale, received a Guggenheim Re­
search Fellowship, and was a Fulbright 
lecturer at the University of Leyden.
He is the author of five books and many 
articles.
Edmund Styrna has been named coach of 
track and cross country to succeed Chester 
A. Jenkins who retired last spring after 28 
years service to the University.
Mr Styrna was a star weight man on Uni­
versity of New Hampshire track teams and 
has been assistant coach of track at Dart­
mouth College for eight years.
His education was interrupted by four 
years service in the army following which he 
returned to New Hampshire and graduated 
in 1948. He had the unusual distinction of 
being named to All-American Track Teams 
in high school, preparatory school, and col­
lege
James A. Harmon ’40 was named associate 
director of admissions last spring He pre­
viously served the University as registrar 
which office he assumed upon the retirement 
of James A Gannett ’08 in 1953. He earlier 
had been an instructor in mathematics and 
assistant to the dean of the College of Arts 
and Sciences. Before returning to the Uni­
versity. he had been head of the mathematics 
department at the Maine Maritime Academy 
for five years.
Eight members of the faculty were pro­
moted from associate to full professor. They 
are Dr Richard W. Gerry ’38, poultry hus­
bandry, Dr Cecil E. Howes ’41, poultry 
husbandry, Dr Homer B. Metzger, agricul­
tural economics, and Dr Winston E. Pullen 
’41. agricultural economics, Dr Alfred G. 
Pellegrino, romance languages; Dr. Charles 
F. Virtue, philosophy. Dr John W. Beames- 
derfer, chemistry: and Seymour J. Ryckman, 
sanitary engineering
Among those promoted from the grade of 
assistant to associate were the following 
alumni Paul N. Carpenter M.S. ’49, agrono­
my, John S Getchell ’36 (MS. ’39), food 
technology, Ingeborg MacKellar M.S ’51, 
home economics, Hugh J. Murphy ’38 (MS 
’50), agronomy, Robert B. Rhoads ’50 (M.S. 
’51) agricultural engineering; Nathan H. 
Rich ’40, agricultural engineering; Dr Har­
old E. Young ’37, forestry, Victor H. 
Coffin ’31 (M.S ’48), physics, Howard A. 
Crosby ’43, electrical engineering, Horton 
H Morris M S ’52, chemistry. Lawrence A. 
Wing ’48 (MS ’51), geology
Among the promotions from instructor to 
assistant was that of Clyde A Hayward ’50. 
Experiment Station chemist.
New instructors named to the staff include 
the following alumni: Jay Calkins ’48 (M S 
’54), Ben R Chapman ’52, and Donald A. 
Grant '56, mechanical engineering, Gilbert 
P Leslie, Jr , ’56 and John E. Hodgkins ’56, 
civil engineering; James C. Buzzell. Jr , ’54. 
engineering graphics, Leonard W Bowles
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’55 (M.S. ’56), electrical engineering, Ray 
G. Bedford M.S. ’56, William J. Georgitis 
M.S. ’49, and Theodore W. Sottery M.S. ’56, 
chemistry; Clayton W. Dodge ’56 and John 
W. Royal ’51, mathematics.
Regional Cooperation
A recent cooperative agreement between 
the Universities of Maine and Vermont will 
enable Maine residents to study dairy manu­
facturing at Vermont and Vermont residents 
to study forestry at Maine In both cases, 
the agreement calls for in-state tuition.
Specifically, Vermont residents intei ested 
in a college education in forestry may attend 
their state university for two years where 
they will take a pre-forestry program At 
the end of that period, students in good 
standing may complete their undergraduate 
forestry education in two additional years 
at Maine at the same tuition rate that Maine 
students pay
Maine students who choose a dairy manu­
facturing program will study at Maine for 
two years and finish their progiam at Ver­
mont at no additional tuition.
Black Bear Awards
A highlight of the Faculty-Alumni Homecoming Luncheon preceding the Colby 
game on November 3 will be the awarding of the seventh annual Black Bear Awards. 
Presented in “recognition and appreciation of outstanding service in promoting Univer­
sity spirit,” the award was originated by the General Alumni Association in 1950.
A Black Bear mounted on a Maine granite base with sterling silver inscription plate 
forms the award. The bear is cast in bronze from a model exclusively sculptured for 
the Alumni Association by the noted Providence sculptor Aristo B. Cianforani. The 
granite bases have been contributed by Robert McGuire '32 of Deer Isle Granite 
Corporation.
Selection of recipients of the award is made by an Association committee from 
nominations made by alumni The award is not restricted to alumni, and faculty and ad­
ministrative members or friends of the University are eligible. Anyone who has received 
the Alumni Service Emblem is not eligible for the Black Bear Awaid.
Among the points considered in making the award are: 1—devotion to the aims 
of the University; 2—exemplification of the ideals of the University in personal life, 
3—length and quality of service to the University or Alumni Association; 4—standing 
among alumni.
Those who have received the award in the past are: 1950—President Arthur A. 
Hauck and Alfred B. Lingley ’20, 1951—J Larcom Ober '13, Clifford Patch ’ll, and 
Miss Addie M. Weed, 1952—John C Sealey, Jr. ’36 and Stanley Wallace, 1953— 
Harold L. Bruce ’20, Chester A Jenkins, and A. D. T. Libby ’98; 1954—Albert K. 
Gardner ’10, Archer L. Grovei ’99, and Col Joseph A. McCusker ’17; 1955—Emilie 
(Kritter) Josselyn ’21 and John L. McCobb ’25.
The new women’s dormitory was ready when school opened. About 170 
upperclass women moved into the sparkling new building for the 1956-57 school 
year. It has been named Stodder Hall by the board of trustees.
■ ■
>. v<-
•' ir^
Named To Union Staff
C. Mather Parker of Orono, former man­
ager of the Penobscot Hotel in Bangor, has 
been named food service manager of Me­
morial Union. He replaces Helen Philbrook 
'39, who resigned, as boss of the Bear’s 
Den.
A graduate of Cornell University in 1923, 
Mr. Parker has had a long career in the 
hotel business. He was assistant manager 
of the Copley Plaza in Boston for 10 years, 
assistant manager of the Lafayette in Port­
land for 12 years, and manager of the 
Penobscot in Bangor for seven years.
New Police Chief
State Police Sergeant Stephen R. Gould 
of Stillwater has been appointed chief of 
campus police. Chief Gould retired from 
the state police force last June. He fills the 
vacancy caused by the death of Frank 
Cowan last winter.
A member of the state police force since 
April 1936, Chief Gould served at Bucks­
port and Skowhegan before being assigned 
to Troop E in Orono.
..Vb I
He has been active in civic and youth 
organizations. He has been well known in 
the campus community for a number of 
years and is an honorary member of Kappa 
Sigma fraternity.
Faculty Notes
Dr. John Homer “Paddy” Huddilston ’42H, 
a member of the University faculty from 
1899 to 1942, died at his Orono home on 
July 26 Widely-known as an authoiity on 
Greek, Dr. Huddilston taught the classics, 
ancient civilization, and art history. He was 
designated professor ementus of ancient 
civilization by the board of trustees upon his 
retnement The board passed a resolution 
in tiibute to his long and faithful sei vice at 
its September meeting.
Thousands of Maine alumni remember 
“Paddy” affectionately. Always friendly and 
buoyant in spirit, he was an entertaining and 
exciting teachei. Students flocked to his 
classes throughout his long career.
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Boston Alumnae
Local Associations
Central Mass. (Worcester) Alumni
The Central Massachusetts Alumni held 
a most enjoyable family picnic at the Boy 
Scout Camp in Paxton on June 10.
The committee on arrangement included 
Merle Hildreth ’34 and Norma (Drummond) 
Rothwell ’49.
Plans are being made for meetings of 
the group during the coming alumni season. 
Northern Connecticut ( Hartford ) 
Alumni
Dean Mark Shibles of the University’s 
School of Education was the guest and 
speakei at a June 14 meeting of the North­
ern Connecticut Alumni held in Plainville.
Officers foi the coming year were elected 
at this meeting as follows president, E G. 
Horton ’29, vice president, E H. Phillips 
’43, and secretary-treasurer, Catherine L. 
Rowe ’38
Boston Alumni
On June 27, the Boston Alumni held a 
highly successful “Rudy Vallee Night" at 
the Bradford Roof. Rudy Vallee '25 en­
tertained the many alumni and guests pres­
ent and reviewed with them his undergradu­
ate days at Maine
Arrangements for this enjoyable alumni 
affair were made by Kenneth Hight ’27 and 
Harry Paul ’32.
Maine Alumni Teachers
The annual “Chicken Cook-Out” of the 
Maine Alumni Teachers Association was 
held on Alumni Field, campus, July 14 
Attending were the many alumni enrolled 
in the University's Summer School and 
many non-alumni Summer School students.
Speaker for the occasion was Kenneth 
Fobes ’49, Alumni Teachers President. Don 
Taverner ’43 served as master of cere­
monies, and Ermo Scott ’31 led the group 
singing.
Lakewood Maine Night
On August 6, Maine alumni from through­
out the state gathered at Lakewood Sum­
mer Theatre to attend a special “Maine 
Alumni Night” with Rudy Vallee ’25.
Rudy Vallee ’25, playing in “Jennie Kissed 
Me,” entertained the attending alumni after 
the performance.
Alumni arrangements at Lakewood were 
made by Enid Tozier ’43.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Area Alumni
A group of Maine Alumni in the Pough­
keepsie, New York area, gathered for an 
alumni picnic at James Baird State Park on 
August 15.
Arrangements for this enjoyable family 
affair were made by Mr. and Mrs. Ralph 
C. Marden ’51 and Mr. and Mrs Merrill 
Eldridge ’38.
Plans are being made for winter meet­
ings under the arrangement of Robert J 
Williams ’56.
Northern Kennebec Alumni
About 150 alumni and guests attended a 
Northern Kennebec Alumni Picnic in Oak­
land on September 15.
Preceding a delicious barbecue chicken 
“cook-out” arranged by Donald Corbett '34, 
an informal meeting was held with Benson 
E. Caswell ’34 presiding Don Taverner '43, 
alumni secretary, his family; and Margaret 
M Mollison ’50, assistant alumni secretary, 
represented the University at this highly 
successful alumni affair.
Officers elected for the Northern Kennebec 
Alumni at this meeting were, president. Fred 
W Whitney ’51, vice president, Ruth (Bes- 
sey) Conti ’24. secretary, Barbara (Sullivan) 
Knowlton '48. and treasurer, Cliffoid Man­
chester ’50
Highlights of sonic of the alumni affairs reported in adjoining columns were 
recorded in pictures. In the top photo shown at the North Shore (Mass.) Alumni 
meeting in May are (1. to r.) Fred Carroll ’51, outgoing president; Harold Hamil­
ton ’29, incoming president; Norris Stilphen ’54, speaker; Edith (Young) 
Hutchinson ’48, secretary; and Leslie Ray, Jr. ’50, vice president. In the center 
photo a group of Maine alumni welcomed Rudy Vallee ’25 at Lakewood when he 
played there in Jenny Kissed Me.” Shown are (1. to r.) Olive (Rowell) Taverner 
43, Donald V. Taverner ’43, Mrs. Rudy Vallee, Rudy, Charles E. Crossland ’17, 
and Mrs. Crossland. Earlier when Rudy was playing the Bradford Roof in Boston, 
a Maine Night was held at which the bottom photo was taken showing (1. to r.) 
Henry Turner ’22, Kenneth Hight ’27, Rudy, Pete Wedge ’48, and Hazen A'er ’24.
A joint Alumnae-Alumni family picnic, 
scheduled at the home of Miss M. Eleanor 
Jackson ’20, Stoneham, on September 16 
was postponed because of heavy rain. This 
alumni picnic, at which a large attendance 
was anticipated, was re-scheduled. A full 
account will appear in the November issue 
of the Alumnus.
Coming Meetings
Southern New Hampshire Alumni— 
Dinner Meeting, October 6
Highway Motel, Concord 
Speaker- President Hauck 
Vermont Alumni— 
“Pre-Game Luncheon,’’ Oct 6 
Ye Olde Board. Burlington, noon 
Maine-Vermont Game following 
Millinocket Area Alumni— 
6:30, October 23
East Millinocket Municipal Bldg 
Covered Dish Supper, Entertainment, Dance
(
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The monumental task of compiling an index of newspapers published in Port­land between 1785 and 1925 has been 
undertaken by William B. Jordan, Jr. ’50 
(M.A. ’53). His project when completed 
will be almost unique in its field of history.
Under the sponsorship of the Portland 
Public Library and the Gannett Newspapers 
of Portland, Bill Jordan began the pains­
taking task last September. He spent 
Saturdays, holidays, and school vacations 
at the Portland Library, where copies of 
virtually all the Portland newspapers are 
on file, and expected to devote the summer 
to his research there. Indexing is done by 
going through the newspapers page by page 
and item by item and recording pertinent 
information.
The only similar project he knows of is an 
index of the pre-Revolutionary Virginia 
Gazette published at Williamsburg, which 
was compiled a few years ago and which he 
is using as a guide.
His index will be confined to Portland 
happenings only, omitting all reference to 
national and international affairs. Events 
of social, cultural, and historical significance 
will be recorded, but not the everyday doings 
of the citizenry.
The young historian, a teacher at Freeport 
High School, records items of interest on 
3x5 cards which are then cross indexed 
and filed. Eventually his material will be 
published in book form.
A native of Cape Elizabeth, he has been 
interested in history since his boyhood days. 
For his master’s thesis at the University, he 
wrote the opening portion of a detailed 
history of his home town which is now near­
ly complete. He has finished seven chapters 
and expects to add four more before it is 
ready for publication.
Mr. Jordan’s new project first presented 
itself as a possibility a year ago while he 
was spending five weeks at Munson Institute 
of American Marine History at Mystic, 
Conn , on a scholarship. His research there 
revealed how little had been written on
William B. Jordan, Jr., 50 is one 
of Maine’s youngest historians. He 
currently is working on a historj of his 
home town and an index of old Port­
land newspapers.
Unusual Historical
Project Occupies
William B. Jordan, Jr. ’50
Maine’s maritime history. Newspapers pub­
lished in Portland seemed a logical source 
of information, and he decided to undertake 
the indexing project.
His chief source of information will be the 
old Eastern A igus which spanned the 140 
year period of his research He is thorough­
ly familiar with the A/gi/s files having spent 
one whole year, six days a week, studying 
them for his Cape Elizabeth history Other 
by-gone publications covered by his research 
are Portland Transciipt, Portland Advei- 
tisei, Poitland Sunday Times, Poitland Daily 
4
Press, as well as some short-lived papers. 
There are at least two papers for almost 
every period of the study.
Mr. Jordan says he “would give an arm” 
to find a complete file of the Cape Eliza­
beth Sentinel, a weekly newspaper published 
around the turn of the century, which he 
believes would provide him with a wealth 
of information he can get nowhere else. Any 
alumnus who knows the whereabouts of such 
a file could contribute to the writing of 
Maine’s history by advising Mr. Jordan 
where he can find it.
Athletics
This was the year I was going to be opti­mistic,” Head Coach Harold Westerman said as pre-season football practice got 
under way. “But when Merrifield and Bou­
cher, two of our really good players, became 
unavailable, our chances for a good year 
were really hurt ”
Never one to be overly optimistic dur­
ing the September grind, Westerman had 
reason to subdue his original optimism. Paul 
Boucher, a two-year letter man at end, was 
the kind of player who completed close to 
85 percent of his blocking assignments, the 
highest percentage on the team and better 
than most All-Americans Roland Merri-
FALL SCHEDULES 
Varsity Football 
Sept. 29 Rhode island, Orono 
Oct. 6 Vermont, Burlington
13 New Hampshire, Orono
20 Connecticut, Storrs
27 Bates, Orono
Nov. 3 Colby, Orono (Homecoming) 
10 Bowdoin, Brunswick
Freshman Football
Oct. 13 Bridgton Academy, Orono 
19 Colby Freshmen, Waterville
26 Maine Maritime, Orono
Nov. 2 M.C.I., Pittsfield
Varsity Cross Country
Oct. 6 Springfield, Orono
13 New Hampshire, Orono
27 Vermont, Burlington
Nov. 3 Yankee Conf., Storrs
12 New England, Boston
19 ICAAAA, New York
Freshman Cross Country
Oct. 9 Bangor High, Orono
13 Piscataquis Community High
and Lee Academy, Orono
15 Old Town High, Orono
20 Pemetic High, Orono
23 Rockland High, Orono 
27 Waterville High, Orono 
29 M.C.I., Orono
Intercollegiate Sailing
Sept. 30 Bowdoin, Colby, Maine at 
Brunswick
Oct. 7 Colby, Maine, Northeastern 
at Cold Stream Pond
14 Colby, Maine, Merrimack,
R.I. School of Design, 
St. Michael’s, Vermont, 
Tufts at Mystic Lake, 
Mass.
20 Dartmouth, Harvard, Maine 
at Cold Stream Pond 
field, an honorable mention on the Little 
All-American team last year, figured to be 
a real anchor at a guard post. The loss of 
Merrifield, who left school, and Boucher, 
who will devote his time to his electrical 
engineering course, left two bad holes in 
what would have been an unusually strong 
line, except for center.
Co-captain Pete Kosty, Pawtucket, R. I., 
All-Maine at center last year, has moved 
back to his original quarterback spot and 
along with Ken Parady, Old Town, a ’52 
letter man, and Joe Mancini, Cranston, R. I., 
will do the T-handling.
With Jim Duffy’s quarterback spot capably 
filled by the three men mentioned here, the 
center spot, vacated by Kosty’s move to the 
backfield, and fullback, where All-Yankee 
Conference Jack Small (Henry D. “Hank” 
’24) performed last year, become the big 
question marks in Coach Westerman’s lineup.
At this writing, two weeks before the 
opener with defending Y C champion Rhode 
Island, Roger Ellis, Westwood, Mass., a 
190-pounder up from the freshman team 
of Coach Sam Sezak '31, appears to be the 
leading candidate for the center job Aram 
Garabedian, Providence, R 1 , a letter man 
at guard last year, has been moved to center 
Two other centers who may figure in the 
picture before the season ends are Richard 
Geier, Fan Lawn, N J , and Alan Merritt 
(Carleton W “Speed” ’24), East Greenwich, 
R I
The fullback, a key spot in Westerman’s 
Michigan-styled game, is wide open Wester­
man has tried six different players at the 
spot during the fall drills Two sophomores 
who appear to have a good chance of landing 
the job are David Brown. Waban, Mass., 
who played the position for the freshmen 
last fall, and John Theriault, Waterville, 
having his first go at college football Of 
this year’s fullback crop, these two come 
closest, in physical size, at least, to the typi­
cal Westerman-era Maine fullback as per­
sonified by Gordon Pendleton ’52, Ernie 
Smart 54, and Jack Small '56 None of the 
other candidates weigh over 165 pounds.
The end squad is not as strong as a 
year ago because of the unexpected loss of 
Boucher The only real veteran is co-captain 
Thurlow Cooper, Augusta, the big All­
Conference standout. Letterman John Cas­
tor, Pompton Lakes, N J., likely will get 
the nod at the other flank. Number three 
and four on the end squad appear to be 
Niles Nelson, Winchester, Mass, and Ed­
ward Manson, Winthrop, a pair of comers 
up from the freshman team
Edmund Styrna
With letter men Bob Provencher, Lewis­
ton, Ed Soper, Orland, and Bill Tarazewich, 
Biddeford, on hand and Jim Soper, Orland, 
Ed’s sophomore brother looking like a future 
star, the tackle berths seem to be in good 
hands.
Letter men Walter Abbott, Rumford, and 
Calvin Bickford, Lisbon Falls, have been 
moved from tackle to guard to bolster a 
squad depleted by the loss of Merrifield. 
Norman Cole, Gardiner, a two-year veteran, 
and Carroll Denbow, Bath, give Westerman 
four letter men on the guard squad. Ed 
Akucewich. Pawtucket, R I , a sophomore, 
looks like he will make the jump from fresh­
man to varsity and help out at guard.
The halfback squad boasts three letter men 
in Ray Hostetter. Osterville, Mass., John 
Edgar, Andover. N H , and Vern Moulton, 
Bridgton, Juniors Paul McCourt, Bath, Joe 
Herbert, East Greenwich, R. I , and Bob 
Carmichael, Bath, should help out All three 
of the latter as well as Moulton have worked 
at the fullback spot, too. Bobby Bower, 
Brewer, and Dave Rand, Augusta, are two 
sophomores who may get a chance to show 
their wares at the halfback spots
Westerman feels that the short spring 
practice (the Yankee Conference this year 
restricted the May drills to 10 days) has re­
tarded the development of the sophomore 
crop. He has spent more time than usual 
this fall trying to close the gap between the 
regulars and the first line reserves.
Perhaps having a full set of assistant 
coaches thoroughly familiar with the Wester­
man system will make up for the extra time 
spent with the reserves. For the first time, 
Westerman has three of his former players 
as assistants Backfield coach Jack Butter­
field ’53 has been joined by his brother Jim 
Butterfield ’53 as line coach for a two-year 
period while the latter works on an advanced 
degree. The Butterfields were co-captains of 
the Black Bears in 1952 Lew Clark ’54 is 
handling the ends this year. All three were 
outstanding players on earlier Westerman 
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teams and were All-Yankee Conference se­
lections during their playing days.
Ed Styrna, well-over six feet tall but not heavy for a former star weight man, sat in his office Memorial Gym. He had 
just had a long session with former coach 
Chester Jenkins about his new job as coach 
of track and cross country at Maine. A 
good part of his discussion with Jenkins was 
about the prospects of the current cross 
country team.
“I have yet to meet the cross country boys 
personally,” he said. “But I feel as if I 
know most of them pretty well already.” 
Sheets of paper with biographical and per­
formance data lay on his desk. A movie 
projector with several cans of films stood on 
a nearby table giving evidence that Styrna
Name Class Age Hgt. Wt. Hometown
ENDS
Castor, John 1957 20 6-1 186 Pompton Lakes, N
Clemente, Philip 1959 21 6 165 Portland
"Cooper, Thurlow 1957 23 6-2 210 Augusta
Cushman, Clinton 1958 20 6-2 187 Dryden
Goodman, John 1958 21 5-11 163 Orono
Manson, Edward 1959 22 6-2 200 Winthrop
Miniutti, John 1959 18 5-11 170 Jersey City, N. J.
Nelson, Niles 1959 19 5-11 165 Winchester, Mass.
Shimmin, Edward 1958 19 6 170 Melrose, Mass.
TACKLES
Farnham, Willard 1959 19 6-1 190 Waterville
Provencher, Robert 1957 27 6 210 Lewiston
Ross, Wayne 1958 20 5-9 202 Augusta
Sezak, Thomas 1959 20 5-9 190 Orono
"Soper, Edwin 1957 20 6 192 Orland
Soper, James 1959 19 5-10 197 Orland
 Tarazewich, William 1958 20 5-11 208 Biddeford
GUARDS
Abbott, Walter 1958 19 6 172 Rumford
Akucewich, Edward 1959 19 5-10 175 Pawtucket, R. I.
"Bickford, Calvin 1958 22 6-1 187 Lisbon Falls
Cole, Norman 1957 21 5-10 182 Gardiner
Corson, John 1959 19 5-9 190 Yarmouth
 Denbow, Carroll 1958 20 5-9 171 Bath
Michael, Jerrold 1958 19 5-5 168 Fairfield
Sawyer, Walter 1958 20 5-8 170 Fitchburg, Mass
Ellis, Roger 
Garabedian, Aram 
Geier, Richard 
Merritt, Alan
 Bower, Robert 
Brown, David
Carmichael, Robert 
Eberbach, Charles 
' Edgar, John
Haskell, Philip
Herbert, Joseph 
Hostetter, Raymond 
Kosty, Peter 
Lanigan, Paul 
McCarthy, George 
McCourt, Paul 
Mancini, Joseph 
Moulton, Vernon 
Parady, Kenneth 
Pettis, Francis
Rand, David 
Rankin, David
Theriault, John 
Thibodeau, Charles 
Varner, James
 Letterman.
VARSITY FOOTBALL ROSTER
CENTERS
195 Westwood, Mass.
182 Providence, R. I.
170 Fair Lawn, N. J.
190 E. Greenwich, R. I.
1959 18 6-2
1957 21 5-10
1958 20 5-10
1958 20 5-11
BACKS
1959 20 5-9 155 South Brewer
1959 23 5-11 190 Waban, Mass.
1958 21 5-10 185 Bath
1959 23 6 195 Brewer
1957 22 5-9 175 Andover, N. H.
1959 18 5-9 160 Portland
1958 20 5-7 160 E. Greenwich, R. I.
1957 22 5-7 175 Osterville, Mass.
1957 22 5-10 169 Pawtucket, R. I.
1959 25 6 195 Somerville, Mass.
1959 19 5-8 170 Lynn, Mass.
1958 21 5-8 165 Bath
1958 21 5-8 169 Cranston, R. I.
1958 20 5-8 165 Bridgton
1957 24 5-11 160 Great Works
1959 25 5-11 165 Portland
1958 21 6 175 Augusta
1959 20 5-10 165 Merrick, N. Y.
1959 22 5-11 180 Waterville
1958 19 6 155 Skowhegan
1957 22 5-9 175 Bronx, N. Y.
 Freshman numerals 1955.
would be well acquainted with his boys by 
the time he met them for the first time.
“Despite the loss of Firlotte, Furrow, and 
Hanson, I feel we should have a pretty good 
team this fall,” the former All-American 
weight star at New Hampshire said. “Of 
course, those three sophomores spell the dif­
ference between a good and a mediocre 
team.” He was referring to Dale Bessey, 
North Anson, Ralph Lehman, Lewiston, and 
Carl McDonald, Masardis, all of whom ran 
well for the freshman harriers last fall. If 
they take the jump to varsity distance and 
times in stride, the defending Yankee Con­
ference and New England champions should 
be strong again. Styrna has on hand three 
fine performers in tri-captains Dan Rearick, 
Cranford, N. J., Dick Law, Brewer, and Phil 
Emery, Fairfield.
Book Reviews
YOUTH: THE YEARS FROM TEN TO 
SIXTEEN by Drs. Arnold Gesell, Frances 
L llg, and Louise Bates Ames ’30, Harper 
& Bros , New York, p. 542, $5.95.
Last spring Harper published a book that 
is already becoming a classic in its field. It 
is the final section of a trilogy that is in 
actuality one work. Youth: The Years from 
Ten to Sixteen is the culmination of a 20- 
year study begun at the Yale Clinic of 
Child Development and continued at the 
Gesell Institute of Child Development 
founded in 1950.
Co-authors of the new book are the same 
people who produced the first two books of 
the trilogy (Infant and Child in the Culture 
Today, 1943, and The Child from Five to 
Ten, 1946), Drs. Arnold Gesell, Frances L. 
Ilg, and Louise Bates Ames ’30. The first 
two books have been read and revered by 
mothers throughout the land, in fact, by 
mothers and others in many lands. Publi­
cations of the Gesell Institute team have 
been translated into French, Italian, Span­
ish, German. Korean, Icelandic, and, at 
one time, Russian.
At this writing, Ten to Sixteen has been 
on the New York Times best seller list for 
14 weeks and on the New York Herald- 
Tribune list for 15 weeks.
The book has three parts (1) The Study 
in Outline which explains the methodology 
and theory of the study, (2) Maturity Pro­
files and Traits which offers a separate sec­
tion on each year from ten to sixteen, and 
(3) Maturity Trends and Growth Gradients 
wherein the authors break down the findings 
of the study into specific personality and 
physical sections.
It is part two and to a lesser degree part 
three that the mothers of young people refer 
to for reassurance when their offspring ap­
pear to be deviating from the norm. Al­
though the popular acceptance of their books 
must be greatly satisfying to the authors, 
it also causes them some consternation. 
They have been somewhat alarmed by the 
knowledge that their compilations of fre­
quent behavior at the various age levels 
are taken by parent readers to be rigid 
norms. The authors are careful to point 
out in the new volume that their inter­
viewees differ both in intelligence ratings 
and in family background from the statis­
tical averages of the urban population of 
the United States. It was necessary for the 
success of the long range program to select 
children of generally stable New Haven area 
families. The published results should not 
be considered norms for all economic levels 
or geographical areas, the Drs. want their 
readers to understand.
Dr. Louise Bates Ames received the B.A. 
in 1930 and the M.A. in 1933, both in 
psychology, at Maine. She received the 
Ph.D. at Yale in 1936 where she first 
worked with Dr. Arnold Gesell in the Yale 
Clinic. When Dr. Gesell retired from Yale,
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he and his associates, including Dr. Ames, 
incorporated as the Gesell Institute of Child 
Development, a private non-profit corpora­
tion for clinical work and research in the 
field of child behavior. The institute is lo­
cated in New Haven.
Dr. Ames has published a long list of 
articles and books, either by herself or in 
collaboration, dating from 1933. She has 
edited numerous scientific films.
In recent years, Dr. Ames and Ilg have 
authored a syndicated newspaper column 
entitled “Child Behavior.” One of the sub­
scribing newspapers is the Bangor Daily 
News. Early this year the collaborators 
published a book carrying the same title 
and containing more detailed advice on 
some of the subjects discussed in their 
column.
Dr. Ames also has her own series of 
television programs.
She is of a real Maine family. Her 
brothers are Silas E. Bates '35 and John 
E. Bates '33. Her daughter Joan (Ames) 
Chase ’52, like her mother, majored in 
psychology.—W.P.S.
CASCADES AND COURAGE, THE HIS­
TORY OF THE TOWN OF VERNON 
AND THE CITY OF ROCKVILLE, CON­
NECTICUT, by Dr George S Brookes ’25, 
T F. Rady & Co., Rockville, p. 529
In 1946, George S. Brookes, author of 
Friend Anthony Benezet and Thank You, 
America' had retired after 20 years as pas­
tor of the Union Congregational Church in 
Rockville, Conn , and some 30 years in the 
ministry and like many other former news­
papermen he was about to begin a novel. 
He had answered the call to the ministry 
from a job on a Pennsylvania newspaper
While browsing in the Rockville Library 
one day, he was told by the librarian of the 
great need for an authentic history of the 
town and city The librarian felt Dr 
Brookes was the man to write that history. 
After briefly considering the matter, he dis­
carded his ambitions to write a novel and 
began work on the history Eight years 
later, Cascades and Courage was published.
The town of Vernon was organized in 
1808, but the area in which it is located 
was settled nearly 100 years earlier. Many 
of the people, events, and places of the 
surrounding country figure in Vernon’s his­
tory and are so chronicled by Dr Brookes.
This readable history, which should serve 
scholars and historians as a fine reference 
work, follows the development of the town 
as a textile manufacturing center and de­
votes other sections to the churches, schools, 
participation of local citizens in America’s 
wars, as well as the history of the city, biog­
raphies of illustrious sons, municipal insti­
tutions, a bibliography and an index
Dr. Brookes closes his preface with this 
statement which indicates how he feels 
about Cascades and Courage, “Having had 
the good fortune to live in Rockville for 
nine and twenty years and having ministered 
in Union Congregational Church for twenty 
years, 1925-1945, the compiler hopes that 
this book will be regarded as an expression
Maine Military Might
When the 428th Military Govern­
ment Co., U. S. Army Reserve, finished 
its annual two-week encampment at 
Fort Devens, Mass., the personnel ar­
ranged a dinner at a nearby restaurant.
It was like old home week for Maine 
alumni. Sitting around the dinner 
table, all officers in the 428th, were 
John Arsenault ’56, Milton Barnes ’50, 
Ray Bushey ’51, Leo Dunn ’51, Ver­
non Elsemore ’43, Harvey Heel ’51, 
Milton Jellison ’39, Ray Lamoreau ’52, 
Sterling Morris ’50, Lucien Savage ’48, 
Dave Trafford ’39, and Donald Weston 
’41.
of his appreciation of all the privileges he 
has enjoyed here ”
A loyal university alumnus. Dr. Brookes 
graduated from Bangor Theological Semi­
nary in 1918, received the B.A. degree at 
Maine in 1926, the S.T.M. degree at Hart­
ford Theological Seminary in 1929, and 
the Ph D. degree from Hartford Theologi­
cal in 1933.
His two sons are both graduates of the 
university, Rev. Kenneth Brookes '38 and 
Leslie Brookes ’38.—W.P.S
AN HONEST DIPLOMAT AT THE 
HAGUE, THE PRIVATE LETTERS OF 
HORATIO WALPOLE, 1715-1716. John 
J Murray ’37, ediror. The Hague Martinue 
Nijhoff. British distributors' Batsjord, L2 
10s
The ninety letters from Horatio Walpole 
here printed, addressed either to Charles, 
Viscount Townshend, or to Stephen Poyntz, 
Townshend's confidential secretary, came 
into the possession of Indiana University 
Library in 1949. Originally the letters 
formed part of the Raynham Collection of 
Townshend manuscripts, when they were 
offered for sale by Maggs Bros., the perspi­
cacity of the Indiana University Library 
manuscript curator and the present editor 
secured them for Bloomington.
The letters are the private letters, that is 
the secret and confidential as opposed to 
the “public” dispatches, written to Town­
shend as Secretary of State for Northern 
Affairs during Walpole’s missions to The 
Hague from January, 1715, to October, 
1716 Though they occasionally contain a 
personal message, such as a gental reminder 
to Lady Townshend. Walpole’s sister Doro­
thy, to write to him (“I can’t pretend to 
chide my Lady Townshend but I should be 
glad to know whether she has heard from 
me”), or a promise to do some shopping 
for her (“If Lady Townshend will let me 
know what linnen she wants, I shall execute 
her commands with pleasure”), the letters 
are essentially diplomatic reports containing 
information of a nature not to be entrusted 
to the ordinary open or public dispatches. 
Such private reports were a regular feature 
of the correspondence of diplomatists with 
the Secretary of State, and in many cases 
they were left in the office when a Secretary 
resigned or was relieved of his seals and are 
now to be found in the Public Record Office. 
In other cases, the secretary removed, as 
did Viscount Townshend with the letters 
here edited, the private dispatches on his 
quitting the office, and we must be grateful 
to Professor Murray and to Indiana Uni­
versity for making available to us this well 
edited series of letters to supplement our 
knowledge of Anglo-Dutch relations in a 
very critical period which culminated in 
George I’s virtual abandonment of the 
States General through the separate Anglo- 
French treaty of November, 1716.
Horatio Walpole was in favour of the 
French alliance, but against signing it with­
out the States General (he had indeed given 
the leading Dutch statesmen his word of 
honour that he would not sign till they 
were ready to come into the projected Triple 
Alliance); he, therefore, asked to be recalled 
and was greatly relieved when permission 
to return to England arrived in time for him 
to leave the signature of the Anglo-French 
treaty to Cadogan and Dubois, thus en­
abling him to retire from The Hague, “an 
honest diplomat.”
—London (England) Times, Literary 
Supplement, March 23, 1956.
BOSTON AMERICA’S HOME PORT 
by Jack Frost ’37, Hawthorne Press, Boston, 
p 92.
From the initial sketch and explanation en­
titled “How Boston Got Its Name,” through 
some one hundred sketches of Boston with 
accompanying prose discussions, Jack Frost 
presents a fascinating picture of historical 
and present-day Boston.
In covering the old and new Boston, he 
divides the book into four major parts. Part 
One deals with transportation, land, sea, 
and air. Part Two covers the city’s business, 
finance, medicine, and education Part Three 
tells of future planning. Part Four presents 
‘Boston . A way of life” which includes 
the historic, educational, religious, and cul­
tural aspects.
The accompanying texts for selected 
sketches were written by prominent men of 
Boston, such as Mayor Hynes’ foreword 
which states “here is a comprehensive story 
of Boston to be read the world over”, the 
State Commissioner of Commerce reports 
on the present status of the port and its 
future, bankers tell why Boston is a “Sound 
Investment”, and the public relations board 
of the city writes that the charm and legend 
of Boston is captured in the book. But more 
important is the fine coverage of the business 
leadership and potential in Boston.
This book was published for the Liberty 
Mutual Insurance Company of Boston, it 
combines sketch and story to effectively sell 
Boston as a tourist and business prospect 
To those who are familiar with Boston, 
there is a nostalgic tour within these pages; 
to those who are not familiar with the city, 
there is a most captivating educational tour 
—M M M.
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How Prof. Vincent Hartgen Interprets 
the Gospel of Modern Art 
to the General Public
^By Sally Wilcox ’59
Prof. Vincent Hartgen is an artist who likes to think of himself as a mission­ary. For he is just as effective at ex­
pressing his thoughts in words as he is at 
putting them on canvas. *
As a result he’s in wide demand as a 
speaker who can interpret the gospel of 
modern ait to the general public
Professor Hartgen, head of the Art De­
partment, is nationally known for his water 
colors, but nothing brings him more pleas­
ure than talking art before people who 
don't know much about it
“I want to explain something I deeply 
understand and sincerely believe,” he says. 
“For those who don't take time to discover 
art for themselves, I try to condense what 
they would have seen in books, magazines, 
or in museums Many people are quick to 
say they dislike something because they are 
relieved of the responsibility of explaining 
and commenting. They refuse to expose 
themselves to a new idea ”
He illustrates his statement. “A friend of 
mine hates cheese, although he has never 
tasted it. The man who has never ‘tasted’ 
modern art is like my friend. 1 can’t take 
each individual personally by the hand and 
guide him through an exhibition; I want to 
reach too many.” He thinks it can be done 
by talking to a variety of groups.
Typical was the group of newspaper edi­
tors who were holding a conference at the 
University.
When they saw Hartgen’s name on the 
program, their reaction was, "What’s this 
artist going to talk about What will we 
learn from him9”
But when they came filing out after the 
professor’s lecture, they were a changed 
lot. “He really made me understand what it 
is all about for the first time,” one amazed 
editor said.
And that is a usual reaction to a Hartgen 
lecture.
The man who had spoken to them had 
convincing arguments, and several years of 
experience in lecturing. Ten years ago, 
when he became head of the University’s 
Art Department, he began speaking before 
various organizations.
His speaking reputation grew, and al­
though he now gives as many as forty of 
these talks a year, he still cannot find time 
to satisfy all demands for his lectures
His objective is not to convert his audi­
ence to accepting and appi eciating modern 
art Instead, he wants to clarify some of 
its misundei stood aspects so people will 
have a more affiimative and sympathetic 
viewpoint
He thinks oldei schools of art should be 
“remembered, levered, and respected,” but 
not at the expense of one's own creativity
“Twentieth century art should be an ex­
pression of us and our age,” he says
"Much exploratoiy work in modern ait 
was touched off in the middle of the last 
century when art broke away from the ro­
mantic and traditional. Whether or not this 
Prof. Vincent Hartgen
newer expression has advanced is difficult 
to determine since we are now too involved 
in it to judge it objectively,” he says. “Mod­
ern architecture, on the other hand, is a 
different matter. There, we know we have 
improved, because we have solved the basic 
problems of economy and function.”
Style consciousness in everyday living is 
proof of an awareness of newer design and 
a concrete example of the recent trend’s 
increasing popularity is the growing attend­
ance at modern art exhibits.
One of Professor Hartgen’s aims is to 
have the state university as the nucleus of 
all art activities in the state of Maine
"There are many painters and sculptors 
who either live or work in Maine,” he says, 
“and 1 feel the university should own moie 
of their original works I want the school 
to be a source of good art education and 
the development of talents.”
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Do You Have Any of These Names in Your Address Book?
If you know any leads to the addresses or 
location of any of these alumni, please write: 
Director Clerk, 44 Library, University of 
Maine, Orono, Maine. (The fraternity mem­
bership appears in parenthesis after the 
name; the word “Law” after a name indi­
cates that alumnus took the law course )
1909
Mr. Albert I. Berry (OX)
Mr. Ray O. Bibber
Mr. Everett T. Black
Mr. Harold E. Blake
Mr. Wallace F. Brown (OX)
Mr. Jesse M Cadwallader
Mr. Edgar F. Callahan
Mr. Harry B. Clifford
Mr. Frederick S. Cram (SAE)
Mr. Lester S. Day
Mr. Micuel A. de la Torre
Mr. Harry R. Elder (Law)
Rev. Frederick W. Foote
Mr. William C. Fraser (Law)
Mr. Barnet B. Gould
Mr. Thomas H. Greany
Mr. William W. Haley (ATA) 
Miss Alice C. Holden
Mr. Roy E. Mann
Mr. John K. McKay (SX)
Mr. Edwin L. Palmer
Mr. John W. Parkin
Mr. Winthrop H. Pickering 
Mr. Benjamin L. Potter 
Mr. Benjamin E. Rowe 
Mr. Howard N. Sewall 
Dr Lyle L. Wilkins 
Mr. Guy H. Williams (OX) 
Mr. Louis E. Zatlin
1910
Mi. Wales H. Andrews (BOII) 
Mr. Stewart F. Berry (SX) 
Mr. Daniel G. Brown 
Mr Israel H. Caplan (Law) 
Mr Arthur C. Chase (SAE) 
Mr. Frederick G. Comins 
Mr. Howard B. Kinsley 
Mr. Daniel F. Knowlton 
Mr. Yuen Foo Leong 
Mr. John T. Lindley («I>KS)
Mr. Alvin H. Lindsay
Mr. Orvell Logan
Mr. Philip H. Owen
Mr. Clarence D. Parker
Mr. Charles W. Paisons (OX)
Mrs. Hugh O. Patterson (AOIT) 
(Bernice E Watson)
Mr. Elisha S. Powers (Law)
Mr. Wesley G. Cushman
Mr. Ralph C. Davis (KS)
Mr. Harry P. Dennison
Mr. Howard K. Dyer (SX)
Mi. Harold Ellis
Mr. John H. Evans (Law)
Mr. Edward J. Grady (Law)
Mr. Herbert E. Hamlin
Mrs. Robert J. Harbison (AOII) 
(Frances W. Huntington)
Mr. Francis E Harward
Mr. Clarence F. Howard
Mr. Edgar J. Kerr
Mr. Nathan H. Sawyer (OX)
Mr. August H. T. Schierloh (SAE)
Mr. George S. Stanwood (ATfi) 
Mr. Ray W. Tobey
Notes from the Classes
NECROLOGY
1874
MANLEY HACKER WHITEHOUSE Word has 
been received in the Alumni Office that Manley H. 
Whitehouse died on September 29, 1924, in Spangle, 
Wash. He was a native of Maine Mr Whitehouse 
was a realtor in Spangle.
1883
GEORGE AVERY RICH. On November 7, 1944, 
George A. Rich of Attleboro, Mass., died In 1886 
he received a B.A. degree from Wesleyan Univer­
sity (Conn ) and an M A. in 1889 For a number 
of years Mr. Rich was a writer for Boston News­
papers, in 1898 he joined a brokerage firm and 
became a member of the Boston Stock Exchange 
In 1916 he was elected secretary of the Exchange 
and served in this capacity until his retirement in 
1937. Survivors include his widow and a son 
Herbert L. *84 was a brother.
1884
EVELYN MARIE HAMBLEN. On September 
18, 1943, Evelyn M. Hamblen of St. Augustine, Fla , 
died. She had taught school in St Augustine for a 
period of years Miss Hamblen was a native of 
Stillwater
HERBERT LOWELL RICH On January 23, 
1944, Dr. Herbert L Rich died A graduate of 
Wesleyan University (Conn ), he received his M D. 
from Tufts College in 1898 At the time of his 
death he was chief of the medical staff of Sturdy 
Memorial Hospital and had been practicing medi­
cine in Attleboro, Mass., since 1913 Previous to 
this he had been on the faculty of Western Mary­
land College and later resident physician at the 
Jacob Tome Institute of Port Deposit, Md His 
widow survives. George A. ’83 was a brother
1892
ARTHUR MONROE OTIS The Alumni Office 
has been informed that Arthur M. Otis died about 
ten years ago. A nephew, Arthur B , ’35, is a sur­
vivor.
JOB PRINCE. In January of 1939, Job Prince 
died at his home m Turner, Maine. No further 
information is available.
1895
ALVA H. BRAGG. Alva H. Bragg of Fairfield 
has been deceased since October 7, 1930. His grand­
son, Robert H Bragg, is a freshman at the Uni­
versity
1897
GEORGE GREENWOOD LEAVETTE. On May 
27, 1956 George G Leavettc died in Larchmont, 
N Y , where he resided He was self employed in 
the wholesale lumbering business with offices in 
Grand Central Terminal. N Y His widow survives 
Mr Leavettc was a member of Alpha Tau Omega 
Fraternity
1901
LEWIS ROBINSON CARY Lewis R Cary of 
Princeton, N J., died on July 11, 1956 Dr. Cary 
had taught at Princeton University for 38 years and 
was assistant professor of biology when he retire! 
m 1948 A native of Topsham he received his mas­
ter’s degree from the University of Maine in 1902 
and his doctorate from Princeton in 1909 He was 
an authority on parasitology Surviors arc a niece 
and two nephews
FAY FREDERICK LARRABEE Notification of 
the death of Fay F Larrabee as having occurred on 
May 30. 1951, has been forwarded to the Alumni 
Office Dr Larrabee practiced medicine an J lived 
in Washburn
LEO LEROY LARRABEE The Alumni Office 
has been notified that Dr Leo L Larrabee of Lee, 
Maine, died in July of 1947 He was a dentist
PERCY RAYMOND KELLER A former town 
manager of Camden, Percy R. Keller died on July 
23, 1956 One of Maine’s oldest town managers in 
years of service, Mr. Keller retired in 1951 after 
19 years of service in Camden He was active in 
ranv civic activities including a director of the 
YMCA, Snow Bowl recreation area. Boy Scouts, 
Rotary Club, and was a member of the State Board 
of Education, as w’ell as being active in masonic 
circles Survivors include his wife and two daugh­
ters His fraternity membership was Alpha Tau 
Omega.
ERNEST ALBION NEWHOUSE Ernest A New­
house, a native of East Boston, Mass., died April
14, 1947, m Wellesley, Mass., where he had lived 
for 38 years He had been a railway postal clerk 
and had retired in 1940. Survivors include his 
widow, a daughter, and a son
1902
HERBERT OSCAR FARRINGTON. On August
15, 1956, Herbert O. Farrington died. He was re­
tired as supervisory draftsman at the U. S Navy 
Yard in Portsmouth, N H , in 1942 after being there 
since 1905 The Farringtons made their home in 
Kittery Survivors include his wife and a son, Oscar 
S , ’24 Mr. Farrington was a member of Phi Gam­
ma Delta Fraternity
EDWIN BISHOP ROSS Edwin B Ross, Michi­
gan industrialist and Bangor native, died on August 
14. 19%. at Southwest Harbor while on vacation. 
Mr Ross retired in 1949 from the position of vice 
president of the Clark Equipment Company of 
Buchanan Mich , and was a director of the com­
pany after retirement Mr Ross had been mayor 
of his home, Buchanan, and served as a county 
commissioner He was active in The Chicago Alum­
ni Association of the University of Maine Surviv­
ors include his wife and a son Mr Ross was a 
member of Beta Theta Pi Fraternity
EDWIN STANLEY TRUE The Alumni Office 
was notified of the death of Edwin S True as having 
occurred on June 13, 1956, in Westchester, Ill, 
where he made his home A native of Portland, he 
had been president of Estru Products Co of Chica­
go, III Survivors include a son and a brother Mr 
True was a member of Beta Theta Pi Fraternity
1904
JOHN CHELLIS HAM. A graduate of the Uni­
versity Law’ School, John C Ham died on February 
17, 1944, in Togus, Maine Dr Ham received an 
M D Degree from Dartmouth College in 1899.
1905
RALPH GILBERT BLODGETT The Alumni 
Office was informed of the death of Ralph G 
Blodgett as having occurred by an automobile acci­
dent on September 19, 1932 His wife survives
1908
HOWARD DOUGLASS YATES Howard D 
Yates, a native of Plymouth, Mass, died at his 
home in Bradford, Penna , on November 23, 1937. 
He was in the oil and gasoline manu'acturing busi­
ness Survivors include his wi e, a daughter, and 
two sons
1909
DANIEL WALLACE MacLEAN On July 19, 
1956, Daniel W MacLean, a native of Eastport, 
died at Laconia, N H , hospital For more than 
40 years he was a resident of Berlin, N H > where 
he was headmaster of Berlin High School for 40 
years before retiring in 1952 Mr MacLean was 
active in the Berlin Kiwanis, Rotary, and Elks 
Survivors include a sister, a nephew and an aunt
1910
FRANK SEAVY DOW. Frank Dow, a native 
of Sangerville, d.ed on July 31, 1956, at his resi­
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dence in Miami, Fla , where he had lived since 
his retirement in 1953 as United States Commis­
sioner of Customs He served as the commissioner 
of customs for four years and was in the depart­
ment for forty years Survivors include his widow, 
a daughter, a son, and a brother Mr Dow was 
a member of Theta Chi Fraternity
OSCAR HARRIS EMERY. A retired Bar Har- 
bor attorney and former judge of probate at Cam­
den, Oscar H Emery died on July 19, 1956 Mr 
Emery had been a resident of Bar Harbor for 26 
years He was a graduate of Hebron Academy 
and the University Law School Survivors include 
lus wife, a daughter, and a son
GEORGE EDWIN SPRINGER George E 
Springer, formerly of Portland, Me , died June 23, 
1956, at a Los Angeles hospital in California 
He had lived in Los Angeles for over 30 years 
and moved to Pasadena only two years ago He was 
associated with Stone and Webster in Bellingham, 
Wash , after graduation and later went to Cali­
fornia where he taught in the Los Angeles City 
Schools for over 30 years After retiring from 
teaching, Mr Springer resumed his work as a de­
sign engineer In 1933 he received an M S degree 
in electrical engineering from the University of 
Southern California Survivors include his wife, 
two sons, and two brothers—one is Clarence B 
’18 of Baltimore, Md Mr Springer was a member 
of Sigma Nu Fraternity
1911
JASPER WILLARD EVERETT Jasper W 
Everett, formerly superintendent of the Penobscot 
Water Company in Orono, died June 2, 1956 He 
had been vice president and general manager of 
the Water Company, Springfield, Mo , whgre he 
resided His wife is listed as surviving Mr Eserett 
was a member of Theta Chi Fraternity
1912
HALE FORBES SAWTELLE Hale F Sawtelle, 
former resident of New London, N H , for many 
years, died May 31, 1956, in Keene, N H , where 
he was making his home for several months He 
attended the University of Maine and Shaw Busi­
ness College in Portland He was employed as a 
clerk for some years and in 1932 became a police 
officer at Colby Junior College in New London 
He retired in 1948 Mr Sawtelle was a W W I 
veteran Survivors include a sister and a nephew 
Mr Sawtelle was a member of Phi Eta Kappa 
Fraternity
1914
ESCA ALLEN MAINES Esca A Maines, a 
science teacher at Hartford Public High School for 
35 years, died on June 28, 1956, at Hartford Hos­
pital A native of Oxford, he lived in Hartford, 
Conn , for 40 years and had retired in 1952 Sur­
vivors include his wife, Muriel (Young ’13) Maines, 
two daughters, a son, John T '40, and two sisters 
Mr Maines was a member of Lambda Chi Alpha 
Fraternity
1921
CHARLES VIRGIL BLCOD A resident of 
Dover-Foxcroft, Charles V Blood died in Febru­
ary of 1956 He was a foreman of wood spool 
manufacturing Mr Blood was a member of Phi 
Gamma Delta Fraternity
1922
MARY COUGHLIN CARRILLO Mrs Manuel 
Carrillo of Rockland died June 8, 1956, at a hos­
pital in Bronx, N Y., after a long illness Mrs 
Carrillo was a substitute teacher at Rockland 
High School and had previously taught in New 
York City for 25 years In 1928 she received her 
master of education degree from Columbia Univer­
sity Presently she was president of the Rockland 
League of Women Voters Survivors include her 
husband, a daughter, Mary Rose (Carrillo) Chad­
wick ’52, and a brother Mrs Carrillo was a mem­
ber of Phi Mu Sorority.
-1935
DONALD JOSEPH MURPHY Donald J 
Murphy, formerly of Bangor, died on September 3, 
1956, in Manchester, N H , where he resided At 
the time of his death he was employed in the legal 
department of the Veterans Administration in Man­
chester During W W II he served with the U S 
Army Intelligence Corps Survivors include his 
mother, wife, a daughter and a son, a sister, Eliza­
beth ’30, and a brother, William E ’32 Another 
brother was the late Fred Murphy '28 Mr Murphy 
was a member of Theta Chi Fraternity
1938
NATHAN WARREN FELLOWS, JR Nathan 
W. Fellows, Jr was killed on August 27, 1956, m 
a tragic seaplane crash at Lake Maranacook in 
Winthrop. Mr Fellows was a game otologist with 
the State of Maine Fish and Game Department
History of '75
At the Alumni Barbecue during the 
81st Reunion in June the only known 
existing copy of a history of the Class 
of 1875 with accompanying photo­
graphs was presented to President 
Arthur A. Hauck.
This history was prepared at the 
personal expense and untiring effort 
of Louis Carver Southard ’75, an ex­
tremely loyal alumnus of the Univer­
sity.
It has been a much prized posses­
sion of Frederick D. Southard ’06 un­
til his class held its 50th reunion in 
June when he deemed it wise to have 
it placed in the care of the University 
where it may be preserved for the 
future.
The history has been cataloged in 
the Library as part of the University 
of Maine Collection.
and was one of the first biologists with the depart­
ment having been hired in 1939 The seaplane was 
piloted bv George Townsend of Rangeley who was 
also killed Mr Fellows held a long record of 
Navy service and was a lieutenant commander and 
acting executive officer of Naval Reserve Surface 
Div L of the Augusta Naval and Marine Reserve 
Training Center Survivors include his wife, Vir­
ginia (Pease) Fellows ’40, a son, a daughter, and 
a brother He was a member of Phi Kappa Sigma 
Fraternity.
1939
WILLIAM CLIFTON DARROCH A former 
associate director of the Memorial Union Building 
Fund at the University of Maine, William C 
Darroch died on September 1, 1956 as a result of 
a two-car crash at Washington, Maine He was 
presently executive director of the Maine Heart 
Association, having served previously for 16 years 
as a teacher and administrator in Maine schools 
and later became an executive of the Bath Iron 
Works During World War II, he was loaned to 
the War Production Board to serve the Maine 
Salvage Committee four years as industrial salvage 
representative and later was the executive secre­
tary In 1946 he was appointed regional director 
of the United China Relief Active in alumni af­
fairs, he was a past president of the Washington 
County University of Maine Alumni Association 
Survivors include his wife and a sister
1945
LUELLA MAY McCLURE The Alumni Office 
was notified that Miss Luella M McClure died on 
June 21, 1954, at the Mayo Memorial Hospital m 
her home town of Dover-Foxcroft She had been 
employed at the State School for Girls m Hallowell 
as a teacher and librarian Survnors include her 
father
1955
RONALD ROBERT MOOERS The Alumni Of­
fice has been notified that Ronald R Mooers of Milo 
died on May 1, 1956 He was a private in the 
United States Army Officiating at the funeral ser­
vices were Rev Charles Dartnell ’45 of Brewer and 
Rev Richard Davis ’50 of Milo Mr Mooers was 
a member of Sigma Nu Fraternity.
1956
GEORGE MORRILL BOTT, JR George M 
Bott, Jr , was killed in a Maryland highway crash 
on August 13, 1956 He died after his car struck 
an embankment on Route 135 about 18 miles 
southwest of Cumberland, Md A chemical en­
gineering graduate, he had been employed by the 
West Virginia Pulp and Paper Co since June 
Mr Bott’s home was m Fairfield, Maine. Survivors 
include his parents and two sisters He was a 
member of Phi Kappa Sigma Fraternity
1893
11, Calif
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William Cushing Hammatt is located as 
residing at 4702 Pearce Ave , Long Beach
1CQC Charles D Thomas of P O Box 401, 
I 07J Manasquan. N J, tells us that his wife 
died in Huntington Hospital, Huntington, N Y, 
in December of 1955 We extend sympathy to you^ 
Mr Thomas His brother Frank is now living with 
him, and so to be near Frank’s children, they 
moved from Huntington, N Y to N J They 
spent a part of last winter with relatives in Florida 
and two weeks with Frank’s son in Calif , Charles 
had his first long air flight at 82 years of age He 
added that at his nephew’s wedding he danced with 
his grandniece and a photo was taken of them 
captioned “oldest to joungest”
A J
retired two years 
director of research 
maintains his home
Patten of Harbor Beach, Mich , 
ago after serving 22 
for the Huron Milling 
in Harbor Beach but 
Fla.
Mich , is the address
is living at 1061 Lock-
1897
years as 
Co He 
spends the winter months in
4120 Somerset, Detroit 24, 
for Perley F Goodridge.
1 QOA Howard A Hatch
I Z U V wood Rd , Barberton, Ohio Quote, “Am 
living with my sister and am not able to do any 
work or to even write letters The doctor tells me 
that there’s nothing wrong with me, just my years ” 
L A. Nason wrote the following, “I am 84 on 
Nov 10, 1956 Been a carpenter for the last 20 
years and now retired Lost the wife June 25, 
I have a man and wife staying with me ” We 
to extend our sympathy to him Mr Nason 
at 523 Union Street, Bangor.
1956. 
wish 
lives
1 OH 1 Lewis G Varney’s address is 49 Gray
I Z v I Rd , No Windham, Box 167
Arthur M Stilphen tells us he’s retired and doesn’t 
have to work if he didn’t want to Mail reaches 
him at 26 Roberts St, Sanford.
1007 From R 3 m Waterville, Samuel Clark 
’ / VL writes, “I have contended in no wars, 
sunk no ships. I have driven back the wolf and 
avoided the sheriff My wife presented me with 
three children, who so far have kept out of jail 
and seem to prosper. I hope for the best There 
are five grandchildren and each generation seems 
a little better than the previous one Surely there 
was room for improvement It would be fitting to 
outline some of the values received at U. of M , 
but space is lacking. It was good to have been at 
Maine during those years Good to have known 
you all.”
1903 Mr Haney D Whitney 698 Minot Ave , Auburn
Mr Whitney tells us, ‘‘The news from him is 
nothing important, however it is worth the effort 
to meet a few old friends and classmates Was 
pleased to find Guy Small in better health Am 
still waiting for news for this column, so write 
letters ”
100/1 Allen M Knowles visited with us in the 
I / v i Alumni Office on July 1, 1956 He was 
visiting in Orono and had come by plane from his 
home at 801 Hartwell St , Teaneck. N J
John H Quimby of 194 No Main St , Pearl 
River, N Y , writes “This is our Golden Wedding 
Year and we celebrated it bv a visit to our daughter 
and her family in Mich and on the wedding date, 
June 6th, by a dinner party at a Lakeside Inn 
which included our daughter and her husband, Mr 
and Mrs M P. Doyle, and their three children 
It was a very enjoyable occasion with gffts and 
wedding cakes
“On return to our home where we have resided 
for 42 years we found scores of telegrams, letters, 
cards, flowers, and gifts from neighbors and other 
friends which contributed to a very happy home 
coming ’’
1 00 Mr. Efnest L Dinsmore
I Z V J 231 Woodford St , Portland 5
Your secretary and Mrs Dinsmore were very 
sorry that they were unable to attend the 1956 
Commencement Our reservations were all made 
but Mrs Dinsmore’s illness prevented us from 
going As usual we are spending the summer at 
Capitol Island in the Boothbay Harbor Region
A letter from Florence (Balentine) Hanaburgh 
has a suggestion in it which I shall pass along to 
you It would be a great help to your secretary m 
keeping our column alive in the Maine Alumnus if 
you would take it to heart and act accordingly 
She says “I think it would be a good idea if 
everyone would write just a few lines about what 
they are doing or thinking even if they, like me, are 
contentedly doing nothing.” She listens to the 
Dodgers’ games and uses, with great pleasure, the 
new MAINE chair which she received recently as 
a Christmas gift How about following her sug­
gestion and write your secretary a few lines now 
and then.
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Bert Aines is spending the summer in the north 
visiting his children and grandchildren in Connecti­
cut He is also visiting friends and relatives in 
several towns and cities in Massachusetts before 
returning to his home in Florida in October He is 
to stop over for brief visits in Philadelphia, Pa 
and Arlington, Va
Ed Hilliard was sorry to miss our fiftieth anni­
versary in 1955, but could not make it He is now 
retired and lives at 2637 N Missouri Ave , Peoria,
As we told you in the June issue Prentiss French 
was on a trip west with Mrs French He drove 
more than 10,000 miles on the trip. They went to 
the Pacific Coast, then north to Vancouver. B C, 
then east taking in Lake Louise, Banff, and the Bad 
Lands of S D They are spending the summer in 
their home in N H .
We were glad to hear from Roy Sands He made 
a trip to Maine and the Eastern States this summer 
While in Maine he spent several hours with Harry 
and Mrs. Beale in their N Anson home During 
the summer Roy received a letter from A D T 
Libby and a picture of Mr & Mrs George Hunt­
ington Roy’s nephew from Guilford is to enter 
the University of Maine this fall as a freshman 
The Sands live at 214 Franklin St , Waukegan, Ill
1906 Mr Earle R. Richards
 11 Parent St., So Berwick
Although we did not quite come up to expecta­
tions, our attendance at the 81st Alumni Reunion 
broke all previous records for the 50-year group 
Thirty-four members received their 50-Year cer­
tificates from President Hauck at the Alumni 
Barbecue in the Field House Saturday noon Those 
present composed 44 per cent of the class member­
ship which is the highest rating attained by any 
‘0-Year class and won for us the 20th Century 
Cup which was awarded at the Alumni Banquet 
Saturday evening We arc also proud that there 
are no unknown addresses for any of our 77 living 
members
After the Reunion Mr and Mrs. Frank A Banks 
called on Winfield D Bearce and family at Bristol 
on their way to Washington D. C for a short stay 
This was followed by short visits with their son, 
John and family at Ann Arbor, Mich and daugh­
ter Laurina and family at Rossford Ohio on their 
way home to Coulee Dam, Wash.
Elmer P Bradley is now making his permanent 
address al Pemaquid. having given up his apart­
ment in New Haven Conn He will be found at 
West Palm Beach Fla during the winter season
Deep sympathy is extended to Mr and Mrs 
Guerric G deColigny in the sudden death of their 
son Calvert G in Richmond, Va , on June 27 He 
was an honor student at Tulane University and 
president of the student body in his senior year in 
1932 as well as having played tackle on the football 
team for Tulane in the Rose Bowl game in 1931
A call on Judge Frederick E Doyle found him 
nearly recovered from an accident in his home 
which prevented him from attending our 50th Re­
union, to which he had been looking forward with 
a great deal of anticipation and pleasure, only to be 
followed by deep disappointment
From the Bangor Daily Neus we have learned 
that Mrs Gertrude (Jones) Nutter is one of a 
group from all over the State of Me , of 70 persons 
leaving Bangor by bus Sept 16 to attend the Na­
tional Home Demonstration Convention in San 
Antonio, Texas The route followed will entail
Alumni,
Students,
Teams
The Renovated
CROWN HOTEL
is your 
headquarters 
in Providence, R. I.
Will look forward
to seeing you soon and often. 
George J. Sanker 
Manager 
Crown Hotel
The fourth “1907 Little Reunion” was held on August 11, 1956, as shown 
above: front row (1. to r.), Roberts, Garland, Edith (Tate) Brawn, Lambe, 
Wyman, Barrows, Keirstead, MacDonald, Keirstead; back row, Alexander, Bar- 
rows, MacDonald, Lambe, Helen (Steward '09) Bradstreet, Claflin, Bradstreet, 
Williams, Wyman, Farnham.
stops in New York City, Roanoke, Va , Knoxville, 
Tenn , New Orleans La , Houston, Tex , to San 
Antonio and return by way of Dallas, Tex Spring­
field, Ill , Indianapolis Ind Pittsburgh. Pa , and 
New York City This trip is taken to celebrate her 
retirement from her position in a supervisory ca­
pacity with the H C Baxter Co in Corinna
Members of ’06 will be interested in the follow­
ing letter:
June 12, 1956
Editor Maine ALUMNUS
Our recent 50th reunion has brought so man) 
commentations to me personalis that 1 feel that 
some comment is due It is often said that a suc­
cessful organization is the result of selecting good 
helpers and we surely had them in the Class of ’06 
I am reminded of an old chestnut concerning the 
spectacular hats worn by the old-family Boston 
Dames An “outlander” on inquiring of one of the 
dowagers, “Where do you buy sour hats9’ had the 
reply ‘We don’t buy them we have them ”
S) with the Class of 1906 the president did not 
have to select his team he had them, to name a 
few, “Rudder” Emery, ‘Dick’ Richards, “Fred” 
Simmons and the ever-faithful “Shorty” Southard 
from far California Frank Banks from Washington 
State and that faithful co-ed Gertrude (Jones) 
Nutter who has probably attended more reunions 
than any man in the Class Mans thanks to them 
and all the rest of the loyal supporters of the team 
W D Bearce 
Bristol, Maine
BY CLASSES
1907 Mr Karl MacDonald 27 Nelson Ave . Wellsville N Y
It does not seem possible that in eight months 
we will be having our 50th anniversary reunion. 
The reunion committee hopes sou will be present 
to make it the largest percentage of class members 
present at a 50th. The record is noss held by 1906.
Thru a tip from Jerome Clark was able to locate 
Rye C D Chandler who was one of our “lost” 
Law School classmates Carroll can be reache J 
by addressing letters to Dover-Foxcroft where he 
has left a forwarding address Before retiring he 
kept a china store there for about 20 years Has 
two sons Lawrence the older, is business manager 
of a Mental Retarded 
younger, Robert works 
Santa Monica, Calif
For the fourth year
held at Kobs Lobster Pound, Searsport, on Satur­
day August 11, at 1 pm with the following class­
mates and wives in attendance Lucius Barrows, 
Horton K»erstead, Emerson Lambe, K MacDonald, 
and A P Wyman Others were Walter Farnham, 
Edith (Tate) Brown and daughter Ben Williams, 
and Guy Roberts of Santa Paula, Calif , who was 
spending a few weeks in Alfred 
drove up 
Garland 
(Steward 
guests of 
having Don Taverner, executive i ‘ *
garet Mollison, assistant secretary, with us for the 
afternoon We had a total of 22 present We 
were sorry Dick Talbot could not be with us to 
see what a perfect day he picked Besides having 
Hospital in Delaware The 
for The Douglas Aircraft in
our “Little Reunion” was
Bill Alexander 
and brought Carl 
with him Helen 
husband were the 
were fortunate m 
secretary, and Mar-
from Melrose, Mass 
and Francis Claflin
’09) Bradstreet and 
Perce Wyman We
a very enjoyable time, the 50th reunion committee 
elected Perce Wyman chairman and we all dis­
cussed the Commencement events to come in June
1957
Richard F Talbot, 42 Forest Ave , Orono, a field­
man for the Maine Breeders Cooperative, attended 
a New England conference of Fieldmen in Boston 
August 10 and 11
Frank E Maddocks, 351 Harrison Ave, Greens­
burg Pa intended to come to Maine last June, 
but his wife had a very severe operation in May 
and traveling was out of the question He is 
planning to be present at our 50th next year, but 
states it will depend on his wife’s health
W E Stone 3452 41st Ave, Seattle 6 Wash, 
says last winter was a hard one A freeze in No- 
vember killed the strawberry and other berry plants 
as well as some of the fruit trees Bill said this 
put a bit of a crimp in the sales of their refrigera­
tion equipment as they depend on these crops for 
a good percentage of their volume He was feeling 
fine in spite of having lost part of his stomach last 
fall from an operation for ulcers and had lost 30 
pounds He said he did not miss the 30 pounds 
He enjoyed the call Ben Connell made on his 
11 000 mile trip They got a big kick out of talk­
ing about their recollections of the sears 1903 to 
1907
1908 Mr James A Gannett
 166 Main St , Orono
Dan Chase was a visitor on the campus the last 
of August He was fresh from 18 holes of golf with 
Henry Bearce ’06 when he captured the family 
trophy for 1956 with a score of 85 (Not bad’)
While visiting in Oxford County he met Elon 
Brown and Merle Sturtevant of ’08 Merle is spend­
ing the summer at his old home in Buckfield
Guv Durgin has been appointed traveling repre- 
sentative of the Pulp and Paper Foundation of the 
Univsersity Guy was a member of the faculty of 
the College of Technology when the paper courses 
were established in 1913 and recently retired from 
the St Lawrence Corporation Ltd , East Angus, 
Quebec
George '09 and Sarah (Brown) Sweetser of 5166 
N E Wisteria Dr , Portland, Ore spent several 
weeks with Sarah’s sister Lulu in Old Town during 
the past summer They made the trip by automobile. 
The approaching 50 year class reunions of ’08 and 
09 were discussed with the Sweetsers in an attempt 
to secure a pledge of their attendance George 
allowed that if Sarah came back from Oregon in
1958 they might as well stay on here in the East 
for his reunion in '59
George and Sarah and James and Marian Gan­
nett attended the funeral services for Professor 
John H Huddilston on July 28 Sarah was one of 
Professor Huddilston’s major students in Greek
Mildred (Chase) Hinckley acted as one of the 
hostesses this summer when the Reverend Jonathan 
Fisher house at Blue Hill was opened to the public
This is the Jonathan Fisher about whom Mary 
Ellen Chase wrote her book. Jonathan Fisher, 
Maine Parson 1768-1847, and published in 1948.
Just before these class notes were turned over to 
the Alumnus Leslie and Christine Sargent called at 
the office They are living in New Castle, N. H., 
and were on an auto trip to Maine and their old 
home in Brewer On leaving the campus Leslie 
observed, “Let’s see, two years from last June we 
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are supposed to come back to the Univers'ty if we 
can walk, crawl or be earned'” Right'
Congratulations to Ray Fellows on his long and 
successful legal career He has brought honor to 
the University and the State of Maine May he and 
Madge enjoy many happy years with their children 
and grandchildren at their town and salt water 
homes after retirement.
1909
reports that 
toward ourcontributed
This is good, but there 
wish to chip in. The 
important as the spirit 
Let's see if we can lift
the 
that 
was
are
Mr. Fred D. Knight 
9 Westmoreland Drive 
W Hartford 7, Conn.
Our Class Treasurer, George Carlisle, 
a total of $810 has been 
Golden Anniversary Fund, 
must be many more who 
amount you give is not as 
shown in giving something, 
the amount above $1,000 in 1956.
George also reports that quite incidental to a 
business trip to the Gaspe, he landed a 15-pound 
Atlantic salmon Most of us will probably agree 
that it was a \ery successful business trip.
In July, your reporter and Florence spent a few 
days at Mt. Kineo &n Moosehead Lake. We were 
delighted to see there, Mr and Mrs, George D. 
Carlisle Naught Niners will recall that George D 
’30, son of our George and Maude, and Betty 
Mason, daughter of Jess and Molly, were 
earliest of our class children to marry, also 
they presented to us our first grandchild, which 
duly celebrated at our 30th Reunion There 
now two children, a boy and a girl who are num­
bered among the 23 (last report) grandchildren of 
George and Maude
Mrs Cora (Shaw) Gunn writes enthusiastically 
of a 5,000-mile motor trip through eight states in 
June and July To her, the highlights wdTe the 
gorgeous beauty of the Skyline Drive, the Blue 
Ridge Parkway in azalea and rhododendron season, 
parts of TVA, and the Atomic Museum at Oak 
Ridge, Cora’s observations regarding the Mennonites 
and Amish in Pennsylvania, and the Cherokee Indi­
ans in the Smokies are so interesting that they 
quoted below
“On the way down two days were spent in 
home of a family of Menoniles—western Pa 
and Amish 
are very re­
aged grand- 
but in bright
are
the 
the
biggest section for both Menomtes 
Both sects own wonderful farms and 
ligious and quaint From babies to 
parents all the Amish dress very plain 
colors—girls dress exactly like their mothers, boys 
like the father For the boys black trousers, cufTless, 
ankle length, open down both sides Hats are black, 
and wide brimmed for boys, girls wear bonnets 
The Amish church forbids use of autos, so horse 
and carriage is the mode of transportation
“Menomtes dress in black or dark colors and the 
women are never without a tiny sheer white bonnet 
(worn on the back of the head) I asked ‘Why’ 
and the lady said, ‘Well if we want to pray we 
can’t stop to hunt up a bonnet and we must have 
one on to pray ’ Men’s suits are black, have no 
collar, no lapels, no buttons (that show) and 
trousers are cuflless 
autos Menomtes are 
not
“In the Smoky Mts
Unlike the Anush, they use 
smooth shaven—Amish are
National Park the Cherokee 
Indian tribe on a mountain reservation of 50,000 
acres was fascinating They own their own land, 
pay taxes to U S Gov’t , run their own schools 
All kinds of native crafts arc carried on—basket 
making, finger weaving (especially appealed to me), 
weapon making, hollowing out dugout canoes from 
poplar trees, feathering arrows and blow gun darts, 
making blow guns, moccasins, of course, and doing 
hand carved animals, beads, etc
“From June 30 to Sept a drama ‘Unto These 
Hills,’ telling the history of the Cherokees from 1540- 
1842 is given in an outdoor mountainside amphi­
theatre seating 2900 Proceeds, after the actors are 
paid, go 
children
for the higher education of the Indian
1916 Mrs Evelyn W Harmon(Evelyn Winship) 
Livermore Falls 
that all of you had a very 
every one will write me a
lovely vacation 
long interesting
’18, “Tom” Mangan, Fred Robie and his wife, Fran­
cis (Dugan) Carlton and her husband, John ’13 
Our banquet at the Penobscot Valley Country Club 
was a great success The menu was delicious, busi­
ness was attended to, letters of greeting were read 
from classmates unable to be there, and old officers 
were reelected We wondered who in the class could 
boast of the most grandchildren and found it was 
“Johnnie” Burke with twenty-five, with Mollie (Bur­
leigh) Goodwin a good second with sixteen. We 
were extremely sorry that some who had planned 
to attend were forced by circumstances to be absent. 
Among these was our gooJ president, Omar K. Edes.
“Fred Curtis flew to Maine over the June 8th 
week end to attend his 40th Class Reunion at the 
University of Maine His son, Robert, joined him 
there Says Fred, ‘This one was fine, but it is the 
one ten years from now that I’m really looking for­
ward to’’ ” This was quoted from the Cape Codder 
weekly of Orleans, Mass.
Just too late for Commencement, I received this 
word of greeting from Prof. Charles L Blackman 
of Rajasthan College of Veterinary Science and 
Animal Husbandry, Bikaner, India. He wrote, “It 
would be great fun to meet with the class this year 
but that is impossible Please give them my greet­
ings from India, a land that is as old as ours is 
new, where people are friendly and are making as 
great progress as ours did following the securing of 
in ependence ” He also wrote that they had visited 
the lovely city of Bangolore. and had an interesting 
experience in the coffee area around Coorg We 
hope that we shall hear again from him in the near 
future
Just before our Reunion I had a most interesting 
letter from Col Donald McK Ashton of Pacific 
Grove, Calif He wrote that he had been in the 
Army since 1918, had never happened to catch up 
uith any of the gang, but had met many Maine men. 
Since retiring in 1953 he has called “home” a little 
place in Pacific Grove, from which the ocean seems 
very close When 1 returned from San Francisco to 
Los Angeles by car last May, my son drove me 
around Pacific Grove and Monterey for more than 
an hour, and I found it very beautiful It seemed to 
me more like the Maine coast than any other place 
1 had seen in California
I received recently a note from “Dick” Silva. 
He was one whose plans for attending the Reunion 
went askew He says he won’t give up—he will get 
to a reunion yet It was nice hearing from him
I was much saddened to learn of the death after 
a short illness of Superior Court Justice Granville 
C Gray of Presque Isle It seems only a short time 
ago that I received such a delightful letter from 
him It is hard to lose such a prominent man from 
our midst
Not long ago I received two boxes of beautiful 
stationery with my name and address as secretary of 
our class I am delighted with them, and shall en- 
jo> using them so much in writing to you, I feel 
sure that when you have a letter from me on this 
stationery you will think that it deserves an answer, 
and the mail will come pouring in I want to thank 
Mrs Everett Mansfield for this lovely paper.
Please write to me about yourselves and your 
families, any trips which jou have taken, any new 
hobbies or interests—in short, please write. Also 
please be on the lookout for any “lost” whom you 
maj encounter. We reduced our number of “lost” 
by quite a number last spring, and would like to 
continue this good work.
1918 Mr Weston S Evans8 Kell St Orono
Ruth (Chalmers) Rich now lives a 127 Prospect 
St , Berlin. N H She has three children and four 
grandchildren She recently spent six months in 
Egypt with her oldest daughter, touring Italy and 
the Mediterranean countries en route Ruth would 
not only like to come back for her 40th Reunion in 
’58 but she would like to come back to the Uni­
versity as a housemother and continue her educa­
tion in History and Religion
“Cy” Small graduated in chemistry and worked 
at his profession for a while, but changed over to 
W T Grant Co where he worked until 1936, at 
which time he bought a dry goods store in Derry, 
N H “Cy” has had one son who graduated from 
the University and one daughter who graduated 
from Cornell “Cy” can be reached at Small’s De­
partment Store, Derry, N H.
United States Senator Styles Bridges was ac­
corded a special privilege at the Republican Na­
tional Convention He had the distinction of in­
troducing former President Herbert Hoover, who 
gave one of the principal addresses of the Conven­
tion It is understood that Mr Hoover made 
special request that Styles be asked to introduce 
him, for what may be his last major public appear­
ance, in view of their friendship through the years 
and close association on the Hoover Commission.
Jimmy Speirs, treasurer of Speirs, Inc , now re­
sides at North Windham from June 1 to Novem­
ber 1 but spends the winter at 826-21st Avenue 
North, St. Petersburg, Florida He has six children 
and thirteen grandchildren. “Good going, Jimmy'”
Francis Head, who has spent the past 40 years at 
a variety of occupations, reports that he is in as 
good health as the average of his class and feels 
pretty well for the shape he is in He further states 
that he still goes skiing. That puts Francis well 
ahead of the rest of us. Most of us can’t get out 
to watch skiing say nothing about doing it ourselves. 
He now resides at 208 Essex Street, Bangor,
Wilbert Bisbee, after a variety of teaching as­
signments in Maine and Connecticut, came back to 
his farm at Gray, where he may now be found 
breeding R. I Red Hens and getting ready to re­
tire. Wilbert says he was 80 last January and still 
is going strong. “We will be looking for you at 
the 40th, Wilbert ”
Word has come that Clayton Storer, who is now 
teaching Science and Driver Training in Pennell 
Institute m Gray, is one of the best darn teachers 
in the state We are waiting a letter from him 
directly.
More news will be coming to you from Don 
Perry and myself for the Class of ’18
1920 Miss M Eleanor JacksonSuite 1230 Chamber of Commerce Bldg 
80 Federal St, Boston 10, Mass
You will all be saddened to learn that Duffy 
Chadbourne’s wife, Belle, died suddenly last April. 
We are sorry not to have had this news before.
A good letter, but not much personal news, from 
Henry Turgeon of Turgeon Brothers, Wholesale 
Lumber of Lewiston He keeps “contact with 
alumni affairs through the local Maine Club (sorry, 
just men)” if you are sorry why exclude the wom­
enI *9 “which we organized about 20 years ago and 
which is still flourishing with an average attendance 
at their monthly suppers of about fifty Our project 
is the Androscoggin County Loan Fund which re­
ceives donations on a voluntary basis and now 
amounts to $4,000 I believe that loans have been 
made to many deserving students from this area 
and I feel confident that it will continue to increase 
in size and value to the young of our County. I 
read the Alumnus completely and during the few 
minutes consumed I am filled with nostalgia of 
remembrances of times past and for which I shall 
be forever grateful ”
I trust 
and that 
letter about it. I had a very busy and a very pleas­
ant summer with my daughter and her family, 
including the three grandsons Our farm pond was 
a source of great enjoyment to us all We had many 
cookouts at the cabin with friends and relatives, and
I liked especially watching the boys and their com­
panions swim and dive.
I must tell you a little about Commencement, 
even though it seems so far away now I think it
was about the nicest one I ever attended, but I
guess I think that every year We had a good
number of classmates back, and in spite of rainy,
drizzly weather, everyone seemed to have a wonder­
ful time Many of us were together on the top 
floor of Chadbourne Hall—Myron Peabody and his
wife, “Bob” Robinson and his wife, Vera Gellerson 
At the White House Conference on Education 
at Newton, Mass , on March 16 and 17, Dr Lin- 
wooJ Chase was one of the speakers Friday eve­
ning The subject, “What Should Our Schools 
Accomplish9” Linwood spoke for the public 
schools The March 11 Sunday Globe gave a nice 
resume of Linwood’s background and education as 
well as his present position of Dean of Education 
at Boston University
Nate True has sent a reprint of an article from 
his Company Journal. He graduated with the class 
of 1921 but belongs to our class
Since he began working at Mead Johnson and 
Company, Dr Nathan True, Director of Adminis­
tration, has kept a running account of his day at 
Mead Over the years these daily notations have 
proved an important source of factual information 
concerning the early days of the company, for Dr. 
True’s diaries are in reality a history of the Mead 
Johnson laboratories
Alexander Skillin and Son
FLORISTS
Falmouth Foreside, Maine 
Cut flowers—Corsages— 
Funeral Designs— 
Wedding Designs
John Skillin ’52
Known throughout the state 
for quality and service
 WALGREENgAGENCY 
S KOWH EGAN ANME
John Sealey, Jr. ’36
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To read the day-by-day entries made by Dr True 
is to follow, not only the career of a man, but the 
company he has served well for the past thirty-two 
years . .
A few entries are of personal nature, such as that 
written on Saturday, March 1, 1923. “Worked all 
day,’’ or on June 4, 1934, “True receives Sc.D. from 
Evansville College.” The majority of his notations, 
however, pertain to events taking place in the lab­
oratory Examples arc found in his entry, May 13, 
1924, “Start excavating for new laboratory,” or on 
May 31, 1925, “Last day of manufacturing milk 
products In Evansville. Start tearing down equip­
ment for shipment to Zeeland.”
Dr. True was born in Freeport, Maine All of 
his early schooling was received in that area, in­
cluding his college work at the University of Maine 
After graduating in 1921, he accepted a position as 
chemist m the New York Agriculture Experiment 
Station in Geneva, New York Two years later he 
came to Evansville to join Mead Johnson and 
Company
He recalls his first job was to work with Dextri- 
Maltosc, Florcna, Dry Malt Soup Stock, and Casec 
He also spent part of his early years assisting in 
the development of new milk products, working 
closely with his supervisors and with Mr L D 
Johnson, Sr •
In 1933-34 with Mr Johnson and Harry Engel, 
he helped develop Pablum, the first precooked 
cereal for infants Altogether, Dr True has ac­
tively participated in the development of over 29 
Mead products
When the present Research Division was organ­
ized, Dr True was appointed Administrator and 
given the responsibility for all new construction and 
an> remodeling programs As the new Research 
Building rapidly nears completion, Dr True is 
seldom found in his office Roaming about in 
shirt siceses with plans tucked under his arms, the 
Research Administrator is often mistaken for one 
of the construction engineers His one goal is that 
the Mead Johnson and Company Research Lab­
oratory will be the very best
A member of the American Chemical Society, 
Dr True is also a member of the Elks the Kennel 
Club and the Evansville Country Club His hob­
bies include bird dogs photograph) golf, and 
reading historical nos els
Dr True lives at the Cambridge Arms Apart 
ments His son, Donald is a stage designer m New 
York City
Congratulations, Nate, on such a splendid record 
of accomplishment
Kid Potter svas back from Commencement and 
had promised to gather nesvs He writes, “For all 
the news I got I might just as svell base stood in 
bed ’ Zip Waite was back I specifically asked him 
if he had any noteworthy news but he did not 
seem to think so He is still sitting as a justice 
in the local court in Cornish
Harry Watson has a new grandchild which he 
and Mrs Watson are going to care for while the 
parents and the other two grandchildren can have 
a vacation
Peanut Cross was back As might be expected 
Peanut was her same vivacious self She still con­
tinues her civic activities in her home town
I saw Libby from Bangor at the Alumni Banquet 
but did not have an opportunity to shake hands 
with him
Verne Beverly said that he will have some news 
in a couple of months (he would not say what it
SERVING
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was) but did say that he would drop cither you or 
me a note and let us know what it was at the 
right time
Frank Preti was back and, of course, was busy 
with the Trustees’ and other meeting of the Uni­
versity Frank has just been released from the 
hospital for the third time since Christmas Frank 
is busily engaged m heading up a committee for 
the reunion on Homecoming night celebrating Phi 
Eta’s fiftieth anniversary.
Danny Buzzell was on campus all day but could 
not attend the Alumni Banquet because of a Shrine 
Ceremonial held in Bangor that night Danny is 
one of the officers of the Bangor Temple
Shook hands with Alonzo Harriman Friday night 
at the Penobscot.
1 09 1 Mrs Charles McDonald
I z L I (Dorothy Smith)
R F D 1, Carmel
Our 35th reunion lias come and gone. Here is 
hoping that all who were here this year will be 
back In ’61 plus all who could not make this one. 
Much credit Is due George Ginsberg, Emilie (Krit- 
ter) Josselvn, Harold and Leta (Weymouth) Wood, 
Wesley Plumer and Ray Smith for the success of 
the reunion.
On Friday evening about fifty members of 1921 
(including husbands and wives) had dinner at the 
Penobscot Hotel in Bangor Very informal and 
much fun Perley Berry making his first trip back 
to the campus since 1921, came from Mobile Ala . 
and Ken Vaughan and his wife came on from Ill 
I am sure they found the trip worth while
At the class meeting Sat. morning officers for the 
next five years were elected as follows: Pres.— 
George Ginsberg, V. Pres.—Carroll Swift, Treas.— 
Weslev C. Plumer, Sec.—Dorothy (Smith) McDon­
ald, Exec. Comm.—Effie (Weatherbee) Peters, Har­
old Pratt, and Harold Wood.
Ray Curran is MGM representative for Me-N II 
and lives at 188 Maple St , Bangor He is active 
in local ind state politics
Hester Wessenger is teaching Latin at Woodstock 
Academy in Putnam Conn
Rav Smith is still with Bell Telephone and lives 
in Newark N J
Ed and Helen (Reed) Bowley divide their time 
between Bancor and Brownville where Ed owns 
and operates the John Lewis industries They have 
one daughter Josephine married to Lewis Gam- 
mell ’48 and three grandchildren Those of us who 
knew and admired Helens mother so much learned 
with regret of her death in August
Your new secrctar) is still Reference Librarian 
at the University Lives on a not actively farmed 
farm in Hermon Has no children only a dog, 
two cats a pony and saddle horses
Please send all the news along
1079 Mrs Albert E Libby
I zZZ (Minnie Norell)
55 Bay view Ave , So Portland
Hope vour vacations were up to expectations. 
Anyway, it is good to settle back to regular routine 
again.
The pleasure of my summer visit with Ida (Col­
lins) Watson is still with me She and Mvron have 
the most charming old salt box house and grounds 
in Dennis on Cape Cod where they now’ summer 
and spend weekends expecting to retire there Ida’s 
interest in her antique business with such a perfect 
setting and Myron’s effective gardening are com­
pletely absorbinc and satisfying with the added 
enjoyment of grandson Stevie just around the 
corner His parents Clark 50 and Ruth (Watson 
’51) Potter are permanent residents of Dennis he 
running an insurance and real estate business
Burleigh 20 and Mabel (Thompson) Waterman 
have a summer home at Hyannisnort so she joined 
us for a most happv reunion I was glad to meet 
their handsome son Charles who was with them 
between parts in the plays at West Chester summer 
theater He graduates from Northwestern Univer­
sity next June
Ida mentioned having seen Carl Sargent and his 
wife who became happy grandparents last March 
I preJict they will be taking a trip to London 
where their only daughter a former dancer with 
the New York City Ballet now lives with her hus­
band and infant son
Seen in the news recently is Fred T Jordan who 
has been * named chairman of the Industrialists 
Commmittce for the financial campaign of the 
Maine Council of Churches ” It is the first of its 
kind to secure aid from Maine’s corporations and 
business firms as well as ‘to enlist individuals as 
contributors to the council, Maine's agency for 
Protestant interchurch cooperation ”
Cecil B Huston has been appointed construction 
superintendent of the Pennsylvania Power and Light
Insurance Executive
Liberty Mutual Insurance Company 
has named George 4. Potter '20 as 
secretary of the company to succeed 
Lewis O. Barrows '16 who is retiring 
to his Newport home. Both men are 
active alumni. Mr. Barrows is cur­
rently a member of the Alumni Coun­
cil.
Mr. Potter joined Liberty Mutual 
in 1922 as a claims investigator and 
adjustor and later served as claims 
manager in company offices in W il- 
niington, Del.; Albany, N. Y.; and 
Newark, N. J. He also served as chief 
adjustor in Chicago, New Vork, and 
Boston and as division claims manager 
in New England.
Mr. Potter served with the U. S. 
Naw in World War I and was executive 
director of Needham (Mass.) Civilian 
Defense during World War II. He is 
a current or former trustee or director 
of a number of health institutions 
and foundations.
He is former chairman of the Need­
ham Board of Selectmen and is active 
in the Masons.
Mrs Norman E Torrey 
(Toni Gould)
9 Poplar St Bangor
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Co in Allentown, Pa He has been with this com 
panv since graduation
While at Commencement with Martha (Sanborn 
23) Philm White “attended the University of Maine 
Foundation meeting of which he is a member”
Our congratulations to Estelle Nason on receiv­
ing one of the highest honors the U S Dept of 
Agriculture can bestow upon its employees the 
Superior Service Award Secretary of Agriculture 
Ezra T Benson made the presentation in person 
at the Sylvan Theater on the Washington Monu­
ment grounds
First off, a gala salu e to one of the outstanding 
members of our class Henry Doten for the new 
honors bestowed upon him Front page headlines 
car’v in July informed us that Henry as business 
manager of his Alma Mater, was re elected to the 
board of directors and was appointed a member 
of a six man executive committee at the annual 
meeting of the National Federation of College and 
University Business Officers Association held in 
Chicago which he attended as a past president 
Almost simultaneously Gov Muskie appointed 
Henry as a member of the Maine Turnpike Author- 
Marketing Agent
Lucy (Farrington) Sheive ’27 ha* 
been appointed consumer marketing 
agent for the University’s Agricultural 
Extension Service. From headquarters 
in the extension office in Portland, 
she will serve Cumberland and a part 
of York and Androscoggin counties.
She will work with the Extension 
Associations and with other organi­
zations interested in a program of 
consumer market information and 
education.
Since 1949, she has been home 
economist with the New England Ex­
tension Services’ Marketing Informa­
tion Program in Boston. There she 
has been assembling, interpreting, and 
writing marketing information for 
consumers.
She has been an active member of 
the Boston Alumnae group currently 
serving as vice president. She is also 
a member of the Alumni Council.
1924
Two hundred volunteer and staff members from 
New York New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, 
Maryland, Virginia, and the District of Columbia 
attended so it was a major undertaking for Mrs 
Stevens Or was it9 After all, she’s a girl who 
has raised three children, worked for the Red 
Cross, taken responsibility in the Camp Fire Girls’ 
group since 1938, and still carried a job as a psychi­
atric social worker over a period of years With 
all these activities, a recent photograph of Ellen 
in the Buffalo Exening News shows her looking as 
young as she did in college Our congratulations to 
Dearborn Stevens on his choice of a wife1 We 
might also extend the same sentiments to Ellen’s 
community on having such an upstanding and 
helpful citizen.
The Little household is in a tizzy preparing for 
our daughter’s marriage which, at the present writ­
ing (Aug 25th) is one week away Her fiance is 
a student at Maine and they will live m Orono 
which means we shall see something of them for 
the next two years—at least
Best wishes to you all.
1925 Mrs. Merrill Henderson (Anne Thurston) 
Quechee, Vt
Well, the summer that we didn’t have is over, 
and now it’s back to school and alumni notes. 
Thanks to the Alumni Office, we are getting off to 
a good start, but please, when you receive a ques­
tionnaire from me, fill it in and return it so that 
we may continue to have a column.
Some of the items may be a little old but many 
of us have never seen them
At the spring meeting of the Alumni of Greater 
Boston, Frank L Lincoln of Arlington was elected 
to the executive committee
Home Demonstration week was observed by the 
Kennebec County group with a tea The main 
speaker was “Brownie" Schrumpf and her subject— 
what else but food
Frances (Kent) Murray has been elected chairman 
of the Orono Nursing Service
The Lion’s Club of Ellsworth elected Henry G. 
Perkins as King Lion Henry has been Superin­
tendent of School Union 92 for ten years, but un­
expectedly resigned this spring
At the annual meeting of Esther Eayres chapter 
Daughter of American Revolution, in Orono. Louise 
(Quincy) Lord was elected regent Yours truly 
(Anne Henderson) was elected assistant secretary 
of Thomas Chittenden Chapter of White River 
Jet, Vt
Didn’t hear from Frank Hussey last year, but 
learned that at a meeting of District 5 Potato 
Growers, Frank as vice president of the Potato 
Industry Council discussed the activities of the 
Council and the Swedish potato export deal
Our family enjoyed a delicious dinner at The 
Paddock this summer and visited with the owner 
Mary (Wallace) La Fountain. She is doing a 
wonderful job carrying on the business, since the 
death of her husband Her oldest daughter is a 
sophomore at Colby, while the younger one will 
enter the University of Connecticut this fall
Our class crooner Rudy Vallee was back m 
New England this summer The Greater Boston 
Alumni Group honored him for popularizing, many 
years ago, our “Stein Song ” In August, he and 
his stage clan played “Jenny Kissed Me,” in Skow­
hegan He is currently at work on an autobiog­
raphy He claims to have discovered more hit 
songs and more personalities than almost anyone in 
the business (See photos on Local Associations 
page of this issue )
j Mrs Tryg\e Heistad
I zZU (Shirley Roberts)
11 Third Ave , Augusta
Hello ’26ers
Where were you all at our 30th Class Reunion9 
There were just sixteen of us registered for the 
affair
I know you will all join with me in saying “thank 
you” to Leone (Dakin) Nutting for her many years 
in supplying this column Just now she has more 
than she can handle with her work with the Wom­
en’s Legislative Council plus a more recently 
acquireJ position, that of heading up the Fund 
Drive for the new dormitory at Higgins Classical 
Leone and Albert entertained us at their home in 
Orono after the banquet We enjoyed seeing the 
pictures taken at our 25th reunion and had a good 
visit over a cup of coffee
Wallace “Wally” Elliott head of the Dept, of 
Agricultural Education, U. of M , has been given 
honorary title of “Mr F F A ”
Hervey Bowen is teaching history at Gardiner 
High School in Gardiner, Mass
Spofford “Spot” Giddings, Division Mgr of 
Central Maine Power, is Campaign Chairman for 
the 1956 Waterville Area Community Chest.
Robert E Turner, who resides in Reading, Mass , 
is now serving as 2nd Vice Pres of the U. of M 
Alumni Assn of Greater Boston.
Margaret (Fraser) Feeney has been reappointed 
Director of district 8, Maine Federation of Wom­
en’s Clubs
Irving B. Kelley of Auburndale, Mass, is Dis­
trict Mgr of Patterson Kelley Company The 
Kelleys have one daughter, who is married
Gerald “Jerry” Wheeler who lives in Laconia, 
N H , is in the U S Forestry Service
Effie (Bradcen) Ridley makes her home in South 
Portland Effie teaches sewing in the Portland Eve­
ning School
Hugh Huntley, Auburndale, Mass , is supervising 
engineer for the Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. of Boston, 
Mass
Karl “Curly” Switzer is with the Park Dept of 
the city of Portland, where he resides with his 
family
Trygve “Tryg” Heistad is district agent for Som­
erset and Kennebec Counties for The Northwestern 
Mutual Life Ins Co. We have two daughters, the 
oldest one is married and living in Stillwater with 
her husband, who is a Senior at U of M. The 
younger one starts her career as a freshman at 
Boston University this Fall.
Please send us all the information you can about 
yourselves, your children, grandchildren, jobs, etc. 
Let’s show them the class of ’26 is still alive.
1928 Mrs William B. Ledger (Emma Thompson)
75 Woodmont St , Portland 4
A good start on the new year new addresses—
Fred G Ames, 513 Pennsylvania Ave, Jackson 
6, Miss
Frederick B Chandler, Front St , Marion, Mass 
Fred is Research Prof for the U. of Mass stationed 
in East Wareham where the cranberry research is 
conducted He works on soils, fertilizer, and drain­
age They have two daughters, Margaret, entering 
Bates this fall, and Betty, entering eighth grade 
Margaret is interested m history, literature and lan­
guages She would like to get into Foreign Service 
Betty is active in Girl Scouts—take a good look 
at Maine, Betty, there are lots of very Good Scouts 
there’
Wray G Conro, 8 N Main St , Attleboro, Mass
Dr Ardron B Lewis is associate director for 
Agricultural Economics—The Council on Economic 
and Cultural Affairs, Inc , 630 Fifth Ave, New 
York 20, N Y Sounds very important but I bet 
a good old Maine “Hello” would sound even better 
to him Look him up, some of you busy people’
Such a nice letter from Vinetta (Whitehouse) 
Geddy, 316 Piez Ave, Warwick, Va Their oldest 
daughter was graduated from Maine in ’55 Won­
derful’ Son “Rebel” is 15, hope his nickname 
doesn’t mean he won’t be another Maine Son
Dave Stevens took time from his many duties 
as Chairman of Maine State Highway Comm to 
speak a* a meeting of the class in Maine Govern­
ment at U of M in the late spring
Wendell Noble of East Berlin, Conn , has been 
promoted to the office of assistant agent secretary 
in the Secretary’s Dept of the Travelers Insurance
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lty He had formerly served as an engineer in the 
bridge division of the State Highway Dept and is 
a past president of the Maine Association of En­
gineers, as well as a member of the Am Society 
of Civil Engineers Henry and Cora (Russell) con­
tinue to live in Orono where both of them are ac­
tive and worthy citizens Both their daughter and 
son are married now
Grace (Hillman) Kealiher’s daughter, Carolyn 
(one of the twins), was married this summer to 
Leroy Pinkham, Jr in Foxboro, Mass They will 
reside in Norton, Mass , while Grace and her hus­
band, Clyde, live at 38 Leiehton St , Bangor, and 
both continue to teach m this locale
Harriet (Weatherbee) True (Mrs Sterling) of 
Tulsa, Okla has been at her home in Lincoln for 
the summer The Trues plan to be in Florida this 
winter
Mrs Clarence C Little 
(Beatrice Johnson) 
Box 558, Bar Harbor
Dear Classmates
The Alumni Office has been very busy collecting 
data this summer so we have a fine lot of news 
items
Hazen H Ayer, our already very distinguished 
classmate, has recently acquired another honor 
He has been appointed to the board of directors of 
the J W Greer company of Wilmington This 
firm specializes in the design and manufacture of 
automatic production machinery A list of all 
Hazen’s Trusteeships would be too long for this 
column, but we must mention one which concerns 
us all Hazen is doing a wonderful job through 
his firm which is handling the funds of the Uni­
versity of Maine Foundation We are appreciative 
and grateful
Philip Harriman is retiring from teaching at the 
Wilbur Cross High School, New Haven, Conn , 
where he has also been assistant principal He was 
recently honored by the Veterans of Foreign Wars, 
Hamden Post, for his loyal and efficient service as 
Commander, Director of Athletics for the Con­
necticut VFW, and post judge advocate These 
services extended from 1947 through 1955 Happy 
retirement, Phil, and greetings to Bea (Phil and 
Bea are planning to live in Westport, Maine, and 
farm his ancestral land )
To those of us living in this area, George Lord's 
name in headlines is no surprise His ability and 
devotion to duty often bring recognition and ad­
miration from his compatriots The latest news­
paper item states that he was Maine’s representa­
tive to the National Workshop for Extension Ad­
ministrators which met at the University of Wis­
consin recently George E Lord was also awarded 
the Alumni Service Emblem in June, at the fes­
tivities during the alumni reunion banquet As you 
all know this is the highest award for service ren­
dered to the University We are proud and pleased 
to claim him as our classmate
Ellen (Myers) Stevens (Mrs Dearborn B ) was 
chairman of the Region Two Conference of Camp 
Fire Girls when the organization met recently
Co. of Hartford. They have two sons and live at 
98 Cottage St.
Nicholai Wessell and his wife and daughter live 
in Wellesley, Mass He sure has been busy since 
he was graduated He has studied at M.I.T, 
N.Y.U , Northwestern, and Radcliffe As associate 
director of personnel at Harvard University since 
1951 Under his dept are about 2000 non-teaching 
employees and 2200 office and laboratory personnel
Ruth (Densmore) Hertzberg has been appointed 
Windham Co (Vt ) Home Demonstration Agent. 
Daughter Janet is still in Brattleboro H S Between 
Ruth and Mabel (Kirkpatrick) Folsom, I hope to 
keep up to date’
Caught several glimpses of Moze Nanigian in 
Presque Isle during Northern Maine Fair
1000 Miss Barbara Jobnson
I J L J 32 Orland St , Portland
Hello again.
It doesn’t seem possible that summer is over and 
I’m looking around again for news about the 
1929’ers. My usual plea! Please send me items about 
yourselves. We’d like to hear from some of you 
too long missing from our columns.
I received the following items from the Alumni 
Office
Alice (Webster) Sinclair is rejoining the staff 
of Marne Central Institute at Pittsfield, where she 
taught immediately after college She will be an 
instructor in home economics This summer she 
took a seminar course m Home Ec at the Maine 
Summer School.
Clayton Knox was recently elected president of 
the Buffalo Life Underwriters
A note about Rt. Rev. G Francis Burrill, Bishop 
of the Episcopal Diocese of Chicago Frank was 
the principal speaker at the anunal Girl Scout 
Council Dinner in Springfield. Mass, last spring 
where his sister, Estelle Burrill ’32, is Executive 
Director of the Council
W Jerome Strout has been named campaign 
chairman for the 1957 fund drive for the Katahdin 
Area Boy Scout Council He is executive vice 
president of the Bangor and Aroostook Railroad 
and has a son in the scout program Jerome has 
been associated with the B and A since gradua­
tion He resides at 36 Dunning Blvd , Bangor
Edward M Engel, manager of purchasing re­
search at the Charlotte plant of the Celanese Corp , 
has resigned to join the faculty at Lowell Techno­
logical Institute, Lowell, Mass Edward, who re­
ceived his master's degree from New York Uni­
versity, will join the department of paper engineer­
ing at Lowell, Tech
Clarence Pillsbury is employed by the Hinman 
Construction Company of Anson
Annah (Fairbanks) Wright resides at 9 Newlin 
Rd , Princeton. N J She is a housewife
Alden Jesse Carr is president of Castleton Teach 
er's College at Castleton, Vt
Philip Marsh, who has been a member of the 
faculty of Miami University in Ohio, is now chair­
man of the English Department at Adrian College, 
Adrian, Mich
1 Q9A Mrs Ernest J Pero
I / JU (Jeanette Roney)
11 West End Ave , Westboro Mass
Dear Classmates
As I write this the Labor Day weekend is upon
HAYNES & CHALMERS CO.
A. S. Chalmers ’05, Treas. 
G L. Chalmers ’46, Mgr.
HARDWARE
BANGOR MAINE
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of Boston Massachusetts
Life Insurance, Annuities 
Group Insurance, Pensions
Dwight Sayward
General Agent for State of Maine
415 Congress Street, Portland 
us and vacation is over Sorry to say that although 
I’ve seen many Maine people during the summer, 
I didn’t see nor hear from any of our classmates. 
We were lucky enough to have a week in Maine in 
June and another in August. What a wonderful 
place to be when it’s hot!!
Through these contacts. I’ve been able to pick 
up a few bits of news. The rest came through the 
kindness of the Alumni Office
Syl and Peg (Merrill) Pratt of Hermit Thrush Rd , 
Cape Elizabeth, and their son, Mason, a student at 
Kents Hill School, enjoyed a motor trip to Florida 
last spring.
Jennie (Waterman) Amidon of Petersham, Mass , 
has been elected secretary-treasurer of the P T A 
She must have a full schedule with her family and 
teaching all the time.
Rev William Riddiough, minister of the First 
Congregational Church, Machias, officiated at the 
wedding of his son, Douglas, and Miss Elaine 
Parker of Cincinnati, Ohio, in that city early in 
the summer.
Reg and Mrs Wilson recently entertained at 
their home on Pine St , Portland, honoring Miss 
Mary Washington of Washington, D C., rehabili­
tation coordinator for the National Hearing Soci­
ety Mrs. Wilson is president of the Portland Hear­
ing Society.
Our vice president, Harland Knight, has been 
named chairman of the accident and health insur­
ance committee of the Life Insurance Agency 
Management Assn. This committee represents the 
country’s principal companies which underwrite 
disability insurance Harley is the eastern regional 
superintendent of agencies for the Mass Protective 
Assn and The Paul Revere Life Insurance Co
I do wish I might have been at Commencement 
to hear Jerry Getchell deliver the tribute to the 
late Mark Bailey during the 50th anniversary ob­
servance of The Maine Masque Dr Charles Munro 
Getchell is head of the Department of Speech and 
Drama at the University of Mississippi He received 
his Ph D at the University of Wisconsin in 1946 
Ellen Mullaney long active in the affairs of the 
BPW and presently second vice president of the 
Maine Business and Professional Women, was a 
delegate to the biennial convention, July 1 8, at the 
Hotel Fontainbleau Miami Beach Before the con­
vention she spent three days in Havana, Cuba 
Among others from college attending were Angela 
Miniutti ’32 and Daph (Winslow) Merrill ’27 
Later Ellen attended the International Convention 
in Montreal
Ermond Lewis has resigned as supervisor of 
music in the schools of Union 78 comprising the 
Town of Frankfort, Prospect Searsport, Stockton 
Springs and Winterport
I’m proud to say we ve taken a few—too few — 
names off our “lost” list this past year If sou 
know the whereabouts of anv of our members 
please notify the Alumni Office or me It seems too 
bad to have 73 missing from our address records 
and some of these were our most active “Mainiacs ' 
while in college I need your help in tracking them 
down
Don't forget to send vour contribution to our 
25th Reunion Gift to Sylvester Pratt, Casco Bank 
Bldg., 475 Congress St., Portland. A little from each 
of us will help defrav the deficit.
1931 Mrs Sam Sezak (Ethel Thomas)
4 Gilbert St , Orono
I'm sure you all know by this time what a very 
successful “Twenty-fifth Renuion” we had in June. 
It was so good to see all those who were able to 
get back for it. Best of all we gathered enough 
news of '31ers to last through the vear. So here's 
your chance to catch up on some of vour class­
mates' whereabouts and doings.
Isabella (Lyons) Nestor missed the reunion but 
she planned to come East in July on her way to 
Europe for a two months trip To show that she 
was with us in spirit Isabella ordered a picture of 
returning classmates
Evelyn (Ludwig) Lancaster is now living at 136 
E Renovah Circle Wilmington N C , where her 
husband, Lt Col Virgil Lancaster is stationed
Myrilla (Guilford) and Bill Dale) could not make 
the reunion because of a very busy weekend at 
home Their daughter Margaret Myrilla was mar­
ried to Linwood Carson on Monday, June 11, at the 
Foreside Community Church in Falmouth Foreside 
Both bride and groom were members of the gradu­
ating class at the U of M in June
Bill Hamblet added his usual pep to Reunion 
functions Bill is now associated with the Hamblet 
Machine Co in Lawrence, Mass His son is enter­
ing Maine this fall
Jennie (Davidson) Jackson came up from her 
home at 75 Midwood Rd , Teaneck, N J Jennie 
has a son Robert Jr who is twenty-one and mar­
ried She is now teaching home economics in 
Ho Ho Kus Elementary School Her husband Bob 
’29 is Personnel Director-Office Manager at Alcoa, 
New York City.
Herman Allen was one of the earliest arrivals 
for Reunion It was nice to have Mrs Allen with 
us The Allens have one son, Kenneth, 12 years 
old Herman is research engineer in Sayles Fin­
ishing Plants, Inc and they live at 23 Kilburn Ave., 
Saylesville, R I
Charles Brown was here with his wife Dons and 
son Charles Charles is working in Boston as chief 
of purchase division. General Services Administra­
tion of Federal Supply Service and the Browns live 
at 45 Grove St in Winchester. Charles has as his 
hobby—Sailing.
“Sonny” Sundstrom recently in 
town of North Berwick. “Sonny,” 
dairy farmer and orchardist, has 
a change and so this summer he
1009 Miss Angela Miniutti
I z JL 7 Catell St , Apt 5, Bangor
On January 19. 1956, Major Mildred Smith be­
came Mrs Clifford A Gagnon Mildred writes 
that Clif is a retired business man from her home 
town of Van Buren On July 23, she was trans­
ferred to Fort Williams Major Mildred S. Gagnon’s 
present address is Hq Maine Military Dist., Fort 
Williams, Maine. Congratulations and best wishes 
to you, Mildred and Clif. I hope we’ll see you 
both at our reunion in June, 1957.
I met Walter 
our mutual home 
who has been a 
decided to make 
took some refresher courses at the University of 
New Hampshire and now has a teacher’s certificate. 
He has a teaching position for this year at the high 
school in Farmington, N H , where he will teach 
mathematics and science He plans to commute 
daily from home, and though he will discontinue 
his dairy farming activities, he still will have his 
apple orchard When you read this, it will be in 
the height of the apple crunching season, so if you 
are anywhere near North Berwick, stop by at the 
Quaker Hill Orchard for the best apples money can 
buy “Sonny” has joined the ranks of *32ers plan­
ning to be at our 25th reunion
Seth Jackson, son of our own Seth Jackson, was 
one of nine seniors elected by the Senior Class of 
Orono High School to take part in the commence­
ment exercises last 
tation of the class 
manager of Orono
Via the Alumni 
item, under date of April 8, 
serious illness of Cedric L Arnold, 
prominent 
the article, Cedric has
of the Union Hospital 
and was just re-elected 
for the 12th consecutive 
law office at 23 Central 
is the former Mary 
have two chilJren, 
We hope that by
June His part was the presen- 
will Seth Jackson, Sr is town
Office has come
1956,
a newspaper 
reporting the 
58 Sherwood 
attorney andRd Swampscott. Mass, a 
civic leader >\ccorJing to 
been a prominent member 
Corporation for 14 vears 
vice president of the group 
vear He conducts his own
Ave Lynn. Mass His wife 
Jurga of Cambridge and thev 
Deborah 17 an J Robert, 13 
now Cedric is fully recovered
An item in the Bangor Dml\ Neus refers to 
an article in the March 24. 1956. issue of the 
Saturday Evening Post entitled “Children of Medi­
cine Mountain’ of which Miss Pauline McCready 
is director Polly has her master's degree from 
Pittsburg University Prior to assuming her present 
position, she was director of Christamore House 
in Indianapolis Medicine Mountain is the Crotchet 
Mountain Rehabilitation Center at Greenfield, N H
At our class meeting in Orono last June, I under­
stand that plans were made for a wonderful 25th 
anniversarv reunion. You will all continue to re­
ceive notices during the year about the affair, so 
begin to make your plans to be in Orono in June 
1957. In the meantime, please send news about 
v ourself and family and about other ’32-ers.
1933 Mrs Winthrop Libby(Betty Trvon)
14 Spencer St , Orono
Even though it doesn’t look or feel like fall is 
here in Orono it must be as the children are back 
in school and news is due for the first Alumnus
Betty (Barrows) Pendleton of Island Falls sent 
n e a grand letter this summer just full of news
She writes that Lora (Brown) Josselyn and family 
have recently moved from Lubec to Houlton She 
has two daughters and a son Mr Josselyn is affili­
ated with the Houlton radio station 
nounccr 
Office
as an an-
Lora has worked in the State Employment
Elizabeth (Davis) Dudley who has been living 
in Houlton will soon go to Winthrop to live 
Her husband, Warren, has purchased a business 
there The Dudleys have six children The oldest 
son enters tfie U of M this fall and the youngest 
was born this past year
Evelyn (Gleason) Rawson was in Sangerville this 
summer and called Betty from there One of the
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Asst. Postmaster General
Artemus E. Weatherbee ’39 became 
Deputy Assistant Postmaster General, 
Bureau of Personnel, in July. Post­
master General Summerfield adminis- 
terd the oath in Washington.
Weatherbee had been executive di­
rector of the Post Office Department’s 
Bureau of Personnel since Jan. 11, 
1954. In this position he had general 
supervision over all phases of the de­
partment’s personnel program includ­
ing recruitment, placement, training, 
employee relations, salary classifica­
tions, and safety and health.
Before that time he served as Dep­
uty Director of Personnel for the State 
Department in which position he made 
several trips abroad to study living 
conditions of State Department per­
sonnel. He earlier had held important 
personnel positions with the Farm 
Credit Administration, the Office of 
Emergency Mangement, the National 
War Labor Board, the National W^ige 
Stabilization Board, and the War As­
sets Administration. He began his 
federal government career in 1939.
He and Pauline (Jellison) Weather­
bee ’40 have three children. Thev 
make their home in Silver Spring, Md.
things Ev was most interested in hearing about 
was the class of ’33 plans for their 25th reunion.
Paul Wheeler who lives at 19 Cleveland St. in 
Houlton and his wife Donna (Weymouth ’34) and 
family had a get together with the Pendletons at 
their Pleasant Pond camp The Wheelers have two 
sons The oldest, David, has entered the Maine 
Maritime Academy
Betty often sees Edna (Grange) Blood who also 
lives in Houlton at 3 Washburn St. Edna plans 
to teach again at Houlton High again this year 
Her husband, Elson, is an immigration officer and 
they have two children, Linda 15 and Peter 11.
Richard (Dick) Elliott and Emily (Thompson) 
called on Bob at his office one afternoon in early 
August Dick has been promoted in his work with 
the Forest Service Their two oldest daughters are 
attending Oberlin College. One of the three girls 
has a gift for singing and sang at the Patten Church 
while they were there
Thanks so much, Betty, for all the news. I only 
wish there had been a little more about the Pen­
dletons
I have had letters from both our president, John 
Wilson, and vice president, Tom Desmond; they are 
really working on reunion plans. The fact that they 
live in Dayton, Ohio, and Chicago, respectively, 
doesn’t slow them down a bit.
Philip Martin is a field representative of the 
H P Hood Co and lives at St. Johnsbury, Vt.
Arthur B Cronkite of Den Rd , Stamford, Conn , 
has been appointed to the post of manager of the 
Port Chester Water Works Co of Philadelphia 
Arthur received his masters degree from Harvard 
before going to Greenwich in 1939 He is married 
and has four children
10^/1 ^ISS Cla,re $ancJersI /Jt 12316 Mam St, Orono
Summer has slipped by, and did you do every­
thing you planned9 I didn’t
Wilmot Dow, a member of the Governor’s Com­
mittee on educational television, was one of the 
speakers at a public conference on educational 
television held last spring here at the University 
This conference was sponsored by the Educational 
Television Association of Maine A drive is being 
launched to raise $350,000 for an educational tele­
vision station to be built at the University of Maine
A newsy letter from Elizabeth (Blethen) Francis 
arrived too late for inclusion in the last issue of the 
Maine Alumnus After Elizabeth left Maine, she 
went to the Fay School in Boston, and from 1941-43 
was working in Boston In 1943 she married a Navy 
officer, Arthur E Francis, who is now Commander 
Francis and is project officer on the “Nautilus” and 
the “Sea Wolf ” At the time she wrote the letter, 
she was also working, on a part-time basis, in the 
Soil and Water Conservation Research Branch at 
the Plant Industry Station, Agricultural Research 
Service, Beltsville, Md Her husband expected to 
be transferred to the New London, Conn , area, 
and I presume they are now living in Mystic, Conn. 
I hesitate to give the street address because she was 
not sure of it herself
I do have some other addresses I can give you, 
thanks to the Alunmi Office- Robert Berg, 530 W 
236th St , New York City, Eva (Bisbee) Weidle, 
141 Jenkins Ave , Lansdale, Penn. Frances (Ham­
mond) Varnum, P O. Box 53, Bucksport, Maine. 
Incidentally, Frances married Gerald R Varnum 
in June of 1955.
1935 Mrs Thomas McGuire(Agnes Crowley)
21 Widgeon Way, Greenwich, Conn.
Again welcome back from summer vacations—
and I hope they were really good ones'
Our little news letter is having excellent response. 
If you’ve not had one already, you will shortly. 
These past few issues the Alumnus hasn’t had room 
to print all the items—thus the delay in the time 
your note is published. It is so good to hear from 
you, and such a joy to have news for the column.
With Swift and Company since June 1935, is 
Ken Bickford Ken and Arlene (Merrill ’36) Bick­
ford live at 16 Chipeman Rd , Beverly, Mass Ken 
is sales unit manager and his business address is 
Salem Jimmy, 11, is in school, and completes the 
Bickford family From 1943-46 Ken was in the 
U S Army Now he devotes his spare time to 
Rotary, golf, and woodworking
Had fun reading a note from Paul Merriam 
Paul, you will remember, was in our freshman class 
and then left when the depression made it impos­
sible for him to continue Because of this, he re­
fers to himself as a statistic of the class of ’35 Not 
so, Paul’ Paul is registry clerk in the Rockland 
Post Office He and his wife Doris and their seven 
children live in a fifteen room house at 72 Mechanic 
St , Rockland Paul G., 21, is the eldest son, and 
spent last year at the University of Maine m for­
estry. This year he is in California and planning to 
go to San Diego State. Robert, 18, is a senior in 
high school and class president Kendall A., 14, 
Marshall, 11, Fred B, 8, Joy L, 5, and Parker S, 
II, 3, are all in school Paul is treasurer of the 
Rockland School District He spends most of his 
spare time with his children but manages to renovate 
his house, too He has plans to send a few of his 
youngsters to Maine
And Charley Bicknell writes that he is a realtor 
in Rockland Charley and Alice have three child­
ren, Carol Ann, 14, Charles E. Ill, 12, and Wendy 
Lee, 5, they all arc in school. The Bicknells are 
very active in community affairs, Rotary Club, 
March of Dimes (Charley is Chairman), Congre­
gational Choir, Chamber of Commerce, and the 
Real Estate Association, among others.
At Little River Cottage in Belfast, Maine, Bill 
Butler and Polly (Harmond) Butler live with their 
two sons. William H is a junior at the U. of M. 
in mechanical engineering, and David G. is a sec­
ond year middie at Maine Maritime Academy in 
marine engineering Bill travels for the Royal Jack- 
son China Company. He says it is one of the finest 
chinas made in this country. Polly represents the 
Pearl China Company. Judging from the local 
shops that carry Bill’s and Polly’s lines, I don’t 
think I’ll even inquire about ash trays’ Do stop 
here anyway, Bill’
Principal of Rockland High School is A. Ham­
ilton Boothby Hamilton and Beverly have two 
daughters, Roberta, 17, junior m high school, and 
Margaret, 12, in the seventh grade Hamilton 
builds and rents summer cottages in Turner on 
Pleasant Pond He reports that Hope (Whitman) 
Dunn and Richard live next door in the summer. 
Hope is librarian in a beautiful new library in Mars 
Hill where her husband teaches.
Stan Bennett and Evelyn live at McCullough 
Place, Norwood, N C Stan is divisional Account­
ant with Aikman Corporation (Textiler). Allen, 16, 
plans to enter N. C State College of Engineers in 
September Sheryl, 516, is m school Stan is a 
fisherman and photographer by avocation. Too, he 
is past president of the Lions Club and a member 
of the Town of Norwood Board of Commissioners 
besides other civic activities
4 AQZ Mrs Edwin P Webster, Jr
I / jO (Phyllis Hamilton)
258 Norway Rd., Bangor
We may never have another column this year, but 
this one should last for several months. In fact, it 
may be too long for the Alumni Office to print all 
of it in one issue. So, if you were at Reunion and 
your name is not mentioned, look for next month s 
Alumnus.
For the benefit of those who could not attend 
reunion, I’ll just run through the week end activi­
ties Friday nite, the few who were back early met 
at Dunn Hall and just gabbed for hours. Saturday 
morning we held a class meeting which was at­
tended by 22 members Saturday afternoon a cock­
tail party at P.V.C.C. which I must confess drew a 
larger crowd than the meeting. In the evening we 
went to the Alumni Banquet. Sunday we held our 
outing at the Canoe Club in Hampden and a good 
time was had by all.
Just a brief resume of the class meeting The 
following officers were reelected; John Sealey, Jr., 
Pres , Clyde Higgins, Vice Pres.; Harold Boardman, 
Treas., and Phyllis Webster, Sec. We also voted 
to have a Fund Raising Comm., so that on our 25th 
reunion we will be able to present a substantial 
gift to the University You will be hearing a 
great deal more about this from the Committee 
which includes Actor Abbott, Chr., Anne (Eliasson) 
Clarke, and Harold Woodbury. Don Huff was 
elected Chairman of the 25th Reunion Committee. 
Start planning now so that the 25th will be our 
biggest and best’
It may seem a bit cut and dried to list the names, 
families, and occupations of those at reunion, but 
we have limited space in the Alumnus, so I hope 
you will forgive me. Some gave more detailed in­
formation than others, so I will give it to you as 
they wrote it
Roswell Averill, is employed by Blake, Barrows, 
and Brown Insurance Co. in Bangor. His home is 
in Old Town
Ann (Eliasson) Clarke’s address is Hathorne 
Ave , Bangor Her husband, Dick, is Commercial 
Supt N. E Tel & Tel , Bangor. They have two 
children, Tom, 12 and Kristina, 8
Pete and Hope (Wing ’37) Weston live in Augusta 
at 6 Melville St , and have two boys They went to 
the Philippines last year, and perhaps at a later date 
will write and give me more details so that I may 
relay them to you
Carl ’35 and Libby (Philbrook) Ingraham, tra­
veled the greatest distance, coming from Birming­
ham, Mich They have five children, Liz,-17, Phil- 
15, Leslie-ll, Douglas-7, and Sarah-5. For Carl’s 
activities Libby has written, “Lawyer, City Com­
missioner, Curler, and Throw-out first baseball for 
Little League.” Their address is 940 Harmon St.
Del and Alice (Campbell) Wakefield gave noth­
ing but their address which is 18 Fells Road, Win­
chester, Mass. However, Alice did say that Wilbert 
(’35) and Margaret (Harriman) Pronovost are on a 
summer tour of northern Europe. He is in charge 
of a Boston University study group. Perhaps you’ll 
find time to write me a little about yourselves, Alice.
Actor Abbott, Jr., lives at 930 Union St, Man­
chester, N H. Again I quote, “Gray hair, but 
high spirits. Progeny will increase to three in 
August.” The Abbotts now have a girl—10, and a 
boy—6.
Kathleen (Kay to you) (Wormwood) Sawyer’s 
address is Cumberland Foreside, Portland. Her 
husband, Robert, is a sales representative for the 
Chaplin Motor Co.
Porter and Solveig (Heistad ’37) Hennings live 
in Cumberland Center (R.F.D. 1) and Porter is 
employed by the Portland Water Dept.
Eileen (Brown) Parker (that’s the way she signed 
it, but she’ll always be “Puss” to us) is librarian 
at Garland St. Jr High School in Bangor. She and 
Frank live at 46 Holyoke St., Brewer. Frank is
Distributors of Building 
Materials
ACME SUPPLY CO., INC.
60 Summer St. Bangor, Me.
T. M. Hersey ’34, Pres.-Treas. 
Philip Johnson ’43, Vice Pies.
IN BANGOR, MAINE
Famous Maine Food. New Air Conditioned 
Dining Room, background music. Cocktail 
Lounge. Family Plan Rates.
Comfortable, newly decorated rooms 
from $3 75 Convenient to shopping, 
business, bus and air terminals. 
Convenient Parking.
Horace VV. Chapman, President
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Special Representative in the Sales and Servicing 
Dept of N E. Tel & Tel , Bangor.
4 QQ7 Mrs Gordon Raymond
| 73 I (Barb Lancaster)
37 Glenwood Ave , Portland
Greetings to one and all as we start upon another 
year1 Although the calendar says it is fall, we are 
enjoying a few summer days (should have had 
them in July) In fact the boys and I have been 
to the beach two days m a row (Sept 6 and 7)—just 
hate to bid good-bye to summer
Caption on a picture in the Portland paper caught 
my eye: “Fair Maid, Fair Fields m Fort Fairfield.” 
The fair maid was none other than Bonnie Hough­
ton, 9. daughter of Tom and Antoria (Rosen) 
Houghton Bonnie was shown gathering blooms on 
the farm of her parents at the height of the potato 
blossom season Surely wish you could see the 
attractive lass1
We must give Dr. Harold E Young recognition 
on two counts Last spring Harold spoke on “Basic 
Concepts of Sampling Methods and Their Applica­
tions of Pulpwood Check Scaling,” at an annual 
meeting in Gracefield, P Q , about 60 miles north 
of Ottawa His audience was comprised of the chief 
scalers of the Canadian International Paper Com­
pany To quote on the second count “Long range 
planning to assure pulp mills of an adequate supply 
of wood is indicated as a need of the paper industry 
in an article in the Paper Trade Journal by Dr. 
Harold E Young. Intelligent long-range wood pro­
curement planning, utilizing company owned timber­
land and all other sources, must be put into effect 
in order to provide the 48 million cords annually 
predicted as the industry requirement m 1975. “We 
are proud, Harold, of your recognition m both fields 
I am sure your foresight will prove of great value 
to the paper industry1
It is small wonder that Red Bates never sends 
me any news items, since he is so busy' Last spring 
Red was elected president of the Orono High School 
P. T. A. More power to you, Red' How about 
lending me a hand (letter follows)'
One of our traveling classmates this summer was 
Flora Lutz who flew to Europe in July At her first 
stop in Vienna she attended the 200th anniversary 
of the birth of Mozart at Salsburg She also visited 
a friend, Dr Zechner-Meisal, head of a girls’ school 
in Salsburg—a former teacher with her at Milton 
Academy In Baden-Baden Flora spent some time 
with Mrs Kurt Keppler, a former fellow teacher of 
hers at Milwaukee-Donner Seminary, who now 
spends her summers m Germany Flora sojourned 
in Strasbourg, France, with friends and sailed up 
the Danube River to Linz Her itinerary also in­
cluded stops in Munich and London It certainly 
sounds as though you had a most interesting sum­
mer, Flora
Our only change of address is that of Wesley M 
Martin who moved from Brunswick to R F D 3, 
South Brewer. Wes works as division engineer for 
the Maine Central R R. m Bangor.
Before we know it Homecoming will be here and 
as always I shall hope to see more familiar faces 
at the Game!
1938 Mr Robert Fuller47 Andrews Ave , Falmouth Foreside 
Portland
School days, school days—and that darn column 
to write Guess summer vacation is really over—
Bangor Furniture Co.
Complete House Furnishers 
84-88 Hammond Street 
Bangor, Maine
JOHNSON’S HUMMOCKS 
Sea Food Grill
Allens Avenue
Providence, Rhode Island
STANLEY BROWN
General Manager 
didn’t see too many of the old guard this summer 
Visited the Gowells (ably protected by Sherry and 
our families) in R. I. A real country gentleman 
with estate and even trees growing in the living 
room Also descended on the Hardisons (ably 
abetted by Haggett and our families over Labor 
Day week end)—that will teach ’em to heckle ,us 
to visit them again in a hurry Met Don Smtih ’40 
and family for a picnic while in the “government 
supported” half of the state. What a tough football 
game we had!
Was visited by confederate Bill Veague and family 
and the Sherry tribe all on the same night—sec from 
a recent article in the Boston paper that Sherry 
is now a director of the International Assoc of 
Conv Bureaus No wonder he is such a good party 
man and mixer extraordinary—the originator of the 
Sherry Flip—one sip and you flip
In a note from “Dazzy” and Betty G. Additon 
they mention meeting Martha (Chase) and “Doc” 
Gcrrish *40 at an Alumni meeting in or around 
Philadelphia Not much to report (unless you count 
four children)
Also a note from Don Adams from Potsdam N Y 
Don had seen both Hugh Cary and Link Fish not 
too long ago Don has two children and vacations 
in Weld Not that these two necessarily go together
And from Patten. Arthur Crouse claims he’s 
just a farmer, but four children apparently takes 
care of the winters
Abe Plesset’s address is 10808 New Hampshire 
Ave., Silver Spring, Md
Madeline Jones (Mrs. Richard Kiah) lives al 84 
Washington St , Brewer Two children, I believe 
Madeline is chairman of the Brewer Democrat 
committee and was Muskic’s Campaign Chairman 
in Brewer (Needless to say, she did her job well ) 
She has considerable publicity by way of our 
public information media from being appointed 
chairman of the Brewer Board of Registration of 
Voters by Governor Muskic and then having her 
appointment turned down by the Executive Coun­
cil Madeline’s husband, Dick, is the Bangor 
Manager of Northeast Airlines and was recently 
elected to the Brewer City Council
Unfortunately I have to end this column with the 
sad news of Nat Fellows tragic death from a plane 
crash late in August, just outside Augusta, while 
taking off on a routine flight for the State Forestry 
Dept At a time like this I realize how inadequate 
words really are We all extend Nat’s wife (Ginny 
Pease *40) our deepest sympathies (See Necrolo 
gy section )
1 030 Hazen W Danforth. Jr
I (Laufa Chute)
188 Wilson St , Brewer
Hello, everybody. This is mv first report as 
class secretary and just about all the news I base 
this time comes from the Alumni office. I would 
appreciate it greath if I could hear from jou 39’ers 
with news of yourself and others. Please write me 
with News, News, News!
Danny and I live at 188 Wilson St , Brewer We 
have two sons, West, 9 and Fred, 6 Danny is a 
partner in Danforth Brothers Hardware, Inc , 
where incidentally I am the bookkeeper.
We were in Portland over the Labor Day w’eck 
end and called Charlotte (Hennessey) Card. She 
has completed work on her master’s at Simmons this 
summer and is teaching at Deering High School 
Charlotte and Linw'ood have two adopted children, 
Donna, 5 and Darryl, 7.
Helen Philbrook, your former class secretary and 
assistant to the manager of the Memorial Union 
at the University of Maine since 1954. has been 
named dietitian at Maine Central Institute
Elizabeth (Doble) Vogle of East Ferry, La , was 
married to William Gregg Sylvester on April 5th 
Elizabeth was formerly associated with the Leo 
Miller public relations firm Mr Sylvester is a 
member of the Helen Benson real estate firm and 
is owner of the Manor Studios in Pelham, N Y
Jeanette (Sanborn) DeWitt is now teaching in 
York She has both a bachelor’s and master’s de­
gree from Maine It has been years since I’ve heard 
or read any news about you Jeanette Would like 
to hear from you Jean.
Res John A Norton who has been serving as a 
missionary to the Philippine Islands has recently 
returned to the States on a one year furlough John 
is married and has three sons, Paul, Jack, and 
Leonard
The Manchester, N H School Committee has 
announced the appointment of Dana Drew as princi­
pal of the Story High School Dana goes to Man­
chester from Shelburne Falls, Mass., where he has 
been principal of the Arms Academy This past 
summer Dana has been enrolled at Harvard where 
he worked on his doctorate He has served as high 
school principal at Boothbay Harbor and Brooks 
and served as business manager of Westbrook 
Junior College m Portland He has two daughters, 
Suzanne, 15 and Rebecca, 13, and a son, Thomas, 6.
Here is a new address
Lt Col Elroy K Day
9400 Ewing Drive 
Bethesda, Maryland
Elroy is with the U. S. Public Health Service.
1 0/1 A Mrs. Artemus Weatherbee
I /4v (Pauline Jellison)
9302 Second Ave , Silver Spring, Md.
Summer has ended again, and tomorrow the 
children start back to school. We spent most of our 
vacation in Maine and had a delightful rest. My 
Bangor High School class had its twentieth reunion, 
and I was able to get some news of our U. of M. 
Class of ’40.
Miriam (Golden) Stern lives in Bangor Her 
husband is a lawyer and they have two daughters. 
Their address is 58 Pearl St
Myer Alpert is living at 17129 Rancho St , Encino, 
Calif
George Bell is in Winterport
Dr James Clement is practicing medicine in 
Bangor and lives on Essex Street
Dorrice Dow is now Mrs Richard H. Fuller and 
lives at 37 Cottage Farms Rd , Cape Elizabeth.
Helma (Ebbcson) Blake who received almost as 
many honors at Bangor High as at U. of M., is 
living in Pittsfield, Mass, at 141 Ridge Ave.
Peter Emery was at the reunion. He hasn’t 
changed, but I guess I have, because he didn’t 
recognize me' He and his family live at 12 Green 
St , Gorham
Frederick Johnston is a Commander in the Navy 
and his mail can be sent to 827 J Avenue, Cornado, 
Calif
Rachel (Kent) Clark missed the reunion, but she 
did visit me in Bangor and we had a reunion of our 
own Her three daughters are quite grown up now.
Margaret (Maxwell) Atwood is m Pasadena, 
Calif teaching Spanish Her address is 3505 Made­
line St. Peg has attended summer school at Maine 
recently
Thomas Nickerson is in Atlanta, Ga , at 411 
Bona Allen Bldg
Elizabeth (Mosher) Whitney w’as in my class at 
Bangor High but was in the Class of 1941 at 
Maine She and Clifton ’40 live in Montpelier, Vt. 
at 33 Hubbard St They have four children—a boy 
and three girls.
Lucille Paulin is now Mrs. Phee She is in 
Arizona, but we have no address
I talked with Charles Pierce First time I have 
seen him since we graduated from Maine. He is a 
lawyer and livces at 154 State St m Augusta.
Anne (Perry) Brann, Ed, and the six little Branns 
live in Hampden
Ada Saltzman is now Mrs Harry Silverman and 
lives in Springfield, Pa . at 571 Rutherford Dr.
Geraldine (Watson) Finnegan lives at 9 Norway 
Rd in Bangor Her husband is a lawyer, and they 
have four children
Barbara (Welch) Wilson is still living in Ed­
monds, Wash, at 21129 86th Place She has two 
little boys
Until I started writing them down, I didn’t realize 
how many of us had gone through high school and 
college together
Art has a new position at the Post Office Dept 
His new title is Deputy Assistant Postmaster Gen­
eral, Bureau of Personnel Other than that things 
remain the same at the Weatherbee residence The 
mail box is still empty'
1941 Mrs Constance Ledger(Connie Philbrook)
Philbrook Farm Inn, Shelbourne, N. H. 
are again after an all too short summer 
wonderful reunion last June, a lot of us 
but we wished there might have been
Here we 
We had a 
w’ere back 
more Before long you will be getting a letter with
highlights of all the doings at the business meeting 
(how we spent all of our money') Dudley Utter­
back is again serving as our president and an 
excellent one he is Helen (Wormwood) Pierce is 
our V P , Ken Blaisdell is in charge of our fi­
nances, and I am the new secretary Our Executive 
Comm is Harold Ham, Cecil Howes, Milford 
Cohen, Hilda (Rowe) Marvin, Carleton Payson and
Madeline (Smart) Beardsell
On Friday nigh! we had a “get together” at the 
Tarratine Club after which some of us went to the 
Graduation Ball at the Big Gym The Glenn Miller 
music sure brought back memories A few of us 
managed to get up early for the Class Breakfast 
Our class meeting took place at the Memorial 
Union—the picture in the last Alumnus shows that 
we haven’t aged too much' Then we had lunch at 
the Log Lodge (Lucerne), getting back just in time 
for the Alumni Banquet where the past and present 
members of the Maine Masque provided a marvel­
ous program After that, an alumni dance at the 
Memorial Union Building On Sunday, Dudley and 
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Barbara (Orff) Utterback had a lobster picnic at 
their camp I haven't heard the details of that, 
but would like to
Charlotte (White) Potter writes hat her family 
moved in April to Millers Falls Rd , Turners Falls, 
Mass Her husband is with the Farm Bureau Assoc 
and manages the retail store in Greenfield Their 
children are growing fast Noel is 11 and is in the 
fifth grade Ncdine is seven and in the first grade.
Albert Backer couldn’t be with us at reunion as 
he was one of two men chosen from the United 
States to do soil survey and reconnaissance work in 
unsettled areas of Alaska this summer
David Greenlaw has been awarded a Sloan Fel­
lowship for a year’s study at M IT He is an 
assistant director of the Color Technology Div at 
Kodak Park.
Eloise Simpson is leaching at the Barnstable High 
School in Hyannis, Mass Her teaching address is 
100 Park St , Hyannis, Mass.
John Edmunds is asst engineering manager of 
Allen B Dumont Laboratories, Inc. He writes that 
they have three children, Jack, age 10, Karla, age 
8, and Dee Ressa, age l’/i.
William (’43) and Zoe (Pettingill) Alexander have 
moved from Honolulu to Sacramento, Calif, where 
Bill is with RCA. in charge of the wiring facilities 
m that district. Their Charles is now 8 and David 
is 5 Their address is 4913 Helen Way, Sacramento 
18, Calif.
Does anyone know the whereabouts of Stephen 
Bacigalupo or Mrs Ralph S Brown (Sara Barter)9
Should any of you want a recent address of any 
member of our class just let me know and I’ll send 
it. And if any of you should be traveling on Rt. 2 
through Shelburne do stop in for a chat. »
1942 Mrs Barbara Cuetara(Barbara Savage)
10 Charles St , Orono
With the past conventions and coming elections
of top interest, we know you will be interested in 
learning that Howard Cousins held the appoint­
ment of assistant sergcant-at-arms at the Republi­
can Convention in San Francisco
Another name in politics is John H Reed of 
Fort Fairfield, who was Republican Candidate for 
State Senator from Aroostook in the Primaries of
June 18 We shall be glad to give space for infor­
mation concerning the outcome of that election
The new principal of the Wareham High School 
in Wareham, Mass , is Bryant C Bean who has 
been head of the 250-student Paris, Me , High 
School, and a former principal of Edgartown, Mass 
There are four children now in the Bean family 
Bryant has had extensive experience with instru­
mental music groups during his career as an edu­
cator and is a member of the Kiwanis Club
Dr William L Irvine is the new Superintendent 
of Schools in Lebanon, Conn , and goes to Lebanon 
from Ithaca, N Y , where he has been assistant 
superintendent of schools Bill received his Ph D 
at Cornell University and has taken additional 
courses at Boston University Bill and Martha 
(Allen ’44) have three children
Mrs Elizabeth Cobb, who has been teaching in 
the New Haven schools, will teach home economics 
at Amity High School, Amity, Conn , according to 
a recent announcement by the Regional School 
Board of that area
Dr Gerardus Cabble deRoth has been appointed 
lecturer in biology for 1955-56 at the University of 
Nevada Gerry received his Ph D from the Uni­
versity of Michigan How about a few details about 
life m the west, Gerry9
As you can see, readers, we can use many facts 
to fill out these items above, and we hope to hear 
more of the growing families, their interests, resi­
dential addresses, and any other additional facts
During the past summer, William L Perry was 
water safety chairman for Stockbridge for the 
Berkshire County Red Cross Bill is a science 
teacher in the Stockbridge High School during the 
winter season He received his A B and M S. de­
grees from Cornell University Bill is also director 
of the Nature Day Camp at Pleasant Valley Sanc­
tuary He is on the health and safety committee 
of the Southern Berkshire District of the Boy 
Scouts He is a member of the Unitarian Church 
and lives with his wife and three children at Inter­
laken, Mass
For some time, I have admired and enjoyed the 
beautiful color postcards of Maine without realiz­
ing that Paul A Knaut, Jr , who is the photograph­
er who has done those postcards, is one of our 
classmates “Paul came to Maine to regain his health 
and stayed to become one of the few color photog­
raphy experts in New England He is a native of 
Quincy, Mass , and attended Thayer Academy, the 
University of Maine, and Northeastern University, 
before going into the service m World War II In 
school he studied biochemistry, which he finds is 
now a great asset to him in the tricky specialized 
color processing and printing he does of his own 
pictures ’’ Paul’s studio is in Dover-Foxcroft, and 
he lectures extensively from this location all over 
New England. He has designed and built an inter­
esting studio of a rotating type in the pine grove 
near his home I am sure we all wish continued 
success to Paul in this field of endeavor which 
brings so much pleasure to such a large number 
of us
Do you know that Don Griffee was elected a 
Selectman for the town of Orono last March? The 
Cuetaras and the Griffees spent a nice holiday 
picnicking and exploring Fort Knox recently. All 
are well in both families with the children growing 
so very fast. My children and I took a pleasant 
vacation through the White Mountains last week, 
ending with an overnight visit with the Butterworths 
in Portland. This fall, I am to be teaching second 
and third grades in Stillwater. I am looking for­
ward to seeing teachers of the class, who are in 
Maine, at the Teachers Convention in October. I 
warn you that I have that 15th Reunion spirit al­
ready (after witnessing a grand 15th of the Class 
of '41 last June) and hope that we get started on 
plans for our own reunion soon.
4 Q A Mr Paul Smith
I J P O Box 133, New York 25, N Y
Welcome back for another year. I hope that all 
of your spent a wonderful summer, and that you 
have lots of news to send me to be included in our 
columns this fall.
The class of '43 is winning honors again, with 
Preston Rand placing second in a contest spon­
sored by the National Shorthand Reporter, a maga­
zine read all over the country by people interested 
in shorthand Preston’s prizewinner was an article, 
“Court Reporting in Maine,” in which he described 
the procedures used in our state Preston is quite 
an authority on the subject, you may remember my 
description in one of last year’s columns of his 
pioneer work with stenotype Preston used this 
method when he was secretary to Bangor Police 
Chief John B Toole, before his promojion to the 
judicial system of the state
Congratulations are due also to Howard Crosby, 
who was elected chairman for next year of the 
Maine section of the American Institute of Elec­
trical Engineers This honor came to Howard at 
the second annual meeting of the Maine section, 
held last May at Poland Springs He was m charge 
of program arrangements for this meeting Howard 
is Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering at 
the U of M
Lloyd Quint is still a manager for the W T 
Grant Co He has, however, transferred from 
Nashua, N H , to Dorchester, Mass His new 
address is 39 Barbara Lane, South Weymouth, Mass
Lyman Jacobsen has been lecturing all over 
Maine on the subject of home ground improvement, 
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and
under the sponsorship of the County Extension 
Assn He has been covering such topics as care 
of lawns, shrubs, and evergreens, foundation plant­
ings, and the drawing of scale maps of one’s 
grounds These lectures have been intended partly 
to stimulate interest in the annual Farm and Home 
Improvement Contest sponsored by the Women’s 
Division of the Extension Assn Lyman was soil 
conservationist for Soil Conservation Service until 
1950, and since that date has been operating his 
own nursery in Gray
Another 43’cr who saw a bit of the state last 
summer is Owen Hancock, who battled it out for 
the Democratic nomination for Representative, his 
first bid for major political office. Owen was a 
State Representative in 1951-52 Prominent in his 
platform was a charge that Maine laborers and 
farmers had been long neglected by the Maine 
delegation He pointed to Gov Muskie’s 1954 
victory as proof that a Democrat can carry the 
First Congressional District
Incidentally, now that most of us are reaching 
the age of 35, we are becoming eligible for election 
to just about any office in the Government If any 
of you gets elected President of the United States, 
please let me know so that I may put it into the 
column Meanwhile, please send on whatever news 
you have
1944 Mrs Charles Cook(Margaret McCurdy)
48 Penobscot St , Bangor 
seem possible but it is that time again—Doesn’t
time to catch us up-to-date on your summer activi­
ties. Wonderful to hear from so many of you this 
summer—le’s try to make all the columns as long 
and “newsy” as this one. Have had a good re­
sponse from the class letter, but would like to hear 
from more of you—p.s. would like your dollar too!
Carl W Glidden, Jr , is working as an engineer 
with the New England Tel and Tel Co in Port­
land They have three daughters, the newest, 
Christine Mary, born August 14, 1955 The Glid­
dens’ address is Pleasant Hill Rd , Scarboro.
The Arthur Davises have four children and are
living at 12428 Feldon St , Wheaton, Md. Arthur is 
working as special assistant to Division Chief of 
Resources and Civil Works
Allen Solomon lives a 67 Raynor St , Lowell, 
Mass The Solomons have two children, Marjorie 
and Tobi Ava.
Oscar R Hahnel, Jr is located at 12 Jepson Ave , 
Lewiston Their third child was born January 20, 
1955
A change of address for “Boxcar” Jones—Fred­
erick S Jones, Jr, Office of the Engineer, HQ 
AFFE/8 A (Rear) APO 343, San Francisco, Cal. 
Boxcar writes that his family is fine, is enjoying 
Japan, and is traveling throughout the Far East
John Gordon Webster, M D , is a Captain m the 
U S Air Force and is just terminating a three 
year assignment at Letterman Army Hospital as 
resident in pathology and his new assignment will 
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be at the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, 
Washington, D. C. He and his wife, Betty, have just 
completed a month’s vacation at Waikiki, Hawaii. 
The Websters have a daughter, Martha Wendylyn, 
born October 19, 1954 Their address is Armed 
Forces Institute of Pathology, Walter Reed Army 
Medical Center, Washington, D. C
Phil Spiller is superintendent of Public Works in 
Westbrook Address—26 Webster Ave., Westbrook
Burke Bradbury, Jr., is working at Instrumenta­
tion Engineering at M I T They have two boys— 
Tommy, 5, and Donald, 9 months Their home 
address is 13 Breakheart Rd., Saugus, Mass.
The life in the “tropics” has settled down to 
routine writes Mary (Billings) Orsenigo Mary’s 
address is the same—Institute, Turnalba, Costa 
Rica
Capt Fleet wood Pride, Jr, is instructing 
AFROTC, Tufts College, Medford, Mass The new­
est addition to the Pride family, their sixth, Joanne 
Inez, was born July 21, 1956 They arc living at 
8 Jonathan Lane, Bedford, Mass
The Thomas Parmenters also have a new addi­
tion—Thomas Marsh, born February 19, 1956
They also have two girls, Sandy, 6, and Judy, 3 
Their address is 209 Pennewill Dr., Farncrest, New 
Castle, Delaware.
Reserve Captain Norman A Putnam has recently 
completed two weeks training on active duty at 
Fort Belvoir, Va , and has returned to 298 Wash­
ington St , Hanover Norman is employed as an 
engineer at Norfolk Iron Co , Quincy.
Major Charles V Chapman, Jr, has received an 
appointment to the Air Command and Staff College, 
Maxwell AFB, Alabama. To quote a letter from 
the commander of the college to Charles, “You 
have been sent here as the result of a severe screen­
ing process which has indicated that you possess 
above average potential for important assignments 
as commander and key staff officer ’’ He attended 
Cony High School and graduated from Patten 
Academy. He got his B.S degree in civil engineer­
ing from the University in 1947 and his master's 
in the same field in 1950. Charlie is a registered 
civil engineer He enlisted in the Army in 1942 
and served with General Patton’s Third Army 
After the war he continued his education and was 
on the U. of M. faculty for three years He is 
married to the former Dorothy Salo and they have 
one son, Robert.
1945 Mrs H William Bradley (Carolyn Chaplin)
398 Brooks Street, Westbrook
Hi, everyone—Surprised to hear from me? Dottie 
(Currier) Dutton and I were elected last year to 
share this column so we’re alternating years in
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writing for you. However, we chat on the phone 
before each column is due to add any tidbits of 
news we have so send either of us news about 
yourselves and our classmates—won’t you?
Just this past week Barbi (Higgins) Bodwell in­
vited Dottie Dutton and me, with all our children, 
to camp for an afternoon. They were staying at 
Russ’ folks camp on Highland Lake in Westbrook 
for a month Among us we have six girls, two 
each and Barb has a boy too It was a rainy af­
ternoon so we had a wonderful chat over hot 
chocolate and cookies Issy (Ansell) Jacobs and 
Ruth (Higgins) Horsman weren't able to make it, 
but over the phone Issy told me she attended sum­
mer school at Gorham State Teachers College and 
starts teaching this fall in Hollis She and Steve 
have three boys Ruth’s two boys had her hopping 
with intestinal flu
Bob Patten has recently been named the first 
Bangor Industrial Development Agent He will be 
compiling data on local resources and industrial 
advantages of the Area and spend some time with 
the State Department of Development of Industry 
and Commerce in Augusta I’ll bet you’ll really 
have Bangor on the map in a few short years Bob’
A recent birth announcement comes from Bob 
and Evvie Smyth—a son—John Robert Smyth III— 
born July 12—that makes three bovs and a girl for 
the Smyths now
Wilbur and Priscilla (Moore) Connon arc mov­
ing to Ipswich Mass, this fall where Wilbur has 
accepted the position as principal of the New 
Ipswich High School
News comes from Stratford Conn , of the en­
gagement of Elizabeth C Horn to William E 
Abbott—and by the lime this goes to print the) 
will have been married The date is set for Sep­
tember IS Let us know where >ou’re living. Bill
Just heard that Barbara Rozellc is pastor of the 
Washington Methodist Church
Louis and Grace (Rogge) Perez have a new b iby 
boy—David William—born July 2A They live at 
78 Main Street, Williamstown. Mass
Jean Gilbert and Robert S Teahan were married 
in Whitman. Mass , at the Holy Ghost Church on 
June 30lh Their wedding sounded so nice—a re­
ception at the Toll House, too Bob attended 
Anselm’s College and holds a master’s degree from 
Bridgewater State Teachers College and is a teacher­
coach on the Whitman High School Staff—where 
Jean teaches, too Much happiness to you two
Here’s a note from Dottie—“While Bob and I 
and the children were vacationing this summer al 
Long Pond in Livermore Falls we accidently dis­
covered George and Rosamond (Hammond ’46) 
Morrill They have a lovely camp and lot on that 
lake and live there summers George is an elec­
trical engineer and head of the electrical depart­
ment al the International Paper Company m Chisolm 
George and Rosamond have four children Hiram, 
7, Jimmy, 5, Margery, 3, and Rachel, 9 mo Their 
winter address is Livermore Falls
Last June Bill and I were at a General Electric 
Convention at the Poland Spring House for a few 
days and the very first night we saw Hank Packard 
He was attending a Cities Service Convention 
Hank manages the Cities Service Oil Company in 
Norway
And now Labor Day weekend Bill and Connie 
(Carter) Lamprcll came for a visit with their two 
youngsters—Billy, almost 5 and Kalhic 20 mos 
They’ve had a cottage at Kittery Point for a month 
and look a week out to visit her folks in East Blue 
Hill, Bud and Pat Hale in Rangeley, and Ben and 
Marty Warner in Bryants Pond, and then here We 
had a cook-out on our terrace with Shish-Kabobs 
for the grown-ups and hamburgers for the children 
Had lots of fun and lots of talk I 11 put in come 
of the news they’ve picked up along the way next 
month And until then I’ll be watching the mail­
box each day so let it not be empty*
1946 Miss Judith Fielder529 Oak St , Syracuse 3, N Y
Greetings to all '46ers from a new address— 
Syracuse N Y , known locally as Central City 
Although geographically and sentimentally it’s close 
to the heart of upstate New York, probably very 
few of the rest of us really consider it the center of 
our particular universes For my part, it’s too far 
from Boston, too far from New York City and 
much, much too far from Maine’ But it has its 
good points and furthermore, it’s where I live, so 
it is from here that the Class Noles will emanate 
for the next while
Terry (Dumais) Gamber has successfully brought 
us this far in our annual inching toward the front 
of the ALUMNUS and now she and the other class 
officers are being relieved by a new slate elected 
at the 10th reunion m June. I wish I could report 
that there were red hot battles for each office, but
|B<’’v 1'
Taken before the ruins of a temple 
in the jungle of Indochina is this shot 
of Donald Dodge ’46. (See 1946 col­
umn for further details.)
the actual fact seems to have been that there were 
barely enough members present to fill half a row of 
chairs in the room set aside for our class meeting 
(witness the class picture in the June ALUMNUS). 
However, those few worked diligently to nominate 
and elect Virginia (Tufts) Chaplin as president, 
Charles Hass as vice president, myself as secretary 
and Shirley (Hathaway) Sibley to continue as treas­
urer. We hope you’re happy with us. If not, check 
in at next class meeting and be a voter. (Added 
precaution: Beware of missing class meetings or you, 
too, may find yourself in office!)
Although few classmates made it to Orono in 
June a number of you have returned the question­
naires sent out in connection with the reunion and 
much news has been gleaned from them I'll plan 
to pass it along to you a little at a lime during the 
next few months
Donald Dodge wrote very enthusiastically of his 
life as a teacher for the Air Force in Zisarazu 
Japan, near Tokyo He says. “The school set up 
in my division is something new in the Far East 
and the work has been interesting and challenging 
Japan is a very beautiful country and I’ve enjoyed 
traveling in it as much as I can During our spring 
vacation I made a 1300 mile swing through south­
ern Honshu. Kyushu and Shikoku, three of the four 
main islands which constitute Japan Weekends 
arc filled with trips to nearby resorts or Tokyo
“During the Christmas vacation I went all out 
and made a 6 000 mile lour by air which took me 
to Bangkok Indochina. Hongkong and Macau At 
the tinv airstrip at Siem Reap, Cambodia, in the 
jungle of Indochina I met a missionary who was 
also waiting for the plane back to Bangkok Dur­
ing the course of our conversation it came out that 
his home was Portland. Maine, of all places He 
wasn’t ‘one of us’ but it seems that Mainiacs cer­
tainly gel around
“Il’s going to be good to get home in June, but 
I’m also going to enjov returning to the Orient in 
August It isn’t the way most people imagine it, 
but it docs have a peculiar fascination ’’
Don’s address is 2723 Air Depot Group. APO 4, 
San Francisco, Calif
Another world traveler is Connie Cooper, who 
recently returned from a two-year assignment in 
Baghdad, Iraq, with the International Cooperation 
Administration Her function as home economist 
with the Community Development Section was to 
train general purpose village workers and to help 
in the formation of a village program She was 
scheduled to 'leave in July for a brief period in 
Newfoundland wuth the Division of Adult Educa­
tion Connie tells us that Phyl (Smith) Ambrose 
is planning to teach home economics al Leavitt 
Institute in Turner this fall Phyl and Franklin 
operate their own dairy farm in Turner Their 
address is R 2, Buckfield
Rosemond (Hammond) and George Morrill now 
have two boys and two girls
Ellen (Foley) Patterson is another classmate liv­
ing in Newfoundland, where her husband. Capt 
Curtis Patterson, is with the Air Force Between 
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Jim, 8, and Ann, 3, and many social activities and 
clubs at Pepperrell Air Force Base, Ellen manages 
to keep plenty busy. We hope a scheduled trip to 
Bangor and back in July on a U S Coast Guard 
ship materialized.
Lewis Webber is the new Superintendent of 
Schools in Auburn, going there from the Camden- 
Thomaston-Hope school system, where he had been 
superintendent since 1953.
The reunion questionnaires reveal that several 
others of our class are also active in the field of 
education Merrill Cobb is Headmaster of the Pub­
lic Schools in Littleton, Mass. The Cobbs live at 
243 King St , Littleton, with their three children— 
Jane, 7, Patricia, 4, and Stephen, 2.
I was glad to hear of the whereabouts of Gloria 
Lombard, who is a special teacher in physical edu­
cation in the elementary schools of Wellesley, Mass. 
She lives at 26 Bryn Mawr Rd there and spends 
her free time golfing in summer, skiing in winter, 
and taking trips home to Maine whenever possible
George “Bill” Stone has a busy schedule of 
teaching and coaching at Belmont (Mass) High 
School, working on his master’s degree nights at 
Boston University, and working in a Maine boys’ 
camp in the summer.
4 Q J ~1 Mrs Philip Shaw
I 7 4/ (Joan Ambrose)
19 Russell St., Bangor 
Mrs Walter Brooks 
(Peg Spaulding) 
212 French St , Bangor
The engagement of Miss Marianne Finn of Frank- 
furt-am-Main, Germany, to Specialist Second Class 
Paul Foster McGouldnck, Jr, of 165 Elm Street, 
Bangor, was made known by her parents *at an 
engagement party, Easter Sunday Miss Finn was 
graduate J as an English and French major from 
Herder College, Frankfurt Paul is now serving 
with the U S Army in Germany An early sum­
mer weduing is planned at the Frankfurt Lutheran 
Church, after which the young couple will reside 
in Copenhagen Paul will complete work there on 
his thesis for his doctorate
Elizabeth Kelso lives at 15Vi Pleasant St , Orono, 
and is busily instructing in the Engineering Draft­
ing department at the University She’s now as­
sistant professor m the College of Technology
1948 Mrs William G Ramsay(Jessie Cowie)
1605 Armstrong Ave , Staunton, Va
Fall again’ Hope you all had an enjoyable sum­
mer
Robert E Warren was married in April to Doro­
thy Morse of Boston, Mass. Dorothy is a gradu­
ate of Massachusetts School of Art Bob did 
graduate work at Tufts College and Simmons Col­
lege, School of Social Work The Warrens are living 
in California
Stan '47 and Margaret Jane (Gorham) Murray 
have a new son, Allan James, born February 27, 
1956 Their son Bobby was three in June Scuffle 
and Stan live at 3915 Bond Dr , Kingsport, Tenn
Elton M. Rich was appointed city manager of 
Ellsworth m July and assumed his new duties on 
August 9 Elton has been town manager of Hermon 
since 1952 The Riches have four children I do not 
have their home address but Elton may be reached 
at the Ellsworth City Office
I received a letter from Evelyn (Nicholson) Day 
just recently Her husband John teaches at Andrew 
Warde High School in Fairfield, Conn. Evie and 
John have three children—Crvstal, almost 7, Claudia, 
five, and Scott, one The Days own their home at 
246 Romanock Rd , Fairfield, Conn.
Dr Raymond S Duff has recently been named 
assistant director of Grace-New Haven Hospital, in 
charge of the hospital’s 20-odd outpatient clinics. 
It is the largest clinic in New England. Prior to 
September 1, Dr. Duff had been director of the 
Bureau of Medical Services for the New Haven 
Health Dept He is a graduate of the School of 
Medicine at Yale University, and took his intern­
ship and residency at Grace-New Haven Hospital in 
pediatrics His address is Round Hill Rd., Wood­
bridge, New Haven, Conn.
V Elizabeth Goodwin has become a Sister at 
St Mary’s Convent Her address is Sr. Elizabeth 
Anne, St Mary’s Convent, Peekskill, N. Y.
Charles Crawford’s address is 131 Conant St., 
Beverly, Mass He is employed by Hood’s Cherry 
Hill Farm.
Gerald ’50 and Gloria (McGinley) Pickard are 
living in Augusta (R 1). They have 2 children— 
Gerald Carl, Jr, 4’/2, and Brian Wesley, one 
Gerald is a field man for the Breeding Cooperative
Larry '49 and Pauline (Parent) Jenness moved last 
spring Their new address is 320 So. State Rd , 
Arlington Heights, Ill Pauly wrote that they moved 
just a mile down the street, but it was worth the 
trouble because they moved from a three room apt 
to a five room, first floor apt Pauly and Larry are 
both teaching school in Arlington Heights.
John F. Grant has recently been elected to the 
board of trustees of the Eastern Maine General 
Hospital. The Grants live at 591 Union St., Bangor. 
John is a member of the Alumni Council of our 
General Alumni Association.
George ’49 and Shirley (Dobosz) Lewis have 
recently moved to 175 Ettrick St, Brockton, Mass. 
George was transferred in February from the Sears 
Roebuck store in Holyoke, Mass, to become as­
sistant manager at the Sears store in Brockton
Richard Emmons was in charge of registration at 
the second annual meeting of the Maine Section of 
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers held 
in May at the Mansion House in Poland Springs. 
Dick is associated with the Alonzo J. Harriman Co. 
His address is 65 So. Chestnut St, Augusta 
1Q/Q Hastings N Bartley, Jr
I 7H/ (Jayne Hanson)
1 Grove St , Millinocket
Ye gads, does it seem possible that summer has 
passed and here it is fall again Us’ns up here in the 
puckerbrush hardly had time to get our lon<ues in 
mothballs before it was time to get them out again. 
Guess no one complained about the heat like last 
year Afraid I haven’t done much as a secretary 
during the summer for have hardly put the hammer 
and paint brush down since I signed off last June. 
By the time this comes out we Bartleys will be 
residing m our new home We’ve been so busy we 
haven’t had time to take a vacation yet. Hope 
some of you got an extra share of tan to make up 
for my pale countenance
I goofed somehow last spring when I received a 
nice letter from Jeanette (Smith) Drorbaugh I 
passed on the news she gave me an I omitted the 
scoop on her family Jeanette married Bill Dror­
baugh in June of ’52 hailing from Bronxville and a 
grad of Brown Bill is associated with Brides Maga­
zine as an advertising salesman in Chicago They 
arc the proud parents of a daughter, Elizabeth 
Thaxter, born Jan 22, ’56
Lew Wyman was honored this summer by being 
elected the V P of the N E Assoc of County Agri­
cultural Agents Lew is county agent in Franklin 
County. Mass , and living at 149 High St , Green­
field, Mass, with his wife, Lorraine (Littlefield) 
and two children, Lew and Julie.
John Wentworth was a featured speaker at the 
American Institute of Electrical Engineers meeting 
explaining the principles of color TV. John has 
written a number of manuals of the subject and 
himself was instrumental in developing the RCA 
color technique His home address is 383 Travistock 
Blvd , Haddonfield, N. J
Seldon Bernstein received his doctor of philosophy 
degree last June from Brown University Seldon 
is married to Ruth Lippman of Augusta
Harry Allen also got his Ph D this summer in 
medicine from New York Medical College He has 
been assigned to the U S Public Health Service 
hospital at Staten Island, N Y Harry is married 
to Delphine Morrison, R N of Millinocket and 
they have one daughter, Stephanie, lVi.
Al Moulton and family have moved to Brattle­
boro, Vt , where Al will be the manager of the 
Chamber of Commerce Previously he was the pub­
lic relations and promotion manager of the Bangor 
Daily News Al is married to Geraldine Lockhart 
of Winterport and they have two sons, Robert, 4 
and Daniel, 3
Another to receive his Ph D is Fred Knight from 
Duke in Forestry Fred has been working for the 
Dept of Agric in the Bureau of Entomology at 
Fort Collins, Colo Fred is married to Jane Wooster 
of Bangor and they have three children, Mary Jane, 
Susan, and James
Rodney Martin will be assistant professor of agri­
cultural engineering this year at Pennsylvania State 
Univ , University Park, Penn
Warren Pressley will be principal of the new 
King Philip Regional High School in Mass. The 
school under construction now will cost over 2 
million and accommodate 800 pupils Warren will 
be in charge of setting up the complete educational 
program
Henry Leighton was married July 7 to Joan 
Nelson of Beverly, Mass Joan is a grad of B U. 
and Wheelock They will be living in Minneapolis.
July also found Gene Dunn going down the aisle 
making Shirley Babcock his Mrs Their new home 
is m Hanover, Mass , where Gene is a civil engineer 
for the Charles T Main, Co.
Jack Donovan recently became engaged to Ger­
trude Maloney of Brooklyn, N. Y. Jack is working 
for the Sperry Gyroscope Co and gets his mail at 
261 Langston St , Long Island, N Y.
Eugenia (Melzar) Shepard is now living in Wal­
pole, Mass, with her hubby and three children 
Their second daughter, Marjorie, was born last 
April Her husband, Robert, is an Assoc Prof, of 
Chemistry at Northeastern Univ
shortest
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Vacations are always longer when 
you fly to and from College, be­
cause you can stay later, return 
faster. Good thing to keep in 
mind for weekends, Christmas 
and spring vacations. Connect 
in New York or Boston for all 
points south and west.
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Well, guess that is all for this month. Start 
making plans to come back for Homecoming.
science 
selected 
Fellow­
summer
of the
1950 Mr. Richard R. Davis
 24 Pleasant St., Milo
Well here I sit looking at the typewriter and 
wondering just how to begin. I can begin by saying 
that it is raining out and as this is the day that we 
planned for our Church Fair it isn't doing my 
spirits much good. A short while ago the two 
year old clobbered the model train as it came out 
of the tunnel so that is one less item to interest 
them Just sent all three downstairs to play. In 
investiating the terrific racket I find that one fell off 
the hobby horse on another while the third just 
howled because he couldn't get on the horse. As I 
said I am sitting here looking at this typewriter. 
In finally starting off I note the following
Lewis C. Bearce has become the Washington 
County 4-H agent here in Maine
William R Miller, biology and general 
teacher at the Orono High School, has been 
as one of the recipients for a Westinghouse 
ship award for the 1956 MIT special 
program
Paul Lynch has been elected president
Maine Association of Agricultural Teachers which 
recently met at the University
Pennell Eustis has resigned his position as recrea­
tion director of Beverly, Mass , to accept the posi­
tion of recreation director in Brunswick
Irving Marsden will be principal of the Williams­
town. Vt High School and will be leaving the Mt. 
Desert High School where he taught for three years
Wendall Bubar recently won honors as Somerset’s 
County outstanding dairyman at the Maine Farm 
and Home Week
Robert Stone has been appointed assistant Piscata­
quis County supervisor in the Newport office of the 
Farmer’s Home Administration.
Paul J Dobosz will begin practice as a Physician 
in Auburn. Michigan. Dr Dobosz received his 
M D from the Univ of Rochester.
Marvin C Adams recently received his M D. at 
the Univ of Vermont on June 10th Dr. Adams is 
married to the former Glenna Billings of Bangor 
and they have three daughters
Lowell Osgood, Coach at Greenville High School, 
has resigned his position to coach football at Willi­
mantic High School in Connecticut Lowell has 
been signed to a five year contract.
Franklin Groves of Lubec will be teaching math 
and science at the Foxcroft Academy in Dover- 
Foxcroft.
Willard Nisbet, Jr., has been appointed the traffic 
manager of the Bangor Office of the New England 
Telephone and Telegraph Co
Clifton A Piper has been appointed as the 
manager of the Grant Store at Berlin. N. H Clif­
ton is married and makes his home on the Jericho 
Rd with his wife and two children.
Thomas C 
studies in the 
coming year
Charles F
treasurer of the Eastern Trust Bank in Bangor
Gerald Cohen has received his M D at the Uni­
versity of Vermont and will be entering the Albany 
Medical Center for internship.
In glancing over the announcements
Higgins. Jr, will be teaching social 
Weymouth, Mass High School this
Carlisle has been elected assistant
of births we
see:
Doug and Joyce (Wilson) Morton have had a 
son born to them Name Douglas Wilson and 
weighed in at 8 lbs and 3 oz Doug and Joyce are 
living at the So Apts here in Orono where Doug 
is studying engineering
Jack and Carolyn (Moores) March have become 
the parents of a son Daniel Jackson
Ed and Arlene (Doane) Havey are the proud 
parents of Jon Alan who weighed in at 7 lbs on 
his arrival The Haveys are living at 2339-4 Pat­
terson Dr, Eugene, Oregon, while Ed attends 
Oregon State
The Parker Leonards had a boy last March and 
the Secretary in cleaning a forgotten nook of his 
desk found the letter Name David. There are 
also two sisters for David Carol Lynn. 6 yrs , and 
Wendy Ann, 3 yrs Parker is a salesman for the 
Bird and Son, Inc, of Walpole, Mass. Parker is 
also serving as President of the Southern New 
Hampshire U of Maine Alumni Association. The 
Leonards reside at 158 Talbot St , Manchester, 
N H
Jack Cosselman and wife Ruth are living at The 
Country Club Rd, No Reading, Mass They have 
2 girls and 1 boy Jack is a salesman for the Line 
Electric Co.
Got a letter from Phil Coffin who writes that he 
is now at Millinocket with Stone and Webster Engi­
neering Corp, where Phil is Chief Field Engineer 
The Coffins have one son, Philip III, and reside at 
62 Oxford St , Millinocket Thanks for the letter, 
Phil, and keep them coming
Got a card from Truman Boutar who writes that
he is living in Lockport, N. Y., and has a managerial 
position with Montgomery Ward Co.
Have a note here that says that Dave McClure 
recently returned from five years government service 
in Japan Dick has received his master’s degree in 
business from Duke University.
Norris L. Farrington is a sales manager with 
Spencer Kellogg & Sons, Buffalo, N. Y. The Far­
ringtons make their home at 16 Bandcroft Drive, 
Buffalo 21, N. Y.
Clif Manchester of Waterville is now associated 
with Scott Paper Co.
Robert Thorpe is with Central Maine Power Co. 
and lives at 39 Holly St., Auburn Robert was re­
cently in charge of arrangements at the 2nd Annual 
meeting of the Maine Section of the American 
Institute of Electrical Engineers which met at 
Poland Springs.
Well, that finishes up the column for this month 
and it certainly was a full one. Keep the letters 
coming and let’s make this year the best ever for 
’50.
1951 Miss Mary-EIlen Michaud Apt P-1, University Gardens 
Newark, Delaware
Our Fifth Reunion has come and gone. My these 
the years have gone by swiftly, haven't they? It 
was nice to sec those of you who could make it, 
and we’re looking forward to seeing loads more of 
you in the future. Now let’s catch up on the hap­
penings of this past summer.
Clarence Woodbury has just been made princi 
pal of the South Bristol High School For the past 
pal years he has been sub-master and coach at 
Monmouth Academy
Theodore Nelson has the distinction of becoming 
the first permanent town manager of Concord, 
Mass He has a big job ahead of him and we wish 
him luck
Joan (Littlefield) Hynes has been appointed home 
demonstration agent for southern Aroostook County 
with her headquarters at Houlton Joan was a 
dietitian and dorm manager at the Aroostook Slate 
Teachers College for the last three years
Philip Pendleton will start the school year as an 
assistant professor of Psychology at Northeastern 
University Philip has his doctor’s degree from 
Ohio Slate University.
John Royal resigned his position as foolball coach 
and math teacher at Mattanawcook Academy to 
accept a position at the U. of M as a math in­
structor John also plans to work on the master’s 
degree there.
Richard Klain, guidance director al Bangor High 
School, is one of 16 in the United States who have 
been selected for fellowships on cerebral palsied 
and other severely handicapped persons The fel­
lowships are sponsored by the Alpha Gamma Delta 
International Women’s Fraternity and the National 
Society for Crippled Children and Adults He will 
spend four weeks of study at New’ York University 
and Bellvue Medical Center Institute of Physical 
Medicine and Rehabilitation
Raymond Trabold will begin his duties as vice 
principal of the Cromwell High School in Hartford, 
Conn , this fall
Joseph Zabriski was recently appointed commun­
ity representative of the Bureau of Delinquency 
Prevention for Essex County, Mass He is one of 
nine representatives for the stale who will be avail­
able to assist cities and towns in the study of youth 
problems and in the planning of appropriate pro­
grams Joe has recently received his masters degree 
in guidance from Boston University
John Dineen was recently elected (1) treasurer 
of the Greater Boston Young Republican Club. (2) 
assistant secretary of the U of M Alumni Associa­
tion of Greater Boston John is associated with the 
Boston law firm of Weston, Patrick and Church
John Barnard graduated from the University of 
Vermont Medical School and will intern al the 
Jackson Memorial Hospital, Miami, Fla John is 
married to Harriet (Elwell) of Brooks and has two 
sons, Jason and Marshall.
Hugh Lord has joined the sports staff of the 
Bangor Daily News
First Lt Bernon (Bud) Bond recently partici­
pated in the All Army rifle and pistol championships 
at Fort Benning, Ga.
Got a welcome note from Charles S Perkins 
He is married to Pauline Marshall of Portland and 
has two children, Shirley. 3 1/2, C S , Jr , 8 months 
His address is R F D 1, Milton, Pa
Leslie Decker accepted the position of managing 
editor of the Wisconsin Magazine of History, a 
quarterly published by the Wisconsin Historical 
Society in Madison He spent the past year as 
Senior Research Fellow of the Social Science Re­
search Center at Cornell University and has done 
research in Kansas and Nebraska From this re­
search he is writing his doctoral dissertation
Harold Nichols has returned after three years in 
Germany with the Army's Second Armored Division
He has returned to his position as an accountant 
for the General Electric Company.
Remember now, I’m looking forward to your 
letters, notes, and chit-chat.
Miss Dorothy McCann
59 Fessenden St., Portland
The big swing in Maine this September was to the 
Democrats, and to the schools! FOR me, the big 
swing is back to a monthly deadline with the Alum­
ni Office—so here I go again! The news is varied 
and scattered, but all interesting, I hope. I’ve seen 
some Maine grads this summer, and heard from a 
few—so, here’s the news!
Since September’s the time for going back to 
school, a few from the class of ’52 followed suit— 
some as students, others, of course, as teachers I 
know a few, but let me hear from the rest of you1
Marilyn Kilpatrick headed for Columbia Univer­
sity Graduate School—books in hand, brains in 
head, to get her master’s degree in Sociology 
While there, she'll be living at the International 
House I went to a party for Killie just before she 
went, and she was anxious to get back into the 
swing of college By the way, the party was at 
Nancy (Mosher) Brown’s house on Westview Road 
in Cape Elizabeth She and Norm ’51 certainly 
have a lovely home, and so well furnished with 
beautiful blond-haired, blue-eyed, 5-ycar-old Kim­
berly and 2-year-old Jay Norm is working in the 
I B M Department of Union Mutual, and all goes 
well in the Brown home
Also, Ruth Moulton was at the parly, and she 
too is headed for Columbia to get a master’s degree 
in History and Government So—to them both, we 
wished fond farewells and good luck
Don McKeen, world traveler of great renown, is 
back once more in circulation And what he hasn’t 
seen of the Western World—I wouldn’t even care to 
see’ He has really had some fabulous experiences 
studying and louring the beautiful and fascinating 
countries of Europe, and for one of the few times 
in mv life. I did very little talking but lots of listen­
ing This fall he’s entering Harvard University 
Graduate School to gel a master’s degree in Ro­
mance Languages—to put more knowledge into that 
already crowded with brains appendage that’s con­
nected to his shoulders -
Speaking of Harvard, Leon Berkowitz went to 
graduate school there this summer, and really en­
joyed it—both educationally and socially’ Now 
he’s back leaching social studies at Jack Junior 
High Schoo), Portland, putting into practice some 
of the things he learned at Harvard—educationally, 
that is’
Carl Brennan was graduated from the Baltimore 
College of Dental Surgery, Dental School of the 
University of Maryland, in June with a degree of 
D D S Dr Brennan is a First Lt. in the Dental 
Corps USAF Reserve, stationed in France 
Lucky Dr Brennan’ Golly, I don’t think even 
having a tooth drilled would be painful in France’ 
By the way, Carl, the word for “ouch” in French— 
is “ouch”’
Chet Worthylake has been appointed to the posi­
tion of operating supervisor of the Trenton, Michi­
gan, Saflex Plant After graduation he joined the 
Monsanto Chemical Company and was later trans­
ferred to Saflex and Butyral as a technical operat­
ing assistant Chet’s married to the former Caro­
lyn Coolidge of Marblehead, and they live at 42 
Massachusetts Ave in Springfield with their two 
children
Ron Pooler is program director for the Bangor 
Catholic Youth Organization and is doing some 
very fine work I don't know just where, but he 
and his wife and two children are living in the 
Bangor-Brewer area
Gee, I sure have rambled on—and I haven't 
mentioned a thing about all the engagements and 
marriages that have taken place with the members 
of the class of '52—but til next time. I'll just say 
there have been lots of busy bees this summer
1953 Miss Helen Strong1018 Jefferson Ave , Toledo Ohio
Once again vacations arc over and everyone is 
merrily back al work While I was on vacation I 
bumped into several people whom I hadn't seen for 
three years—I must say though they still look the 
same
Woody and Jean (Grindal) Carville are living at
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Suppose YOU decide 
on a career with New England Life 
You’ve met the Company’s qualifications, what next?
You’ll join one of the many New England Life offices from 
Maine to Hawaii. There, while on a generous naming al­
lowance, you’ll receive personal instruction in the funda­
mentals from your General Agent and your Supervisor.
You’ll get supervised selling experience. Your Supervisor 
will help you apply your technical knowledge in diagnos­
ing the client’s needs. And you’ll learn the selling skills 
so essential in recommending a life insurance program.
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Then you’ll qualify for the Career Underwriters’ Train­
ing Course at the home office. After each step you’ll see 
your earnings increase as your confidence and abilities 
develop. You’ll have various and continuing opportunities 
for advanced training.
You’ll go on to build your clientele on a professional 
basis. Your income will come from servicing your clients, 
as well as from new sources of business. And the expand­
ing operations of New England Life also provide op­
portunity for those wishing to get into management.
Write directly to Vice President L. M. Huppeler, 501 Boylston Street, Boston 17, 
for more information about making a career with New England Life.
A BETTER LIFE FOR YOU NEW ENGLAND
THE COMPANY THAT FOUNDED MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE IN AMERICA —1835
94 Main St, Fairfield They are the proud parents 
of Douglas Linwood, born June 19. Woody is 
coaching football, baseball, and ice hockey at 
Waterville High School
Al and Irene Card are also living in Fairfield 
Al is coaching football and J.V basketball at Law­
rence High School in Fairfield The Cards have a 
daughter, Linda Sue, born m December
Bob and Dottie (Leonard) Churchill and their 
twin daughters are now living in Kezar Falls Bob 
is associated in business with his father in Churchill 
Motors
Dave and Jan (Hovey) Wiggin and their sons, 
John and Scott, are living at Weymouth Hall, 
M C I , Pittsfield Wig is coaching football and is 
a mathematics instructor
Joan Hall's address is M C I , Pittsfield Joan is 
an English instructor at the school
Izzy Stearns is the Head Laboratory Technician 
at the Augusta General Hospital, and her address 
is Nurse’s Home, Augusta General Hospital, 
Augusta
Dick Whately has been appointed an instructor 
in physical education at the Univ of Rhode Island 
Before going to R I Dick was head football, swim­
ming, and baseball coach at Wyoming Seminary in 
Kingston, Penn
First Lt Jim Thorne has received his discharge 
from the Army The Thornes have a son, James 
Jim will reenter Boston Univ this fall to complete 
his studies in law
Vance Williams has recently accepted the call to 
the divided positions of pastor of the North Vas- 
salboro Baptist Church and Minister of Education 
of the First Baptist Church of Waterville He has 
just completed his studies at Andover Newton 
Theological School He and his wife have a daugh­
ter Lynn
In June Joyce Helen Grover became the bride 
of Arthur Gouin in the East Stoneham Congrega­
tional Church Joyce is a graduate of Gorham 
State Teacher’s College and has been teaching in 
Chester, Conn Art is a teacher in Norway They 
will be residing m Norway
Pat Huddleston is engaged to be married this 
fall to John DiMatteo John graduated from Bab­
son Institute
On Sept 8 at St Peter’s Church in Hartford 
Conn , Lois Welton became the bride of Lt (j g ) 
John Byrne Lois is employed at G Fox & Co. in 
Hartford as an assistant buyer John graduated 
from Fordham Univ and is now serving on the 
USS Huse as an operations officer with home port 
in Newport, R I.
At Harvard Epsworth Church in Cambridge, 
Mass , on June 23, Lolita Perduyn became the bride 
of Frank G Smith Lolita is a graduate of Tufts 
Univ and Bouve-Boston School They are resid­
ing in Denmark
In June Joan Dunton became the bride of Ken­
dall Strout in the First Congregational Church in 
So Portland Kendall graduated from Dartmouth 
College He is employed as a civil engineer by 
Metcalf & Eddy of Boston They are residing in 
Boston
Anne Dutillc became the bride of Lt Vincent 
Ryan in August Ann is a member of the teaching 
staff of the Abraham Lincoln School in Ban tor 
Lt Ryan is a member of the 71st Air Refueling 
Squadron at Dow AFB
On my way to Toledo 1 had a visit with Nancy 
and Jack Gerry in Solvay, New York Jack and 
John McDonough are working for General Electric 
in Syracuse The Gerrys have a daughter now I12 
years old, Susan Lee Their address is 332 Long 
Branch Rd , Solvay, N Y
Just one more thing before signing off for this 
month. Some of our classmates I saw this summer 
were going to drop me a line with some news, and 
as yet I just haven't run across your letters in the 
mail—I'll never tell who you are, but sou know! 
Let's make this a red letter year and everyone take 
it upon themselves to drop a line.
1954 Mrs Robert L Wcathcrbec(Martha Wyman)
200 Larkin St Bangor
It seems a long time since reunion in June. Those 
of us that were there had a grand time. At the 
class meeting we re-elected Dave Wiggin president 
and Don Poulin vice president. Lew Clark was 
elected new treasurer and I was verv honored at 
being elected secretary. Alreadv plans are being 
made for our Sth reunion!
It seems that our class is really ‘outdoing’ itself 
in the engagement and wedding fields
On June 30, Norma Jose became Mrs Richard 
Griswold Dick ’56 is working for Kodak in 
Rochester, N Y
Ruth E Wood is now Mrs Robert Greenlaw. 
They are living at 40 High Street in Fairfield
Llewellyn Clark married Martha Trefethen ’58 
in August the day after he received his Master of 
Science degree from Maine Lew will be an instruc­
tor in mechanical engineering again and will also 
be end coach in Varsity football
Allen Bingham married Joanne Owen ’56 on 
July 14 at Milo Al and Jody are now living in 
Huntsville, Alabama, where he is stationed with the 
army
Judith Lee Bramhall of Manchester, N H , be­
came the bride of Lt Mark W Getchcll in June 
Judy attended Colby College and received a B S 
degree from Boston University They arc now 
living in El Paso, Texas, while Mark is an anti­
aircraft weapons instructor at Fort Bliss
Cn June 23 Howard K Ainsworth married Janice 
Friedrich of Fond Du Lac, Wis Howard is a 
mechanical engineer with Beloit Iron Works at 
Be’oit Wis Janice attended Wisconsin State Col­
le »c and Luther College and has been teaching at 
Roscoe III
Joan E Given and Donald J Minich (USAF) of 
Fremont Ohio were united in marriage at Fort 
Fairfie’d on June 2 Joan is employed as a dental 
assistant in Fort Fairfield and her husband is sta­
tioned al Loring Air Force Base
Several of cur classmates were present for the 
Augusta wedding of Patricia A Turner on June 24 
to William Bruc. Saunders of Tenant’s Harbor 
Pat is teaching home economics at Rockland High 
School and Bruce is employed by Attwood Bros 
Inc of Tenant s Harbor Their address is 47B 
Camden St Rockland
John Ellsworth married Alice Perry ’56 on 
August 25 John is employed by Reed and Barton 
Sterling as production trainee Their address is 25 
Buxton Rd Somerset Mass
July 14 was a das to be remembered by Cedric 
F Joyce He married Judith Campbell of Abing­
ton Mass on that day Ced was an engineer in 
the U S Arms and is now associated with the 
Bell Telephone Co of Pennsylvania.
Southwest Harbor was the scene of the Sally 
Carroll ’55—Harold A Fernaid marriage ceremony 
on June 23 Hal is employed by Western Electric 
Co in Haverhill Mass
Mary Jane Keith ’c6 was married in August to
DAWN \ 
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Off TO COLLEGE and a head start 
for success. Just as proud as his fore­
sighted parents who made it possible 
for him to go.
When the time comes, will your 
youngster be off to college? It takes 
years of planning to meet the cost of 
a college education—which is steadily 
increasing.
By starting early on a Massachusetts 
Mutual educational plan tailored to 
your own situation, you can be sure 
that when your child is ready for col­
lege, the money will be ready too.
Ask your Massachusetts Mutual man to 
show you how simply the dollars 
needed for a college education can be 
guaranteed ... or call our General 
Agent listed under “Massachusetts 
Mutual” in your phone book.
Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company
THE POLICYHOLDER’S COMPANY-ORGANIZED 1851 
Springfield, Massachusetts
Warren Lee Schildberg Warren will enter Kirks­
ville College of Osteopathy and Surgery in Kirks­
ville, Mo., this fall.
Margaret Raymond married David E. Dexter 55. 
They were married on June 16. Their present ad­
dress is Box 287, Biddeford.
Judith Leighton went overseas for her marriage 
ceremony with J. Roger Atwater 55. They were 
married on August 26 in Pinder Kaserne Chapel, 
Landshut, Germany. After a wedding trip through 
Austria they will reside in Landshut where Roger 
is stationed with the army
In August Frederick S Brown married Janice 
M Harrington of Sangerville. Jan graduated from 
Mount Ida College in ’54 and also attended Boston 
Teachers College Fred is teaching at Shead Me­
morial High School in Eastport
Engagements
Jean Cressy of Pittsfield, Mass, is engaged to 
Elliot Barker III. Jean is a graduate of Colby 
College and of Iowa State University, Graduate 
School of Physical Therapy Elliot is a service en­
gineer with the .Albany (N Y ) Felt Co
Wilma Monroe ’55 is engaged to Storer Emmett 
Storer is a student at Johns Hopkins University 
School of Medicine where he is preparing for medi­
cal missionary work
Georgia Williamson is engaged to Gordon A. 
Bass *56 They plan a September 22 wedding
Jamice T Champagne of Haverhill, Mass , is cn- 
gaed to Howard G Loring, Jr
Newsy Notes:
Beverly Heal will be teaching at Stearns High, 
Millinocket, this year. Her address is: East Milli­
nocket, Me
Lt E T McManus will have the following ad- 
dres until November when he will be separating 
from the army Timmie plans to stay abroad for 
a while to get in some skiing in Switzerland Lt. 
E. T McManus 04036933, Umpire Control Group, 
7th Corp Liaison Det , A P O 173, N Y , N. Y
John McKay and William (Billy) McCann both 
plan to attend Boston University School of Law 
this fall
Charlie Galbo will be back at the University of 
Utah this fall.
Nancy Warnock is teaching elementary grades in 
Chicago Her new address is 9030 South Ada, 
Chicago, 111.
Robert and Patricia (Parsons) Fales have a son, 
Robert Jr, bom July 7 They live at 189 Filley 
St, Bloomfield, Conn
Douglas and Judy (Hight *56) McLelland have a 
son, Scott Douglass, born June 29. Their present 
address is 119 Grand Ave, Akron 2, Ohio
Robert and Elizabeth (Leighton) Davis have a 
son, Gregory Scott, born May 14 Their address 
is 610 Sutton Drive, Killeen, Texas.
Daniel *53 and Joan (Leach) Davis have a 
daughter, born in May. Dannie is working for the 
Telephone Company in New Jersey.
By the way, that cute little fellow you saw in the 
picture of our June reunion was Rocky Clark, Lew’s 
future football star
A tip of the hat to Marjorie Robbins for the 
wonderful job she did in writing our column for 
the past two years!
j Q r £ Miss Hilda Sterling
I 7JJ 1003 North Ocean Ave
Seaside Park, N J.
Engagements and weddings predominate the news 
this month so let me tell you about them. 
Engagements . ..
Gloria Ann Sellon, South Easton, Mass, an­
nounced her engagement to Lester B. Hardy, Jr , in 
April. Les has been working for his master’s degree 
in poultry physiology at the University of Delaware, 
Newark, Del.
Wilma Monroe is engaged to Storer Emmett ’54 
Wilma is a member of the teaching staff at the 
Valentine School in Bangor, and Storer is a student 
at Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, 
Baltimore, Md , where he is preparing for medical 
missionary work.
The engagement of Pauline White, Augusta, and 
Albert Noyes was announced in June. Pauline is a 
secretary in Boston, Mass , and Al is serving with 
the U S Army Finance Corps at Fort Benjamin 
Harrison, Indianapolis, Ind.
Susan Schenck, East Hampton, L. I , N. Y , has 
announced her engagement to Richard Herrlin Sue 
is a student at Goucher College, Baltimore, Md , 
and Dick is stationed at Fort Sill, Okla.
Alma Merrill and Fred Otto ’56 announced their 
engagement m July. Alma is teaching in Stonington 
this year, and Fred has a position with the Sylvania 
Co. at Woburn, Mass.
Jean Eastman became engaged to Donald Arse­
nault ’56 this summer. Jean has accepted a teach­
ing position in New Castle, Del., and Don is em­
ployed with the Dupont Chemical Co , Wilmington, 
Del.
Mr. and Mrs. • •
Lorraine Allen and Joseph Saunders ’54 were 
married on December 16. Lorraine is an elemen­
tary school teacher in Wantagh, Long Island, N. Y., 
and Joe is employed by the Shell Oil Co in Jack- 
son Heights, N. Y.
Margaret Doyle, New Haven, Conn., and Ken­
neth Parady were married in St Francis Church, 
New Haven, the latter part of December. Kenny, 
who served for two years in the United States 
Army, has resumed his studies at Maine.
Charlene Riopclle ’57 married Thomas Shea on 
March 28 in the Grace Methodist Church, Bangor 
Tom is employed by the Sewall Construction Com­
pany, Old Town The Sheas are living at 398 Ohio 
St, Bangor.
The Riverside Methodist Church, Kezar Falls, 
was the scene of the marriage of Elizabeth Kononcn 
’56 and Henry Berry, Jr, on April 1 Hank is 
employed by Swift and Company in Bangor He 
and Betty reside at 12 Fifth St , Bangor
Bernadette Soucy, Lewiston, and Alfred Cou­
lombe were married on April 7 in St. Joseph’s 
Church, Lewiston Al is associated with the East­
ern Corporation, Brewer. Their address is 11 
Webster Road, Dryden Terrace, Orono.
The marriage of Frances Sitnik, Waterville, and 
Ensign Paul Marshall took place in the Sacred 
Heart Church, Waterville, on April 14 Paul is 
attached to the Guided Missile Research Laboratory 
at the Naval Air Station, Dover, N J The Mar­
shalls arc making their home in Doser
On April 14 Anne Burns ’54 became the bride of 
Stanley Lavery in the Martha-Mary Chapel, South 
Sudbury, Mass Anne and Stan are living in Mars 
Hill, where he is town manager
Carol Scott *56 married Donald Littlefield on 
April 22 in the Congregational Church, Mattapoisett, 
Mass Donn is a field engineer for the Western 
Electric Company, Inc., in Philadelphia, Pa The 
Littlefields’ address is 2O3B Woodbury Rd , Pitman, 
N J.
Lorraine Blanchette, Lewiston, and Robert Breton 
were married on May 19 in the Holy Family Church, 
Lewiston After two years at Maine, Bob served 
with the Army in Europe, and is attending the 
New England Institute of Embalming, Boston, 
Mass They arc residing at 65 West Lane Ave 
Boston
The Italian Baptist Church, Washington, D C , 
was the scene of the marriage of Mary Chiaro, 
Patchogue, L I , N Y and Mortier D Harris, 
Jr., on May 26 Mort, a member of the U S Navy, 
is stationed aboard the USS John Paul Jones
Ann Fogg, Brooks, married James Carroll on 
June 2 in St Francis of Assisi Church, Belfast 
James is working for the State of Maine Department 
of Health and Welfare, currently assigned to Bel­
fast He and Ann live at 142 High St , Belfast
On June 10, Margaret Libby *53 became the bride 
of Peter Stanley in the Central Square Baptist 
Church, Portland Pete is stationed at Fort Hua- 
chuca, Arizona, with the Army Resers c
Margaret Myrilla Daley *56 married Linwood 
Carson on June 11 in the Falmouth Foreside Com­
munity Church Woody is serving in the U S 
Army.
Mary Farnsworth and Charles Gillis, Houlton, 
were married on June 16 in the First Baptist Church, 
Millinocket Mary has been teaching in Millinocket 
for the past year
St Paul’s Episcopal Church, Fort Fairfield, was 
the scene of the marriage of Margaret Wheeler ’56 
and Herbert Osgood on June 16 “Connie” will 
enter the U S Army this month
Another June 16 w’edding in the First Parish 
Congregational Church, Saco, united Mary Atkinson 
and William D Johnson ’56. Mary and Bill are 
residing at 204 Prospect St , Manchester, N H , 
where he is employed by the Socony Mobil Oil Co
The marriage of Margaret Raymond *54 and David 
Dexter took place in the Holy Rosary Rectory, 
Caribou, on June 16 Peggy has been assistant 
Aroostook County bureau chief for the Bangor 
Daily Neus, and Dave is a staff correspondent for 
the Portland Press Herald
Janice Friedrich of Fond du Lac, Wis , married 
Howard Ainsworth on June 23 in the Salem Evan­
gelical United Lutheran Church at Fond du Lac 
Howard is a mechanical engineer with Beloit Iron 
Works, Beloit, Wis
1 Miss Jean Partridge
I 7 jU Granite St , Millinocket
Hi *56ers’
How does it seem to be a full-fledged Alum?
I thought you’d like to know what channels some 
of the members of our notorious class have pursued. 
Here goes ...
Congratulations are due to Dana Devoe who 
received a tuition scholarship for study at Notre
Dame Law School. His address: 431 Fisher Hall, 
Notre Dame, Ind.
Congratulations also to Zane Thompson who has 
been awarded a Fulbright Scholarship for study at 
the University of London.
Positions and Professions
Ann Keyo has a position in Midland, Mich., as 
a chemist at Polychemical’s Research Laboratory 
of the Dow Chemical Co.; Margaret “Peggy” Flynt 
is doing research for the Eastman Kodak Co. and 
gives her address as 969 Dewey Ave., Rochester 13, 
N Y , David Cary is employed at the Liberty Mu­
tual Life Insurance Co.
Alan Hamilton is with Dupont Co. at Niagara 
Falls, N. Y., David Pcthcrbridgc is at Eastman 
KoJak Co , Rochester, N. Y , Dennis Cronin is 
working for Beloit Iron Works, Beloit, Wis , Ralph 
Wood is going to teach physical education and 
assist with coaching football and baseball at Spring­
field High in Vermont; Herbert Peterson plans to 
take graduate work at the University of Minn , 
Annette Dodge is with the Maine Extension Ser­
vice as Home Demonstration Agent-at-large in 
Penobscot County, John “Duke” Lane and George 
Jones arc at the Naval Candidate School in Athens, 
Ga , and Newport R I , respectively
Sarah “Sally” Gay and Janice Lord arc elementary 
school teachers in Madison, Conn , Parker Brooks, 
Jr is a traveling auditor for the National Life 
Insurance Company at Burlington, Vt , Richard 
Cahill is the new Town Manager in Northfield, Vt , 
John Cooper is doing graduate work at the Uni­
versity of Mass , Charles “Gus” Folsom is in 
basic training at Fort Knox, Ky., Thomas Mahancy 
was called to Carmel High as a coach and social 
studies teacher
Best Wishes to ...
Gordon and Sue (Bogcrt) Allard, who are living 
in Peoria, Ill , Roderic and Barbara (Goul ’57) 
McKenney—Roderic is al Officer’s Candidate 
School at Newport, R I , William “Bill” and Mary 
(Atkinson *55) Johnson who arc living at Man­
chester, N H , James ’58 and Elsie (Colby) Good 
—Elsie will teach Home Economics at Hermon High 
this fall while her husband is attending Maine, 
Edric and Mary Ann (Holt ’58) Starbird—“Rick” 
is with an oil company in the Boston area, Quentin 
and Carolyn (Moor) Peacock—Carolyn is a die­
titian al the Eastern Maine General Hospital in 
Bangor and her husband is a senior at the Bangor 
Theological Seminary, Richard and Gloria (Thorpe 
*S7) Bangs of Watertown, Mass
Nathan and Susan (Parker) Putman—Susan is a 
graduate of Wellesley College and Nathan is with 
the R T Vanderbilt Co , N. Y , David and Florence 
(Hamilton) Foster—Mrs Foster is a graduate of 
Farmington State Teachers* College and Dave is 
employed with the Southern New England Tele­
phone Co in Norwalk, Conn , David and Elaine 
(Butler) Locke—David is employed by the State 
Fish Conservalion Dept and the couple is residing 
in Blue Hill, Paul and Mary (Perry) Nadeau—Paul 
is with the Kraft FooJ Co and gives his address 
as 313 Slate St , Bangor, George and Mina (Drake) 
Quirk, who arc living at 10 Division St, Bangor, 
Richard and Sheila (Lowry) Mosher—Dick is a 
draftsman for the Penobscot Chemical Fibre Co in 
Old Town, Richard and Norma (Jose ’54) Gris- 
wald—Eastman Kodak Co in Rochester, N Y , 
has employed Dick as an industrial engineer
Charles *54 and Joanne (Owen) Bingham, are 
residing in Huntsville, Ala., where Charles is sta­
tioned in the Army, Robert and Frances (Kenney) 
Gammon make their residence at Bartow, W. Va — 
Robert is with the U S Forest Service at Mononga­
hela National Forest, Barry and Frieda (Smith) 
Millett—Barry is assistant to the Dean of Men at 
the University of Maine, Henry and Elisabeth 
(Tandy) Beck, Jr, reside in Cambridge, Mass., 
James *57 and Gwenyth (Bryant) Gilson arc living 
in Orono and Gwen is leaching in Brewer, 2nd Lt 
Charles *55 and Evelyn (Stevenson) Carter—Evelyn 
is teaching at Harvard, Mass , and Charles is with 
the finance offices at Fort Devens, Mass , Dr Rich­
ard and Arianne (McDonald) Snodgrass—He is an 
assistant resident physician at the Strong Memorial 
Hospital in Rochester, N Y.
Warren and Mary Jane (Keith) Schildberg are 
living in Kirksville, Mo, where “Berger” has a 
SOO 00 Scholarship at the Kirksville College of 
Osteopathy and Surgery, Linwood and Margaret 
“Rilla” (Daley) Carson are living al Fort Dix, 
N J , where “Woody” is stationed in the U. S 
Army, Henry and Donna (Faulkmgham) Hooper 
will be living in Rochester, N Y., where Henry is 
working for his master’s at Brown University, Ed­
ward and Christine (Harris) Farnan, Jr., are resid­
ing in Peoria, 111 , where he is working for the 
Caterpillar Tractor Co, and she is at the Methodist 
Hospital, Clayton and Donna (Rhoda) Dodge are 
in Cleveland,. Ohio, where he is teaching high school 
math , John and Anne (Clark) Kuntz reside in 
Lisbon, Iowa—John is a senior at Iowa Stale.
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Just calling up can brighten your day
The telephone can be priceless in emergen­
cies. It’s the world’s best helper when it comes 
to saving time, trips and trouble.
But one of its greatest uses has nothing to do 
with sudden need or calls to the grocer, dentist, 
hairdresser, electrician, department store, etc.
It’s to bring friends and families together.
Just to be able to lift the receiver and talk to 
others is one of the joys of the telephone.
Isn’t there some news you’d like to share 
with someone right now? And hasn’t that some­
one some news you’d like to hear?
A telephone call that costs so little can do so 
much to brighten the day at both ends of the line.
TUNE IN "TELEPHONE TIME", the TV program with John Nesbitt's real life stories the whole family can enjoy together . every Sunday over CBS
BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
fortune Hunters
The FIRST quarter of the 19th century saw a speculative fever sweeping into 
Portland from the larger cities Money was plentiful and the towns inhabitants 
were easy prey to the smooth, glib offerings of a new proup of men ranging 
the land — the get rich quick schemers Tall hat and tail coat was the chosen 
costume (until then the badge of utmost respectability) of these men, who were 
dedicated to parting dollars from their rightful owners They were convincing 
talkers and impressed the unsophisticated citizens with their plausibility and 
sincerity Fortunes were made — and lost — innate caution and common sense 
were abandoned in the hysteria of the times
One story of early Portland relates how such a schemer persuaded some 
of the town citizens to join in a plan to produce silver from dew After their 
initial investment (for a survey), they were informed that the dew at Freeport 
was particularly suited to the purpose Consequently, the investors with great 
secrecy and difficulty, brought him several quarts of the laboriously gathered 
liquid. Poured into a great cauldron hung over a roaring fire, this was brought 
to boiling After much anxious watching the schemer finally, with great regret,, 
told them something w is wrong — the silver did not materialize Seriously 
he questioned the investor*, and fin illy learned that the dew had not been 
gathered at exactly midnight and only midnight gathered dew’ would work’ 
Back they went the next night and sure enough, when the fresh dew’ was- 
boiled, there in the bottom of the cauldron were gleaming pellets of silver’
\\ ith this proof of the workability of his plan the schemer had little 
difficulty getting additional investors who in turn gathered midnight dew (always 
at Freeport) and were rewarded with little silver pellets Visions of quick, 
wealth brought in more and more investors and all w'ere happy
Until one morning, the schemer could not be found He — and their 
money — had disappeared Then, unbelievably for the first time, the litt’c 
pellets were examined closely On several of them fragments of Spanish words 
were engraved, and slowly the truth emerged Thousands of Portland doll?rs 
had been exchanged (or a handful of broken up Spanish coins’
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